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Abstract
Dependability is an umbrella concept that subsumes many key properties
about a system, including reliability, maintainability, safety, availability, confidentiality, and integrity. Various dependability modeling techniques have
been developed to effectively capture the failure characteristics of systems
over time. Traditionally, dependability models are analyzed using paperand-pencil proof methods and computer based simulation tools but their
results cannot be trusted due to their inherent inaccuracy limitations. To
overcome these limitations, we propose to leverage upon the recent developments in probabilistic analysis support in higher-order-logic theorem proving
to conduct accurate and rigorous dependability analysis. This thesis provides a semantic language embedding of the dependability concept that relies on a theory for probabilistic reasoning to develop a framework for formal
dependability analysis within the sound environment of higher-order-logic
theorem proving.
In this thesis, we mainly focus on the formalization of two widely used dependability modeling techniques: (i) Reliability Block Diagrams - a graphical
technique used to determine the reliability of overall system by utilizing the
failure characteristics of individual system components; and (ii) Fault Trees
- used for graphically analyzing the conditions and the factors causing an
undesired top event, i.e., a critical event, which can cause the whole system
iv

v
failure upon its occurrence. In particular, we present a RBD and FT-based
formal dependability analysis framework that has the ability to accurately
and rigorously determine the formal reliability, failure, availability and unavailability of safety-critical systems with arbitrary number of components.
To illustrate the practical effectiveness of our proposed infrastructure, we
present the formal dependability analysis of several real-world safety-critical
systems, including smart grids, WSN data transport protocols, satellite solar
arrays, virtual data centers, oil and gas pipeline systems and an air traffic
management system using the HOL4 theorem prover.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation

God does not begin by asking our ability, but more of our availability.
When we prove our dependability, He will increase our capability.
Neil A. Maxwell (1926 - 2004)
The rapid advancement in technology in the past few decades has enabled
us to develop many sophisticated systems that range from ubiquitous handheld devices (like cell phones and tablets) to high-end computing equipment
used in aircrafts, power systems, nuclear plants and healthcare devices. Ensuring the reliable functioning of these sophisticated systems is a major concern for design engineers. This concern is greatly amplified for safety-critical
systems where a slight malfunction in the system may endanger human lives
or lead to heavy financial set-backs. In order to avoid such scenarios beforehand, several dependability modeling techniques have been developed that
can effectively model the failure characteristics of a system and thus analyze
its failure behavior.
1
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Dependability is primarily defined as the ability of a system to deliver
service that can justifiably be trusted [15]. Dependability is an umbrella
concept which is evolved from reliability and availability considerations [15].
Many authors describe dependability of a system as a set of attributes, such
as reliability, maintainability, safety, availability, confidentiality, and integrity
[81]. Some of these attributes, i.e. reliability and availability, are quantitative
whereas some are qualitative, for instance, safety [15].
Reliability is defined as the probability of a system or a sub-component
functioning correctly under certain conditions over a specified interval of
time [15]. Availability is a closely related concept to reliability and it can
be defined as the probability that a component will be available when demanded [15]. To understand the difference between reliability and availability, it is important to realize that reliability refers to failure-free operation
during an interval, while availability refers to failure-free operation at a given
instant of time [15]. Availability can be viewed as a special case of reliability and is thus commonly considered as an attribute of reliability [13]. The
availability of a system is typically measured as a function of reliability and
maintainability, which is defined as the probability of performing a successful
repair action of a system under a given time and stated conditions [15]. Additionally, if we keep the maintainability measure constant, the availability of
the system is directly proportional to the reliability of the system [91]. This
thesis mainly focuses on reliability and availability attributes of dependability, since maintainability can be considered as a part of availability.
An overview of the essential steps for conducting dependability assessment, is shown in Figure 1.1. The main steps are: (i) Development a conceptual behavioral model of the given system; (ii) Calculation of reliability
and availability metrics; (iii) Selection of dependability modeling techniques;
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Start
Conceptual Behavioural
Model of the System
Component
Level

System
Level

Reliability and Availability
Metric Calculation

 Mean Time To Failure (MTTF)
 Mean Time Between Failure
(MTBF)
 Mean Time To Repair (MTTR)

Selection of Reliability
Modeling Technique

 Reliability Block Diagram (RBD)
 Fault Tree (FT)
 Markov Chain (MC)

Selection of Reliability
Analysis Technique

 Analytical
 Simulation
 Formal Methods

Figure 1.1: Dependability Assessment Steps
and (iv) Selection of dependability analysis techniques. The first step of the
dependability assessment starts with the construction of the conceptual behavioral model of the system. In this step, the design engineers describe the
system behaviours and its intended modes of operation. The second step
is calculation of basic metrics of reliability and availability, such as Meantime to Failure (MTTF) [15], Mean-time between Failure (MTBF) [15] and
Mean-time to Repair (MTTR) [15], at the individual component level of the
given system. The next step is the selection of an appropriate dependability
modeling technique. Some of the widely used dependability modeling techniques include Reliability Block Diagram (RBD) [24], Fault Tree (FT) [86]
and Markov Chain (MC) [35]. The selection among these modeling techniques depends upon numerous factors, which include the level of available
details, size and complexity of the given system. These modeling techniques
allow us to estimate the reliability and availability of the system at the system level and play a particularly useful role at the design stage of a system
for scrutinizing the design alternatives without building the actual system.
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Once the modeling technique is selected, the fourth and the last step is the
choice of the appropriate system level dependability analysis technique.
The dependability models, formed using the above-mentioned techniques,
are analyzed traditionally using paper-and-pencil based analytical methods
or simulation. Due to the involvement of manual manipulation and simplification, the paper-and-pencil analysis method is prone to human errors and
the problem becomes more sever when analyzing large systems. Moreover,
it is possible, and in fact a common occurrence, that many key assumptions
required for the analytical proofs are in the mind of the specialist assisting
the system engineers in the analysis of the system and they are hence not
documented. These missing assumptions are thus not communicated to the
design engineers and are ignored in system implementations, which may also
lead to unreliable designs. On the other hand, computer simulators, such as
ReliaSoft [76] and ASENT reliability analysis tool [14], have been extensively
used for the dependability analysis of various real-world systems. However,
they cannot ensure absolute correctness as well due to the involvement of
pseudo-random numbers and numerical methods.
Formal methods [43], which are computer based mathematical reasoning
techniques, have been used to overcome the inaccuracy limitations of paperand-pencil proof methods and simulation and thus can be used to play a
vital role in developing dependable systems [82]. The main idea behind the
formal analysis of a system is to first construct a mathematical model of
the given system using a state-machine or an appropriate logic and then use
logical reasoning and deduction methods to formally verify that this system
exhibits the desired characteristics, which are also specified mathematically
using an appropriate logic.
Formal methods are mainly categorized into two mainstream techniques:
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model checking [28] and theorem proving [40]. Model checking is a statebased technique in which system behavior, specified as a state-machine, is
analyzed by verifying the temporal properties exhaustively over the entire
state-space of the formal model of the given system within a computer.
While, theorem proving allows using logical reasoning to verify relationships
between a system and its properties as theorems, specified in an appropriate
logic, using a computer. Both model checking and theorem proving have
been used for probabilistic analysis of systems (e.g. [30, 42, 59]), which is the
foremost requirement for conducting dependability analysis. However, due
to the state-based nature of model checking, it suits the Markov chain based
dependability analysis quite well and allows us to analyze only state related
properties, like deadlock, liveness and safety. On the other hand, theorem
proving based on expressive Higher-order Logic (HOL) [85] allows working
with a variety of data types, such as lists and real numbers, and can be used
to verify generic mathematical expressions. Thus, in this thesis, we propose
to leverage upon Mhamdi’s probability [68] theory formalization in HOL4 to
provide an accurate and rigorous alternative for the dependability analysis
of real-world safety-critical systems.

1.2

Dependability Modeling Techniques

Dependability assessment techniques can be utilized in every design phase
of the system or component including development, operation and maintenance. RBD and FT based models are usually used to provide reliability and
availability estimates for both early and later stages of the design, where the
system models are more refined and have more detailed specifications compared to the early stage system models [15]. While on the other hand, MC
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based models are mainly used in the later design phase to perform trade-off
analysis among different design alternatives when the detailed specification
of the design becomes available. In addition, when the system is deployed,
these modeling techniques can be beneficial in order to estimate the frequency
of maintenance and part replacement in the design, which allows us to determine the life cost of the system elements or components. In this section,
we present a brief detail about some commonly used dependability modeling
techniques to facilitate the understanding of the next sections.

1.2.1

Reliability Block Diagrams

Reliability Block Diagrams (RBDs) [18] are graphical structures consisting of
blocks and connector lines. The blocks usually represent the system components and the connection of these components is described by the connector
lines. The system is functional, if at least one path of properly functional
components from input to output exists, otherwise it fails.
An RBD construction can follow any one of three basic patterns of component connections: (i) series (ii) active redundancy or (iii) standby redundancy. In the series connection, shown in Figure 1.2(a), all components
should be functional for the system to remain functional. In an active redundancy, all components in at least one of the redundant stages must be
functioning in fully operational mode. The components in an active redundancy might be connected in a parallel configuration (Figure 1.2(b)) or a
combination of series and parallel configurations, as shown in Figures 1.2(c),
1.2(d) and 1.2(e). In a standby redundancy, all components are not required
to be active. In other words, at least k out of n components are required by
the system to be functional, as depicted in Figure 1.2(f).
There are three main requirements for building an RBD of a given sys-
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tem, i.e., the information about the (i) functional interaction of the system
components; (ii) reliability of each component usually expressed in terms
of failure distributions, such as exponential or Weibull, having appropriate
failure rates; and (iii) mission times at which the reliability is desired. This
information is then utilized by the design engineers to identify the appropriate RBD configuration (series, parallel or series-parallel) in order to determine the overall reliability of the given system. A detailed account of the
commonly used RBD configurations and their corresponding mathematical
expressions is given as follows:
1

I

I

1

N

O

M

O

(a)

(b)

1

1

N

O

I

N
O

I

M

M

(c)

(d)
1

2
1

1

N

I

N
O

I

K/N

3

O

M

M

(e)

N

(f)

Figure 1.2: RBDs (a) Series (b) Parallel (c) Parallel-Series (d) Series-Parallel
(e) Nested Series-Parallel (f) K-out-N
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Series Reliability Block Diagram The reliability of a system with components connected in series is considered to be reliable at time t only if all of
its components are functioning reliably at time t, as depicted in Figure 1.2(a).
If Ai (t) is a mutually-independent event that represents the reliable functioning of the ith component of a serially connected system with N components
at time t, then the overall reliability of the complete system can be expressed
as [18]:

Rseries (t) = P r(

N
\

Ai (t)) =

i=1

N
Y

Ri (t)

(1.1)

i=1

Parallel Reliability Block Diagram The reliability of a system with
parallel connected sub-modules, depicted in Figure 1.2(b), essentially depends on the component with the maximum reliability. In other words, the
system will continue functioning as long as at least one of its components
remains functional. If the event Ai (t) represents the reliable functioning of
the ith component of a system with N parallel components at time t, then
the overall reliability of the system can be mathematically expressed as [18]:

Rparallel (t) = P r(

N
[

i=1

Ai ) = 1 −

N
Y
(1 − Ri (t))

(1.2)

i=1

Nested Reliability Block Diagrams Most safety-critical systems in the
real-world contain many reserved stages for backup in order to ensure reliable operation [62, 78]. If the components in these reserved subsystems are
connected serially then the structure is called a parallel-series structure, as
depicted in Figure 1.2(c). The parallel-series RBD is a nested form of series
RBD in a parallel RBD configuration. If Aij (t) is the event corresponding to
the reliability of the j th component connected in a ith subsystem at time t,
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then the reliability of the complete system can be expressed as follows:

Rparallel−series (t) = P r(

M \
N
[

Aij (t)) = 1 −

i=1 j=1

M
N
Y
Y
(1 − (Rij (t)))
i=1

(1.3)

j=1

Similarly, if in each serial stage the components are connected in parallel, then the configuration is termed as a series-parallel structure, shown in
Figure 1.2(d). If Aij (t) is the event corresponding to the proper functioning
of the j th component connected in an ith subsystem at time index t, then the
reliability of the complete system can be expressed mathematically as:

Rseries−parallel (t) = P r(

N [
M
\

Aij (t)) =

i=1 j=1

N
M
Y
Y
(1 − (1 − Rij (t)))
i=1

(1.4)

j=1

In many cases, real-world systems involve sub-components, which themselves form a nested RBD configuration, as shown in Figure 1.2(e). Such
systems can be modeled by nested RBD configurations. For instance, if a
system and its components both are modeled by the series-parallel RBDs,
then the complete system can be modeled by using a nested series-parallel
RBD configuration. The reliability of this kind of nested series-parallel RBD
can be expressed mathematically as follows:
N [
M \
N [
M
\
Rnested−series−parallel (t) =P r(
(
Aijkl (t)))
i=1 j=1 k=1 l=1

=

N
Y

M
N
M
Y
Y
Y
(1 − (1 − ( (1 − (1 − Rijkl (t))))))

i=1

j=1

k=1

(1.5)

l=1

where, i and j are the indices of the outer series-parallel RBD and the indices k and l refer to the reliability events corresponding to the inner sub-
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components of the system.
K-out-N Reliability Block Diagram An n-component system is said to
be in the k-out-n RBD configuration if we need at least k components out of
the total n components to be functional for the overall functionality of the
system [70]. The RBD for a k-out-n configuration is depicted in Figure 1.2(f).
This behaviour can be modeled by utilizing the concept of binomial trials,
which are used to find the chances of at least k success in n trials. Now, if R is
the reliability of the each component in the k-out-n RBD then the reliability
of the overall system can be expressed mathematically as follows [70]:

Rk|n (t) = P r(

n
[

{exactly i components are functioning properly})

i=k

=

n  
X
n

(

k

(1.6)
i

n−i

R (1 − R)

)

i=k

Interestingly, the k-out-n RBD can be reduced to series and parallel RBD
configurations by using different values of k. For instance, if put k = 1 in
Equation 1.6, the resulting expression is R1 |n (t) = 1 − (1 − R)n , which is
the expression for a parallel RBD having each component with identical
reliability R. Similarly, if we use k = n in Equation 1.6, the expression
becomes Rn|n (t) = R n , which is the reliability expression for a series RBD.
By utilizing the above-mentioned RBD configurations, we can easily construct the reliability models of many real-world systems. For instance, consider a typical radar system [55] consisting of an antenna, receiver/transmitter
system, tracking computers and radar controller, as depicted in Figure 1.3(a).
The information from the antenna is received at the receiver/transmitter sys-
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Figure 1.3: (a) A Typical Radar System (b) RBD of a Simplified Radar
System (c) RBD of a Detailed Radar System
tem and then sent to the tracking computers for processing. The processed
information is then given to the radar controller for an accurate representation of the originally received information. If any of these radar system components malfunction or a break occurs in the flow of information, then the
system no longer remains functional and is considered to be in a failed state.
Since each component is essential for a radar system to be functional, the
system can be modeled from series RBD, which can be seen in Figure 1.3(b).
However, if we are interested in a detailed reliability analysis of the radar
system then we can include the sub-components of the receiver/transmitter
system and all tracking computers that are connected in parallel for redundancy. This detailed radar system can be easily modeled by using series-
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parallel RBD configuration, as shown in Figure 1.3(c).
The essential steps to carry out the dependability analysis with the RBD
technique are as follows:
Step 1 Logical partitioning of the system into its components
Step 2 Construction of an RBD model
Step 3 Assignment of failure distribution to each individual component
Step 4 Assesment of reliability or availability of the overall system by utilizing the mathematical expressions that are presented in Equations 1.1-1.5
By using the above-mentioned steps, we can determine the reliability of a
simple radar system, depicted in Figure 1.3(a), at a certain time instant t as
follows:
 Radar Components: Antenna (A), Reciever/Transmitter (RT) system,

Tracking Computers (TC) and Radar Controller (RC)
 Simple Radar RBD = A ∩ RT ∩ T C ∩ RC
 Assuming radar components are exponentially distributed with failure

rates λAnt , λRT ran , λT Comp , λRCont
 Using Series RBD expression, given in Equation 1.1, the reliability of

a simple radar system, depicted in Figure 1.3(a), is:
Rsimp radar RBD (t) = P (A ∩ RT ∩ T C ∩ RC) = RA (t)RRT (t)RT C (t)RRC (t)
= exp(λAnt +λRT ran +λT Comp +λRCont )t

1.2.2

Fault Trees

In 1962, Bell Telephone Laboratories introduced first time the concept of
fault tree analysis to study the Minuteman Ballistic Missile Launch Control
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System developed by U.S. Air Force Ballistics Systems Division [50]. Fault
Tree (FT) [86] is a graphical technique for analyzing the conditions and the
factors causing an undesired top event, i.e., a critical event, which can cause
the whole system failure upon its occurrence. These causes of system failure
are represented in the form of a tree rooted by the top event. The preceding
nodes of the fault tree are represented by gates, which are used to link two or
more cause events causing one fault in a prescribed manner. For example, an
OR FT gate can be used when one fault suffices to enforce the fault. On the
other hand, the AND FT gate is used when all the cause events are essential
for enforcing the fault. Besides these gates, there are some other gates, such
as exclusive OR FT gate, priority FT gate and inhibit FT gate, which can
be used to model the occurrence of faults due to the corresponding cause
events [86].
Once the fault tree model is constructed, both qualitative and quantitative analysis can be carried out. A qualitative analysis in this context allows
the identification of all combinations of basic failure events, known as cut
sets, which can cause the top event to occur. The minimal cut sets (MCS)
are those cut sets that do not contain any subset of the basic cause events
that are still a cut set and are obtained by applying Boolean algebraic operations on these cut sets. The smaller the number of basic cause events in
these cut set, the more resilient to failures is the considered modeled system.
The quantitative analysis is used to evaluate the probability of occurrence
of the top event by considering these minimal cut sets, which significantly
contribute to the system failures.
In Fault Tree Analysis (FTA), each FT gate has an associated failure
probability expression as shown in Table 1.1. These expressions can be utilized to evaluate the dependability of the system. The first step in the FTA is
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Table 1.1: Probability of Failure of Fault Tree Gates
FT Gates

Failure Probability Expressions
N
N
\
Y
F (t) = P r( Ei (t)) =
Fi (t)
F (t) = P r(

i=2
N
[

i=2
N
Y
Ei (t)) = 1 − (1 − Fi (t))

i=2
1

NOR

n

1
NAND

k
n

i=2

N
Y
F (t) = 1 − FOR (t) =
(1 − Fi (t))

F (t)= P r(

k
\

E i (t) ∩

i=2

1

XOR

2

i=2
N
\
j=k

Ei (t))=

k
N
Y
Y
(1 − Fi (t)) ∗ (Fj (t))
i=2

j=k

F (t)= P r(Ā(t)B(t) ∪ A(t)B̄(t))
= FA (t)(1 − FB (t)) + FB (t)(1 − FA (t))
F (t) = P r(Ā(t))
= (1 − FA (t))

1

2

Comp

1

Inhibit

Fcomp (t) = P r((A(t) ∩ B(t)) ∪ (A(t) ∪ B(t)))
= (1 − (1 − FA (t)FB (t))∗
(1 − (1 − FA (t)) ∗ (1 − FB (t)))
Finhibit (t) = P r((A(t) ∪ B(t)) ∩ C(t))
= (1 − (1 − FA (t)) ∗ (1 − FB (t))) ∗ (1 − FC (t))

2

Fm|n (t) = P r(

n
[

{exactly i components are

i=k

m

functioning properly})
 
n
=
(
F i (1 − F )n−1 )
m
i=m
n
X

the construction of the FT of the given system. The next step is the assignment of the failure distributions to basic cause-events and the identification
of the Minimal Cut Set (MCS) failure events, which contribute in the occurrence of the top event. These MCS failure events are generally modeled in
terms of the exponential or Weibull random variables and the Probabilistic
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Figure 1.4: (a) A Power Supply System (b) Fault Tree of a Power Supply
System
Inclusion-Exclusion (PIE) principle [84] is then used to evaluate the probability of failure of the given system. Mathematically, the PIE can be expressed
as follows:

P r(

n
[

Ei ) =

i=1

X

(−1)|J|−1 P r(

J6={},J⊆{1,2,...,n}

\

Ej )

(1.7)

j∈J

where Ei corresponds to the ith cut set event.
In order to understand the FTA process, consider a power supply system, as shown in Figure 1.4(a), which is responsible for providing continuous
electricity to a hospital operation theatre. The electricity can be supplied to
operation theatre either from mains via transformer or through the power
generator. The power supply system fails completely only if either the mains
or the transformer and the power generator stop functioning. The corresponding power supply FT, as shown in Figure 1.4(b), can be constructed
by using the OR FT gate for mains (A) and transformer (B) basic failure
events. Its output is then combined with the generator failure event (C)
through AND FT gate.
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The essential steps for determining the dependability of a system with
the FT method are as follows:
Step 1 Construction of the FT of the given system
Step 2 Assignment of the failure distributions to basic cause-events
Step 3 Identification of the Minimal Cut Set (MCS) failure events
Step 4 Assigning failure distribution to basic events
Step 5 Evaluation of dependability with the PIE principle, given in Equation 1.7
By using the above-mentioned steps, we can determine the failure probability of the power supply system at time t as follows:
 The top event FS can be written in terms of basic failure events as

FS = (A ∪ B) ∩ C
 No redundant events, the cut-set events are already minimal.
 Assuming each basic failure event is exponentially distributed with fail-

ure rates λa , λb and λc
 By using PIE principle, the overall failure probability of a power supply

system, depicted in Figure 1.4(a), can be determined as:
P (FS ) = P (A)P (C) + P (B)P (C) − P (A)P (B)P (C)
= (1 − expλa t )(1 − expλb t ) + (1 − expλa t )(1 − expλc t )−
(1 − expλa t )(1 − expλb t )(1 − expλc t )

1.2.3

Markov Chains

A Markov Chain [33] is a stochastic process that consists of a set of states,
i.e., S = {s0 , s1 , ..., sn }, and arcs, which are used to point the transition
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from one state to another. The initial state sini and the probability pij
represent the starting state and the transition probability from state si to
state sj , respectively. The process starts from an initial state and transitions
from the current state to the next state occur on the basis of transition
probabilities, which only depend upon the current state based on the Markov
or the memoryless property. This property provides the basis for Markov
process and is known as the Markov property. Mathematically, it can be
expressed as:

P r(X(tm ) = x(m) |X(tm−1 ) = x(m−1) , ..., X(t1 ) = x(1) )

(1.8)

P r(X(tm ) = x(m) |X(tm−1 ) = x(m−1) )
where xm represents the value of the random variable X at time tm . The
above equation describes that the probability of moving to the next state
depends only on the present state and not on the previous states.
Markov chains are usually classified into two categories: Discrete Time
Markov Chains (DTMC) and Continuous Time Markov Chains (CTMC).
The Markov chain based dependability process starts from defining the failure
events and the identification of critical system components of the system.
This is followed by first defining the basic Markov model elements of the
critical components of the system and then assigning the failure probabilities
to these basic elements. It is quite usual that the states in the Markov model
are very large so the next steps involves the reduction of state-space of the
Markov model by using a theorem [54], which states that given the steadystate probabilities of original Markov chain, the probabilities for smaller chain
are proportional to the corresponding states in the original Markov chain.
When the modeling is complete, the analysis starts by defining the initial
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probabilities and then running the system to evaluate the overall system
reliability or availability.

1.2.4

Comparison between Dependability Modeling Techniques

The criteria for the selection of these modeling techniques, for a certain
system, mainly depends upon the type of system and problem domain. A
comparison among these modeling techniques is shown in Table 1.2. For instance, RBD is primarily used if we are interested in the successful working
of the system while FT models the failure relationship due to the failure of
individual components of the system. Also, both of these techniques utilize
top-down analysis approach that starts at the system level and then proceeds
downward to link system performance to failures at the component level. Due
to this reason, these techniques work only for combinatorial types of problems, where a combination of components faults is used to determine the
overall system failure. On the other hand, Markov chains are more flexible
in terms of handling a wide variety of problems, as given in Table 1.2, including non-combinatorial problems, where systems are in different operational
modes, such as active or failed.
Table 1.2: Comparison of Dependability Modeling Techniques
Features
Success Domain
Failure Domain
Top-Down Approach
Identification and Prevention of Faults
Combinatorial Problems
Non-combinatorial Problems
Large and Complex Systems

Reliability
Block Diagram
X

Fault
Tree

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

Markov
Chain
X
X
X
X
X
X
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In practice, Markov chains provides much more detailed analysis compared to RBD and FT. However, the major problem with the Markov chain
based reliability/availability analysis is its exponential growth in the statespace as the system complexity increases [20]. For instance, consider the large
Multistage Interconnection Networks (MINs) [20] that are mainly used in the
supercomputers and multi-process systems to realize communication among
thousands of processors. To conduct the Markov chain based dependability
analysis of a 8 x 8 MIN consisting of 16 switching elements, we need to consider 216 possible states [20]. Although, we can somewhat reduce the number
of states by taking appropriate assumptions but it can compromise the accuracy of the dependability results [20]. On the other hand, RBD and FT are
intuitive and transparent methods that can be used to describe the reliability
and availability of large and complex systems, like MINs [19]. Therefore, it is
customary to use RBD and FT techniques before analyzing the dependability of the systems with complex techniques, such as Markov chains. In this
thesis, we solely focused on the RBD and FT modeling techniques, which
can also serve as a foundation for more detailed dependability techniques,
such as dynamic RBDs and FTs, by combining them with Markov chains.

1.3
1.3.1

Dependability Analysis Techniques
Simulation

Many computer simulators, such as ReliaSoft [76] and ASENT Reliability
analysis tools [14], provide graphical editors for the construction of RBDs
and FTs and the analysis is carried out by generating samples from the exponential and Weibull random variables that are associated with the events
of the RBD or FT. These samples are then processed to evaluate the de-
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pendability of the complete system using computer arithmetic and numerical
techniques. Although, these tools provide a more scalable alternative to the
paper-and-pencil proof methods but the computational requirement increases
drastically as the size of the system increases. For example, when analyzing
systems with the FT method, if there are q terms involves in the MCS of a
given FT model then the total number of terms in the corresponding PIE
principle will be 2q−1. In addition, these tools cannot ascertain absolute correctness or error-free analysis because of the involvement of pseudo random
numbers and numerical methods and the inherent sampling-based nature of
simulation.
Similarly, computer algebra systems (CAS), such as Mathematica [66],
provide attractive features for dependability analysis. For instance, the large
RBD and FT expressions for any given system can be validated with failure distributions, such as exponential or Weibull, by using symbolic and
numerical algorithms. However, due to the presence of these unverified simplification algorithms, the analysis provided by CAS cannot be termed as
sound and accurate. For instance, the simplification of the expression

(x2 −1)
(x−1)

by CAS yields (x + 1 ) without explicitly mentioning (x 6= 1 ) [41], which is
the foremost premise for the verification of this property.

1.3.2

Model Checking

Model Checking [16] is one of the widely used formal methods that describes
the behavior of a given system in the form of a state machine and verify
its temporal properties in a rigorous manner. Probabilistic model checking extends traditional model checking principles for the analysis of Markov
chains and allows the verification of probabilistic properties. Some notable
probabilistic model checking include PRISM [63] and ETMCC [45].
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PRISM [60] is an open-source probabilistic model checker, which has been
extensively used for the dependability analysis of a variety of systems. It provides support for building and analyzing several types of probabilistic models,
such as discrete and continuous-time Markov chains, Markov decision processes, and extensions of these models with rewards. PRISM constructs the
corresponding probabilistic model of the given system in the form of states
and transitions. For dependability analysis, the states represent the functioning or failure of the system or its components and transitions represent
a possible evolution of the system from one configuration or failure to another over time. Transitions are labeled with quantitative information, such
as failure rates of exponential distributions. Once this probabilistic model is
constructed, it can be used to analyze a wide range of quantitative properties, related to reliability and availability, of the original system. However,
the state-space explosion problem [73], i.e., the problem of dealing with the
computational overhead of exhaustive state-exploration of complex systems,
is one of the inherent limitations of this technique.
Due to the state-based models in model checking, only state-related property verification, like deadlock checks, reachability and safety properties, is
supported, that is, we cannot verify generic mathematical dependability relationships for the given systems using the model checking approaches, presented in [77], [72]. For example, a state-based model of a specific scenario,
with predefined transition probabilities, can only be analyzed using model
checking tools.

1.3.3

Petri Nets

Petri Net (PN) [74], a well-known state-space formal method, is a bipartite
directed graph consisting of disjoint sets of places P and transitions T . The
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former, which is represented by circles, models the condition while the latter,
signified by bars, represents the events or activities that may occur in the
system. The directed arcs (P × T ) and (T × P ), represented by arrows,
describe the input places P for the transitions T and output places P for the
transitions T , respectively. Places may be empty or contain more than one
token that is drawn by a block dot and term marking represents the tokens
over the set of places. A transition is said to be enabled, in a given marking,
if all its input places contain at least one token. An enabled transition can
be f ired and as a result a token will be removed from the input places of the
transition and added to its output places.
A stochastic variant of a Petri Net is commonly used for the dependability
analysis [65]. A Stochastic Petri Net (SPN), based on CTMC, is a timed PN
where each transition is characterized by an exponential random variable. A
reward function can be used to define the reliability metrics of an SPN based
model as follows:
rm =



1 if M ∈ O

(1.9)


0 if M ∈ F
where rm is a state reward, which splits the set of reachable markings of an
SPN into two subsets: O represents the operational state of the system and F
represents the failure state. The instantaneous steady state and the interval
availability metrics can be calculated using this state reward function.
Petri Net offers an additional property to incorporate variable failure
rates to RBD and FT models. However, this benefit, practically, limits its
applicability to analyze sizable systems due to its exponential growth in
state-space. For instance, consider a redundant generator system consisting
of three generators; primary, backup and emergency backup that are connected in parallel [77]. These generators are connected in series with two
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power buses; main and backup. The Petri Net model of this simple five component generator system consist of 227 states and 763 arcs. Thus, like model
checking, Petri Net is also not a scalable dependability analysis technique for
large and complex systems.

1.3.4

Higher-order Logic Theorem Proving

The idea that the machines can be used to reason, like humans, was first
dreamed by Gottfried Leibniz. He expressed it in this way:
If we had some exact language ... or at least a kind of truly philosophical writing, in which the ideas were reduced to a kind of alphabet of human thought, then all that follows rationally from what is
given could be found by a kind of calculus, just as arithmetical or
geometrical problems are solved.
Leibniz (1646-1716)
Leibniz believed that there must be a universal language (characteristica
universalis) that can express anything and a calculus of reasoning (calculus
ratiocinator) for deciding the truth of assertions expressed in characteristica.
This dream of Leibniz was later put into reality by many famous mathematicians, including Boole, Frege, Peano, Russel, Whitehead and many others, at
the end of the nineteenth century. The idea was to built a formal axiomatic
system in such a way that the correctness of ordinary mathematical arguments can be verified mechanically (using computer), at least in principle.
Gottlob Frege in his first volume of Grundgesetze der Arithmetik, presented
such a formal system, published in 1893. This was followed by some foundational systems, which include the ramified type theory of Russell and White-
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heads Principia Mathematica, published in three volumes from 1910 to 1913;
Ernst Zermelos axiomatic set theory published in 1908, later extended by
Fraenkel; and Churchs simple type theory published in 1940. These works
set the foundation of a realm nowadays known as “Theorem Proving”.
Theorem proving [36] has now become a widely used formal verification
technique. The system that needs to be analysed is mathematically modeled in an appropriate logic and the properties of interest are verified using
computer-based formal tools. The use of formal logics as a modeling medium
makes theorem proving a very flexible verification technique as it is possible
to formally verify any system that can be described mathematically. The core
of theorem provers usually consists of some well-known axioms and primitive
inference rules.
The verification effort of a theorem in a theorem prover varies from trivial
to complex depending on the underlying logic [39]. For instance, first-order
logic [31] utilizes the propositional calculus and terms (constants, function
names and free variables) and is semi-decidable. A number of sound and
complete first-order logic automated reasoners, such as ACL2 [53], are available that enable several powerful verification algorithms for proving theorems
automatically or by using user-guided intelligent hints. More expressive logics, such as higher-order logic [23], can be used to model a wider range of
problems than first-order logic, but theorem proving for these logics cannot be fully automated and thus involves user interaction to guide the proof
tools. For the formalization of RBDs and FTs, we need to formalize random
variables as functions, and their distribution properties are verified by quantifying over random variable functions. Henceforth, first-order logic does not
support such formalization and we need to use higher-order logic to formalize
the foundations of RBDs and FTs.
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Theorem proving has the ability to overcome the inaccuracy limitations
of traditional techniques, such as paper-and-pencil and simulation tools, due
to the fact that the verification process is primarily based on deductive reasoning. Soundness is assured as every new theorem must be created from
these basic or already proved theorems and primitive inference rules. Therefore, the analysis is much more rigorous and accurate compared to computer
algebra systems (CAS), such as Mathematica [66], which simplify the given
closed form expressions and return the results in the form of symbolic expressions. This fact can be illustrate with this example that the simplification
of the expression

(x2 −1)
(x−1)

by CAS yields (x + 1 ) without explicitly mentioning

(x 6= 1 ) [41]. On the other hand, the HOL theorem prover [36], which is a
higher-order-logic theorem prover, cannot verify the same expression without this premise. Similarly, unlike state-space formal methods, like Petri
Nets and model checking, HOL theorem proving does not suffer from the
state-space explosion problem and can inductively verify the dependability
relationships for an arbitrary number of system components and failure rates
and thus can be used to carry out the dependability analysis of a wide variety
of real-world systems.
A number of higher-order-logic (HOL) formalizations of probability theory are available in higher-order logic (e.g. [48], [68], [46]). Hurd’s formalization of probability theory [48] has been utilized to verify sampling algorithms of a number of commonly used discrete [48] and continuous random
variables [44] based on their probabilistic and statistical properties. Moreover, this formalization has been used to conduct the reliability analysis of
a number of applications, such as memory arrays [44] and electronic components [2]. However, Hurd’s formalization of probability theory only supports
having the whole universe as the probability space. This feature limits its
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scope and thus this probability theory cannot be used to formalize more than
a single continuous random variable. Whereas, in the case of reliability analysis of pipelines, multiple continuous random variables are required. The
recent formalizations of probability theory by Mhamdi [68] and Hölzl [46]
are based on extended real numbers (including ±∞) and provide the formalization of Lebesgue integral to reason about advanced statistical properties.
These theories also allow using any arbitrary probability space, a subset of
the universe, and thus are more flexible than Hurd’s formalization.
To the best of our knowledge, the above-mentioned HOL formalization
of probability theories, by Mhamdi [68] and Hölzl [46], have not been used
to formalize neither reliability and availability nor continuous random variables so far. In this thesis, we used Mhamdi’s formalization of probability
theory [68], which is available in the HOL theorem prover [79], to formalize
commonly used RBD configurations and FT gates. Furthermore, we formally
verify the Probabilistic Inclusion-Exclusion (PIE) principle and use it along
with our RBD and FTs formalizations to analyze dependability of several
real-world systems, including smart grids, WSN data transport protocols,
satellite solar arrays, virtual data centers, oil and gas pipeline systems and
NextGen air traffic management systems.

1.3.5

Comparison between Dependability Analysis Techniques

A comparison of the dependability analysis techniques is given in Table 1.3.
These techniques are evaluated according to their expressiveness, accuracy
and the possibility of the automation of the analysis. Model checking and
Petri Nets are not expressive enough to model and verify all sorts of dependability properties due to their state-based nature. The accuracy of
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Table 1.3: Comparison of Dependability Analysis Techniques
Feature

Paperand-pencil
Proof
Expressiveness X
Accuracy
X (?)
Automation

Simulation Petri
Tools
Nets

Theorem
Proving

X

X
X

X

X
X

Model
Checking

X
X

the paper-and-pencil based proofs is questionable because they are prone
to human errors. Simulation is inaccurate due to the involvement of pseudorandom number generators and computer arithmetics along with its inherent
sampling-based nature. Theorem proving does not support all the reliability analysis foundations as of now. Finally, the paper-and-pencil based proof
methods and interactive theorem proving based analysis involve human guidance and therefore are not categorized as automatic. However, there is some
automatic verification support (e.g. [79]) available for theorem proving, which
can ease the human interaction in proofs and thus we cannot consider interactive theorem proving as a completely manual approach.
We have used the question mark symbol in accuracy feature for paperand-pencil to highlight its limitation of being prone to human error.

1.4

Proposed Methodology

The main objective of this thesis is to develop a framework for the formal
dependability analysis that can rigorously analyze a wide variety of real-world
systems within the sound core of the HOL theorem prover. In particular, the
highlighting characteristics of this thesis are as follows:
1. The ability to formally construct reliability and availability events from
the notion of time-to-failure and time-to-repair random variables in
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higher-order logic. The formalization of these events are essentially required to formally specify the dependability of the system components.
2. The ability to formally model the n-stages of RBD configurations in
higher-order logic. A distinguishing feature of our proposed RBD formalization is its ability to model nested RBD configurations, which are
RBDs having blocks that also represent RBD configurations.
3. The ability to formalize generic FT gates that can be used to construct
an arbitrary levels of FTs in higher-order logic.
4. The ability to reason about dependability properties based on the formal models, mentioned in Steps 2 and 3, using a theorem prover.
5. The ability to effectively utilize the above-mentioned capabilities to
formally determine the dependability of real-world complex systems.
The proposed methodology for formal dependability analysis, depicted in
Figure 1.5, allows us to formally verify the dependability relationships corresponding to the given system description and thus formally check that the
given system satisfies its dependability requirements. The core component
of this methodology is the higher-order-logic formalizations of the notions of
probability, reliability, RBD and FT.
The given system is first partitioned into components and the corresponding RBD/FT model is constructed. This model can then be formalized in
higher-order logic using the above-mentioned core formalizations. The next
step is to assign failure distributions, like exponential and Weibull, to individual components of the given system. These distributions are also formalized
by building upon the formalized probability theory and are used, along with
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Higher-order Logic
Reliability
Probability

System Description
Partitioning of Systems into
Sub-components

Availability
Formal
Model

Reliability Block
Diagrams (RBDs)

Fault Tree (FT)

RBD or Fault Tree Model
Formalization
of Failure
Distributions

Proof Goal

Assigning the Failure Distributions

Dependability Requirements

HOL4 Theorem Prover
Formally Verified
Dependability
Properties

Yes

Proof Goals
Discharged?

NO

Figure 1.5: Methodology for Formal Dependability Analysis

the formal RBD/FT model, to formalize the given dependability requirements as proof goals in higher-order logic. The user has to reason about the
correctness of this proof goal using a theorem prover (HOL4) by building
upon the core formalizations of probability reliability, RBD and FT theories.
If all the sub-goals are discharged then we obtain formally verified dependability expressions, which correspond to the dependability requirements of
the given system. Otherwise, we can use the failing sub-goals to debug
our formalizations of the model (Formal RBD/FT Model) and requirements
(Proof Goal) or the originally specified model and requirements, as depicted
by the red-colored dotted line in the Figure 1.5.
We briefly present our methodologies for developing formal dependability
analysis characteristics that we have tackled in this thesis as follows:
 Reliability Block Diagrams We propose a framework that allows

us to formally model RBDs, such as series, parallel, series-parallel,
parallel-series and k-out-n, in higher-order logic. The distinguishing
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feature of this framework is its compositional nature as it facilitates
catering for any combination of series and parallel RBD configurations.
The proposed RBD formalization has the ability to model nested RBD
configurations, which are RBDs having blocks that also represent RBD
configurations. Also, it allows us to verify the generic dependability
expressions for RBDs on any reliability event list of arbitrary length
within the sound core of the HOL theorem prover. This generality
allows us to formally analyze the dependability of many complex realworld systems. The proposed RBD formalization is also extended to
formalize Availability Block Diagrams (ABDs) for availability analysis
purposes. In particular, we have formalized the availability events by
using the notion of multiple failure and repair random variables to capture the concept of instantaneous and steady-state availability within
HOL. These formalized availability events are then utilized to formally
model the commonly used ABDs, such as series, parallel, parallel-series
and series-parallel.

 Fault Trees We propose an infrastructure to formalize the basic FT

gates, such as AND, OR and NOT. Our proposed formalization approach is compositional in nature that allows us to formalize other
commonly used FT gates, such as NAND, NOR, XOR, Inhibit, Comparator and majority Voting. Moreover, we have also formally verified
the PIE principle, which provides the foremost foundation for formal
reasoning about the accurate dependability analysis of any FT model.
This infrastructure also enabled us to transform the given system FT
model to its equivalent RBD model, without any loss of valuable information. The RBD model can then be formally analyzed by using
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our proposed formal reasoning support for RBDs. This transformation considerably reduces the analysis complexity due to the fact that
RBD offers closed form expressions compared to a FT, which requires
unfolding of all the PIE terms. We have also formalized the unavailability FTs by incorporating the notion of unavailability, constructed from
multiple failure and repair random variables, in the above-mentioned
FTA approach.

 Case Studies To demonstrate the practical effectiveness of our de-

pendability analysis framework, we presented the formal dependability
analysis of a Virtual Data Center (VDC), an oil and gas pipeline and the
NextGen air traffic management system in this thesis. These systems
are composed of several subsystems and the subtle interaction of these
subsystems among each other makes their dependability analysis quite
complex. For instance, we have formalized the nested series-parallel
RBD configuration, which is a series-parallel RBD having each block
modeled by the series-parallel RBD configuration, to formally analyze
the reliability of a generic Virtual Data Center (VDC) in a cloud computing infrastructure. Due to the involvement of four nested stages of
series and parallel RBDs, we encountered a number of formalization
challenges in this application. Similarly, we have presented the formal
reliability analysis of an oil and gas pipeline system functioning in different operational modes. To completely analyze the pipeline, each of
these operational modes is modeled by different combinations of RBD
configurations that lead to complex reliability expressions. By using the
proposed FT analysis approach, we have also described a formal failure analysis of the NextGen air traffic management system consisting
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of numerous components. These case studies certainly highlighted the
diversity and integrity of our proposed dependability analysis framework and also provided accurate dependability results compared to the
traditional techniques, such as simulation.
Besides having several benefits of using higher-order-logic theorem proving approach for dependability analysis, it has also its own limitations. Although, theorem proving has proven its effectiveness by solving many challenging tasks over the years including recent formal verification of Kepler
conjecture problem [38]. But these successes are sporadic, and work on hard
problems usually requires a proficient user and a considerable amount of
formalization. On the other hand, simulation based techniques are at least
capable of providing approximate solutions to very complex problems and
probabilistic model checking can automatically provide precise answers to
dependability analysis problems that can be expressed by a reasonable sized
state-machine. Therefore, we consider higher-order-logic theorem proving as
a complementary technique to simulation and probabilistic model checking,
i.e., the methods have to play together for a successful dependability analysis
framework. For example, theorem proving can be used for the safety-critical
parts of the analysis, which cannot be handled by probabilistic model checking, and simulation and model checking based approaches can handle the
rest.

1.5

Thesis Contributions

The prime objective of this thesis is to develop a framework in order to
conduct the formal dependability analysis within the sound environment of
higher-order logic theorem proving. This framework allows us to conduct
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rigorous reliability and availability analysis for safety-critical software and
hardware systems. In moving towards a successful higher-order-logic theorem proving based dependability analysis framework, the thesis makes the
following contributions.
 It presents a framework that allows us to formally model the wide

variety of RBD configurations by utilizing different combination of series and parallel RBDs within higher-order logic. It also provides the
detailed description about the adopted higher-order logic formalization
approach, which is successfully utilized for the formal verification of the
commonly used RBD configurations, such as series, parallel, parallelseries, series-parallel and k-out-n. This framework also enable us to
rigorously verify the reliability and availability of a wide range of safetycritical systems using higher-order-logic theorem proving [6,10,12] [BioJr-1,Bio-Jr-2,Bio-Jr-4,Bio-Cf-2,Bio-Cf-4,Bio-Cf-5,Bio-Cf-8,Bio-Tr-1]1 .
 It presents a framework to formalize arbitrary levels of FT diagrams

by using generic higher-order logic formalizations of FT gates, such as
AND, OR, NOT, NAND, NOR, XOR, comparator and majority voting.
The formally verified PIE principle allows us to precisely determine the
probability of failure and unavailability of a given system using higherorder-logic theorem proving [5, 7] . In addition, we described a sound
method to transform a given FT to its equivalent RBD, which further
enhances the ability of this framework to formally analyze large realworld systems [8]. [Bio-Jr-1,Bio-Cf-1,Bio-Cf-2,Bio-Cf-6].
 It presents accurate and rigorous dependability analysis of many real-

world systems, including smart grids [8], Wireless Sensor Network (WSN)
1

The references with prefix Bio are provided in the Biography Section.
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data transport protocols [11], satellite solar arrays [5], virtual data
center [12], oil and gas pipeline system [10] and NextGen air traffic management system [7] [Bio-Jr-1,Bio-Jr-2,Bio-Jr-4,Bio-Cf-1,Bio-Cf2,Bio-Cf-4,Bio-Cf-5,Bio-Cf-8,Bio-Cf-6].
 In order to facilitate the use of our formally verified results by industrial

design engineers for their dependability analysis, we have also developed a set of SML functions to automate the simplification step of the
formally verified theorems. These functions allow the potential users
to automatically compute the dependability results up to 12 decimal
places based on the given failure and repair rate values corresponding
to the given system components [Bio-Jr-1,Bio-Cf-1,Bio-Cf-2].

1.6

Thesis Organization

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we provide a
brief introduction to the HOL proof assistant and Mhamdi’s probability theory [68], in HOL, that served as the basis, in the development, of our formal
dependability analysis framework. It also presents the HOL formalization of
reliability concept and the verification of its related properties. Chapter 3
describes our higher-order logic formalization of commonly used RBDs and
the formal verification of their corresponding mathematical expressions. The
formal RBD-based reliability analysis of some real-world systems is presented
for illustration purposes. This chapter also presents the HOL formalization
of Availability Block Diagrams (ABDs), which are an extension of RBDs,
and formal RBD-based availability analysis of some safety-critical systems.
Similarly, Chapter 4 presents the HOL formalization of Fault tree gates and
probabilistic Inclusion-exclusion (PIE) principle and the formal verification
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of their equivalent mathematical relationships. Formal failure analysis of
some notable real-world systems is also presented in this chapter. It also
provides the detailed description of formal unavailability analysis support,
which is developed by extending the formalization of FT gates and the PIE
principle, and the unavailability analysis of some real-world systems is also
presented for illustration purposes. Chapter 5 provides the detail description
about the formal dependability analysis of a couple of real-world case studies, including virtual data centers, oil and gas pipelines and the NextGen air
traffic management system, to demonstrate the practical utility of our proposed RBD and FT formalizations. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis
and outlines some future research directions.

Chapter 2
Preliminaries
2.1

HOL Proof Assistant

HOL is an interactive theorem prover developed at the University of Cambridge, UK, for conducting proofs in higher-order logic. It utilizes the simple
type theory of Church [27] along with Hindley-Milner polymorphism [69] to
implement higher-order logic [85]. HOL has been eloquently used to reason
about the subtle mathematical properties of reals and complex numbers as
well as software and hardwares.
HOL is built upon the strongly-typed functional programming language
ML [37]. The HOL core consists of only 5 basic axioms and 8 primitive
inference rules, which are implemented as ML functions. Soundness is assured
as every new theorem can only be added in HOL by verifying it from already
verified theorems using a set of inference rules in a prescribed order. The
HOL proof assistant also provides several automatic proof procedures [36] to
assist the user in directing the proof.
We utilized the HOL theories of Booleans, lists, sets, positive integers,
real numbers, measure and probability in our work. In fact, one of the
36
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primary motivations of selecting the HOL theorem prover for our work was
to benefit from these built-in mathematical theories. Table 2.1 provides
the mathematical interpretations of some frequently used HOL symbols and
functions, which are inherited from existing HOL theories, in this thesis.
Table 2.1: HOL Symbols and Functions
HOL Symbol
∧
∨
v
::
++
HD L
TL L
EL n L
MEM a L
LENGTH L
FLAT L

Standard Symbol
and
or
not
cons
append
head
tail
element
member
length
flat

λ x.t

λx.t

SUC n
exp x
lim(λ n.f(n))

n+1
ex
lim f (n)

{x|C(x)}

{λx. C(x)}

2.2

n→∞

Meaning
Logical and
Logical or
Logical negation
Adds a new element to a list
Joins two lists together
Head element of list L
Tail of list L
nth element of list L
True if a is a member of list L
Length of list L
Convert two-dimensional list L to
one dimension
Lambda abstraction function
that maps x to t(x)
Successor of a num
Exponential function
Limit of a real sequence f
Set of all x that satisfy the condition P

Probability in HOL

Mathematically, a measure space is defined as a triple (Ω, Σ, µ), where Ω is a
set, called the sample space, Σ represents a σ-algebra of subsets of Ω, where
the subsets are usually referred to as measurable sets, and µ is a measure
with domain Σ. A probability space is a measure space (Ω, Σ, P r), such
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that the measure, referred to as the probability and denoted by P r, of the
sample space is 1. A probability theory is developed based on three famous
Kolmogorov axioms:
 ∀A.

0 ≤ Pr (A)

 Pr (Ω ) = 1
 For any countable collection A0 , A1 , · · · of mutually exclusive events,
T
P
Pr ( i∈Ω Ai ) = i∈Ω Pr (Ai ).

In HOL formalization of probability theory [68], given a probability space
p, the functions space, subsets and prob return the corresponding Ω, Σ and
P r, respectively. This formalization also includes the formal verification of
some of the most widely used probability axioms, which play a pivotal role
in formal reasoning about reliability properties.
A random variable is a measurable function between a probability space
and a measurable space. The measurable functions belong to a special class
of functions, which preserves the property that the inverse image of each
measurable set is also measurable. A measurable space refers to a pair (S, A),
where S denotes a set and A represents a nonempty collection of sub-sets of
S. Now, if S is a set with finite number of elements, then the corresponding
random variable is termed as a discrete, otherwise it is known as continuous
random variable.

2.2.1

Reliability in HOL

The probability that a random variable X is less than or equal to some
value t, P r(X ≤ t) is called the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
and it characterizes the distribution of both discrete and continuous random
variables. The CDF has been formalized in HOL as follows [9]:
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Definition 2.1. Cumulative Distributive Function
` ∀ p X t.

CDF p X t = distribution p X {y | y ≤ Normal t}

where the variables p : (α → bool)#((α → bool) → bool)#((α → bool) →
real), X : (α → extreal) and t : real represent a probability space, a random variable and a real number respectively. The function Normal takes a
real number as its inputs and converts it to its corresponding value in the
extended-real data-type, i.e, it is the real data-type with the inclusion of positive and negative infinity. The function distribution takes three parameters: a probability space p, a random variable X and a set of extended-real
numbers and outputs the probability of a random variable X that acquires
all the values of the given set in probability space p.
Now, reliability R(t) is stated as the probability of a system or component
performing its desired task over certain interval of time t.

R(t) = P r(X > t) = 1 − P r(X ≤ t) = 1 − FX (t)

(2.1)

where FX (t) is the CDF. The random variable X, in the above definition,
models the time to failure of the system and is usually modeled by the exponential random variable with parameter λ, which corresponds to the failure
rate of the system. Based on the HOL formalization of probability theory [68], Equation (2.1) has been formalized as follows [9]:
Definition 2.2. Reliability
` ∀ p X t.

Reliability p X t = 1 - CDF p X t

We used the above mentioned formal definition of reliability to formally
verify some of the classical properties of reliability in HOL. The first property
in this regard relates to the fact that the reliability of a good component is
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1, i.e., maximum, prior to its operation, i.e., at time 0. This property has
been verified in HOL as the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Maximum Reliability
` ∀ p X. prob space p ∧
(∀ y.

X y 6= NegInf ∧ X y 6= PosInf) ∧

(∀ z.

0 ≤ z ⇒ (λx.

(∀ x.

Normal 0 ≤ X x) ⇒

CDF p X x) contl z) ∧

(Reliability p X 0 = 1)

The first assumptions of the above theorem ensure that the variable p represents a valid probability space based on the formalization of Mhamdi’s
probability theory [68]. The second assumption constraints the random variable to be well-defined, i.e., it cannot acquire negative or positive infinity
values. The third assumption states that the CDF of the random variable
X is a continuous function, which means that X is a continuous random
variable. This assumption utilizes the HOL function contl, which accepts a
lambda abstraction function and a real value and ensures that the function is
continuous at the given value. The last assumption ensures that the random
variable X can acquire positive values only since in the case of reliability
this random variable always models time, which cannot be negative. The
conclusion of the theorem represents our desired property that reliability at
time=0 is 1.
The proof of the Theorem 2.1 exploits some basic probability theory axioms and the following property according to which the probability of a
continous random variable at a point is zero.
The second main characteristic of the reliability function is its decreasing
monotonicity, which is verified as the following theorem in HOL:
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Theorem 2.2. Reliability is a Monotone Function
` ∀ p X a b.

prob space p ∧

(∀ y.

X y 6= NegInf ∧ X y 6= PosInf) ∧

(∀ x.

Normal 0 ≤ X x) ∧ a ≤ b ⇒

(Reliability p X (b)) ≤ (Reliability p X (a))

The assumptions of this theorem are the same as the ones used for Theorem 2.1 except the last assumption, which describes the relationship between
variables a and b. The above property clearly indicates that the reliability
cannot increase with the passage of time.
The formal reasoning about the proof of Theorem 2.2 involves some basic
axioms of probability theory and a property that the CDF is a monotonically
increasing function.
Finally, we verified that the reliability tends to 0 as the time approaches
infinity. This property is verified under the same assumptions that are used
for Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 2.3. Reliability Tends to Zero As Time Approaches Infinity
` ∀ p X. prob space p ∧
(∀ y.

X y 6= NegInf ∧ X y 6= PosInf) ∧

(∀ x.

Normal 0 ≤ X x) ⇒

(lim (λn.

Reliability p X (&n)) = 0)

The HOL function lim models the limit of a real sequence. The operator
& is used to typecast the num datatype to real. The proof of Theorem
2.3 primarily uses the fact that the CDF approaches to 1 as its argument
approaches infinity.
These three theorems completely characterize the behavior of the reliability function on the positive real axis as the argument of the reliability is
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time and thus cannot be negative. The formal verification of these properties
based on our definition ensure its correctness.

2.2.2

Mutual Independence of Events

The notion of mutual independence of n random variables is a major requirement for reasoning about the dependability properties. According to
this notion, a list of n events are mutual independent if and only if for each
set of k events, such that (1 ≤ k ≤ n), we have:

P r(

k
\

i=1

Ei ) =

k
Y

P r(Ei )

(2.2)

i=1

It is important to note that mutual independence is a much stronger
property compared to pairwise independence [84], which ensures independence between two events only. On the other hand, mutual independence
makes sure that any subset of events are independent with each other. Also,
we can verify many interesting properties of independence using the mutual
independence property. For instance, given a list of mutually independent
events, say L, we can verify that an element h ∈ L is independent with the
list L − [h] representing the list L without element h.
The mutual independence concept is formalized in HOL as follows [9]:
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Table 2.2: HOL Functions used throughout Formalization
Function
Name
PERM

HOL Definition

` ∀ L1 L2. PERM L1 L2 =
∀ x. FILTER ($= x) L1 = FILTER ($= x)L2
LENGTH
` (LENGTH [] = 0 ) ∧
∀ h t. LENGTH (h::t) = SUC (LENGTH t)
TAKE
` (∀ n. TAKE n [] = []) ∧
∀ n x xs. TAKE n (x::xs) = if n = 0 then [] else
x::TAKE (n - 1) xs
inter list
` (∀ p. inter list p [] = p space p ) ∧
∀ p h t. inter list p (h::t) = h ∩ inter list p t
list prod
` (∀ list prod [] = 1) ∧
∀ h t. list prod (h::t) = h * list prod t
list prob
` (∀ p. list prob p [] = []) ∧
∀ p h t. list prob p (h::t) =
prob p h * list prob p t
min
` ∀ x y. min x y = if x ≤ y then x else y
min rel
` (∀ f. min rel f [] = 1) ∧
∀ f h t. min rel f (h::t) = min (f h) (min rel f t)
one minus list ` (one minus list [] = []) ∧
∀ h t. one minus list (h::t) = 1 - h::one minus list t)
FLAT
`(FLAT [] = []) ∧
∀ h t. FLAT (h::t) = h ++ FLAT t

Definition 2.3. Mutual Independence of Events
` ∀ p (L:α → bool).

mutual indep p L =

∀ L1 (n:num).
PERM L L1 ∧ 1 ≤ n ∧ n ≤ LENGTH L ⇒
prob p (inter list p (TAKE n L1)) =
list prod (list prob p (TAKE n L1))

The function mutual indep accepts a list of events L and probability space p
and returns T rue if the events in the given list are mutually independent in
the probability space p. The predicate PERM ensures that its two lists as its
arguments form a permutation of one another. The function LENGTH returns
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the length of the given list. The function TAKE returns the first n elements of
its argument list as a list. The function inter list performs the intersection
of all the sets in its argument list of sets and returns the probability space if
the given list of sets is empty. The function list prob takes a list of events
and returns a list of probabilities associated with the events in the given
list of events in the given probability space. Finally, the function list prod
recursively multiplies all the elements in the given list of real numbers. Using
these functions, the function mutual indep models the mutual independence
condition such that for any 1 or more events n taken from any permutation
QN
T
of the given list L, the property P r( N
i=1 P r(Ei ) holds. The HOL
i=1 Ei ) =
formalization of the above described functions can be seen in Table 2.2.

Chapter 3
Formalization of Reliability
Block Diagrams
In this chapter, we describe the formalization of commonly used RBD configurations and the verification of their corresponding mathematical expressions. In order to simplify the formalization of RBDs, we propose to distinguish the notion of random variable from the reliability event. We thus
propose to formally verify generic RBD mathematical relationships on reliability/availability event lists. These formally verified expressions can then
be used with the random variables corresponding to each component of the
system for analyzing the dependability of systems that can be represented as
RBDs.

3.1

Formal Specification

We start the formalization process by type abbreviating the notion of event,
which is essentially a set of observations with type ’a->bool as follows:
type abbrev ("event" , ‘‘:’a ->bool’’)

45
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We then define a recursive datatype rbd in the HOL system as follows:
Hol datatype ‘rbd = series of rbd list |
parallel of rbd list |
atomic of ’a event‘

An RBD can either be a series configuration, a parallel configuration or
an atomic event. The type constructors series and parallel recursively
function on rbd -typed lists and thus enable us to deal with nested RBD configurations. The type constructor atomic is basically a typecasting operator
between event and rbd -typed variables. Typically, a new datatype is defined
in HOL as (α1 , α2 , ..., αn )op, where (α1 , α2 , ..., αn ) represent the arguments
taken by the HOL datatype op [1]. For instance, the atomic type constructor is defined with the arbitrary type α, which is taken by the already
defined type events. On the other hand, the type constructors series and
parallel are defined without any type arguments because the datatype rbd
is not defined at this point.
We define a semantic function rbd struct: (α event # α event event #
(α event → real) → α rbd → α event) inductively over the rbd datatype.
It can yield the corresponding event from the given RBD configuration as
follows:
Definition 3.1. Formal RBD Model
` (∀ p.

rbd struct p (series []) = p space p) ∧

(∀ xs x p.
rbd struct p (series (x::xs)) =
rbd struct p x ∩ rbd struct p (series xs)) ∧
(∀ p.

rbd struct p (parallel []) = {}) ∧

(∀ xs x p.
rbd struct p (parallel (x::xs)) =
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rbd struct p x ∪ rbd struct p (parallel xs)) ∧
(∀ p a.

rbd struct p (atomic a) = a)

The above function decodes the semantic embedding of an arbitrary RBD
configuration by yielding a corresponding reliability event, which can then be
used to determine the reliability of a given RBD configuration. The function
rbd struct takes an rbd -typed list identified by a type constructor series
and returns the whole probability space if the given list is empty and otherwise returns the intersection of the events that are obtained after applying
the function rbd struct on each element of the given list in order to model
the series RBD configuration behaviour. Similarly, to model the behaviour of
a parallel RBD configuration, the function rbd struct operates on an rbdtyped list encoded by a type constructor parallel. It then returns the union
of the events after applying the function rbd struct on each element of the
given list or an empty set if the given list is empty. The function rbd struct
returns the dependability event using the type constructor atomic.

3.2

Formal Verification

Using Definition 3.1, we inductively verify the corresponding generic mathematical expressions of commonly used RBDs, such as, series, parallel, parallelseries, series-parallel and nested series-parallel. However, the k-out-n RBD is
primarily based on the notion of Bernoulli trails and thus its formalization is
quite different from other RBDs, which is described in detail in Section 3.2.6.

3.2.1

Series Configuration

Now using Definition 3.1, we can formally verify the reliability expression for
a series RBD configuration in HOL as follows:
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Theorem 3.1. Series RBD Configuration
Rseries (t) = P r(

TN

i=1

Ei (t)) =

QN

i=1

Ri (t)

` ∀ p L. prob space p ∧
in events p L ∧
¬NULL L ∧ mutual indep p L ⇒
(prob p (rbd struct p (series (rbd list L))) =
list prod (list prob p L))

The first assumption, in Theorem 3.1, ensures that p is a valid probability
space based on the probability theory in HOL [68]. The second assumption
makes sure that each element of the list L must be in events space p. The
next two assumptions guarantee that the list of events L, representing the
reliability of individual components, must have at least one event and the reliability events are mutually independent. The predicate function in events
takes a probability space p and an events list L and makes sure that each
element must be in events space p. It can be formalized in HOL as (∀x’.
MEM x’ L ⇒ x’ ∈ events p). The conclusion of the theorem represents
Equation (1.1). The function rbd list generates a list of type rbd by mapping the function atomic to each element of the given event list L to make
it consistent with the assumptions of Theorem 3.1. It can be formalized in
HOL as:
∀ L. rbd list L = MAP (λa.

atomic a) L

The proof of Theorem 3.1 is primarily based on a mutual independence
lemma mutual indep cons, given in Table 3.1, and some fundamental axioms of probability theory.
The above-mentioned series RBD can be easily utilized to model the
series RBD configuration of the radar system, which is described in Section
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1.2.1. To do this, we are only required to replace the arbitrary list L with the
rel event list p [A;RT;TC;RC], where A, RT , TC and RC are the associated random variables of the antenna, receiver/transmitter system, tracking
computers and the radar controller, respectively.
Table 3.1: Mutual Independence Lemmas
Theorem
mutual indep cons
mutual indep append sym
mutual indep front append
mutual indep append swap
mutual indep cons append
mutual indep cons append1
mutual indep cons append2

mutual indep cons append3

mutual indep cons append4
mutual indep cons flat

mutual indep flat append

mutual indep flat append1

mutual indep flat append2

HOL Formalization
∀ h p L. mutual indep p (h::L)⇒
mutual indep p L
∀ p L1 L. mutual indep p (L1 ++ L)⇒
mutual indep p (L ++ L1)
∀ p L1 L. mutual indep p (L1 ++ L)⇒
mutual indep p L
∀ p L1 L2 L. mutual indep p (L1 ++ L2 ++ L) ⇒
mutual indep p (L2 ++ L1 ++ L)
∀ p h L1 L. mutual indep p (h::L1 ++ L2)⇒
mutual indep p (L1 ++ h::L2)
∀ p Q h L1 L. mutual indep p (h::L1 ++ Q::L)⇒
mutual indep p (L1 ++ Q::h::L)
∀ h p L1 L. mutual indep p (L1 ++ h::L)⇒
mutual indep p (L1 ++ L)
∀ h p L1 L2 L.
mutual indep p (L1 ++ h::(L2 ++ L))⇒
mutual indep p (h::(L1 ++ L))
∀ h p L1 L. mutual indep p (L1 ++ h::L)⇒
mutual indep p (L1 ++ L)
∀ h p L. mutual indep p (FLAT (h::L))⇒
mutual indep p (FLAT L)
∀ h p L1 L2 L.
mutual indep p (FLAT (L1::L2::L))⇒
mutual indep p (L1 ++ L2)
∀ h p L1 L. mutual indep p (FLAT (L1::h::L))⇒
mutual indep p (FLAT ((h ++ L1)::L))
∀ p L1 L2 L.
mutual indep p (FLAT (L1::L2::L))⇒
mutual indep p (L1 ++ L2)
∀ h p L1 L2 L.

mutual indep cons flat2

mutual indep p (FLAT (L1::(h::L2)::L))⇒
mutual indep p (FLAT ([h]::L))
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Moreover, an intrinsic property of a series system is that its overall reliability is always less than or equal to the reliability of the sub-component
with the least reliability.

Theorem 3.2. Reliability of a Series System Depends upon the Minimum
Reliability of the Connected Components
Rseries (t) ≤ min(Ri (t))
` ∀ p L t.

prob space p ∧

0 ≤ t ∧ ¬NULL(rel event list p L t) ∧
mutual indep p (rel event list p L t) ⇒
(prob p (rbd struct p (series (rbd list (rel event list p L t)))) ≤
min rel (λ a.

Reliability p a t) L)

where the function rel event list takes a probability space p, list of random variables L and time index t. It then returns the list of reliability
events corresponding to the random variables in list L at time t. The detail
formalization of the function rel event list is presented in Section 3.4.
The proof of the Theorem 3.2 uses several probability theory axioms
and the fact that any subset of a mutually independent set is also mutually
independent.

3.2.2

Parallel Configuration

Similarly by following the formalization approach of series RBD, we can
formally verify the reliability expression for the parallel RBD configuration,
given in Equation (3.6), in HOL as follows:
Theorem 3.3. Parallel RBD Configuration
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S
QM
Rparallel (t) = P r( M
i=1 Ei ) = 1 −
i=1 (1 − Ri (t))
` ∀ p L.
prob space p ∧ in events p L ∧
¬NULL L ∧ mutual indep p L ⇒
(prob p (rbd struct p (parallel (rbd list L))) =
1 - list prod (one minus list (list prob p L)))

The above theorem is verified under the same assumptions as Theorem 3.1.
The conclusion of the theorem represents Equation (3.6) where, the function
one minus list accepts a list of real numbers [x1, x2, x3, · · · , xn] and returns the list of real numbers such that each element of this list is 1 minus the
corresponding element of the given list, i.e., [1−x1, 1−x2, 1−x3, · · · , 1−xn].
The HOL formalization of the one minus list function is presented in Table
2.2.
To verify Theorem 3.3, we first need to verify a lemma that provides
an alternate expression for the parallel RBD in terms of the series RBD
configuration. As the series and parallel RBD configurations are represented
mathematically from the intersection and union of events, respectively. So,
this lemma can be expressed mathematically as follows:

P(

N
[

Ei ) = 1 − P (

i=1

N
\

Ei )

i=1

The HOL formalization of Equation (3.1) is as follows:
Lemma 3.1. Alternate Expression for a Parallel RBD
` ∀ p L. prob space p ∧ ¬NULL L ∧
in events p L ∧
mutual indep p L ⇒
(prob p (rbd struct p (parallel (rbd list L))) =

(3.1)
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1 - prob p (rbd struct p (series (rbd list (compl list p L)))))

The proof of Theorem 3.3 is primarily based on Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.1
along with the fact that given the list of n mutually independent events, the
complement of these n events are also mutually independent:
` ∀ p L. prob space p ∧ mutual indep p L ∧
¬NULL L ∧ in events p L ⇒
mutual indep p (compl list p L1)
The function compl list returns a list of events such that each element
of this list is the difference between the probability space p and the corresponding element of the given list. The proof process of the above lemma
utilizes mutual independence properties of Table 3.1 as well as various other
probability independence lemmas that can be found in [4].

3.2.3

Parallel-Series Configuration

The above formalization described for series and parallel RBD configurations
builds the foundation to formalize the combination of series and parallel RBD
configurations. The type constructors series and parallel can take the argument list containing other rbd type constructors, such as series, parallel
or atomic, allowing the function rbd struct to yield the corresponding event
for an RBD configuration that is composed of a combination of series and
parallel RBD configurations.
By extending the RBD formalization approach, presented in Theorems 3.1
and 3.3, we formally verified the generic reliability expression for parallelseries RBD configuration, given in Equation (1.3), in HOL as follows:
Theorem 3.4. Parallel-Series RBD
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i=1

j=1

Eij (t)) = 1 −

QM

i=1 (1
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−

QN

j=1 (Rij (t)))

` ∀ p L. prob space p ∧
not null L ∧
in events p (FLAT L) ∧
mutual indep p (FLAT L) ⇒
(prob p
(rbd struct p ((parallel of (λa.

series (rbd list a))) L)) =

1 - (list prod o (one minus list) of
(λa.

list prod (list prob p a))) L)

The first assumption in Theorem 3.4 is similar to the one used in Theorem 3.3.
The next three assumptions ensure that the sub-lists corresponding to the
serial sub-stages are not empty and the reliability events corresponding to
the sub-components of the parallel-series configuration are valid events of
the given probability space p and are also mutually independent. The HOL
function FLAT is used to flatten the two-dimensional list, i.e., to transform a
list of lists, into a single list and its is defined in Table 2.2 . The predicate
function not null ensures that each sub-list of the given two-dimensional
list L must not be empty. It is defined in HOL as:

(∀z.

MEM z L ⇒

¬NULL z). The conclusion models the right-hand side of Equation (1.3).
The infix function of connects two rbd type-constructors by using the HOL
MAP function and thus facilitates the natural readability of complex RBD
configurations. It is formalized in HOL as follows:
` ∀ g f.

f of g = (f o (λa.

MAP g a))
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Series-Parallel Configuration

Similarly, the generic expression of the series-parallel RBD configuration,
given in Equation (1.4), is formalized in HOL as follows:
Theorem 3.5. Reliability of Series-Parallel RBD
T SM
QN
QM
Rseries−parallel (t) = P r( N
i=1 j=1 Eij (t)) =
i=1 (1 −
j=1 (1 − Rij (t)))
` ∀ p L. prob space p ∧
not null L ∧
in events p (FLAT L) ∧
mutual indep p (FLAT L) ⇒
(prob p
(rbd struct p ((series of (λa.

parallel (rbd list a))) L)) =

(list prod of
(λa.

1 - list prod (one minus list (list prob p a)))) L)

The assumptions of Theorem 3.5 are similar to those used in Theorem 3.4.
The conclusion models the right-hand side of Equation (1.4). To verify Theorems 3.4 and 3.5, it is required to formally verify various structural independence lemmas, for instance, given the list of mutually independent reliability
events, an event corresponding to the series or parallel RBD configuration
is independent, in probability, with the corresponding event associated with
the parallel-series or series-parallel RBD configurations. Some of the foundational structural independence lemmas are presented in Table 3.2. These
lemmas are verified under the following assumptions: (i) prob space p ensures that p is a valid probability space; (ii) not null (L1::L) guarantees
that the given list must not be empty; (iii) in events p (L1::L) makes
sure that each event in a given list is a valid event in a probability space
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p; and (iv) mutual indep p (FLAT (L1::L)) ensures that the given list of
events are mutually independent in probability. The proof of these lemmas
are primarily based on the mutual independence lemmas, given in Table 3.1,
and many fundamental probability theory axioms, for instance, Probabilistic
Inclusion-exclusion (PIE) Principle for two events, which can be found in [4].
The modeling of series-parallel RBD, presented in Theorem 3.5, can be
easily extended to model the series-parallel RBD configuration of the detailed radar system, as shown in Figure 1.3(c) in Section 1.2.1. The HOL
formalization of the corresponding series-parallel RBD of the detailed radar
system is as follows:
` ∀ p A R PS M Ap TCA TCB TCC RC t.
radar series parallel rbd p A R PS M Ap TCA TCB TCC RC t =
rbd struct p
((series of (λa.

parallel (rbd list (rel event list p a t))))

([[A];[R];[PS];[M];[Ap];[TCA;TCB;TCC];[RC]]))

where A, R, PS , M , Ap, TCA, TCB , TCC and RC are the corresponding random variables of antenna, receiver, power supply, modulator, amplifier, tracking computer A, B and C and the radio controller, respectively.

3.2.5

Nested Series-Parallel Configuration

Using Theorem 3.5, we can formally model and verify the reliability relationship of a nested series-parallel RBD configuration as well, given in Equation
(1.5), in HOL as follows:
Theorem 5: Nested RBD Configuration
T SM TN SM
Rnested−series−parallel (t) = P r( N
i=1 j=1 ( k=1 l=1 Aijkl (t)))
QN
Q
QN
QM
= i=1 (1 − M
j=1 (1 − ( k=1 (1 −
l=1 (1 − Rijkl (t))))))
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Table 3.2: Independence of RBD Configurations Lemmas
Lemma Description

HOL Formalization
∀ p L1 L.
(prob p (rbd struct p (series (rbd list L1)) ∩

Probability Independence
of Series and ParallelSeries RBD Configurations

rbd struct p ((parallel of
(λa. series (rbd list a))) L)) =
prob p (rbd struct p (series (rbd list L1))) *
prob p (rbd struct p ((parallel of
(λa.

series (rbd list a))) L)))

∀ p L1 L.
(prob p (rbd struct p (parallel (rbd list L1)) ∩
Probability Independence
of Parallel and ParallelSeries RBD Configurations

rbd struct p ((parallel of
(λa.

series (rbd list a))) L)) =

prob p (rbd struct p (parallel (rbd list L1))) *
prob p (rbd struct p ((parallel of
(λa.

series (rbd list a))) L)))

∀ p L1 L.
(prob p (rbd struct p (series (rbd list L1)) ∩
Probability
Independence of series and
Series-Parallel
RBD
Configurations

rbd struct p ((series of
(λa.

parallel (rbd list a))) L)) =

prob p (rbd struct p (series (rbd list L1))) *
prob p (rbd struct p ((series of
(λa.

parallel (rbd list a))) L)))

∀ p L1 L.
(prob p (rbd struct p (parallel (rbd list L1)) ∩
Probability Independence
of Parallel and SeriesParallel RBD Configurations

rbd struct p ((series of
(λa.

parallel (rbd list a))) L)) =

prob p (rbd struct p (parallel (rbd list L1))) *
prob p (rbd struct p ((series of
(λa.

parallel (rbd list a))) L)))
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` ∀ p L.
prob space p ∧ not null (FLAT (FLAT L)) ∧
in events p (FLAT (FLAT (FLAT L))) ∧
mutual indep p (FLAT (FLAT (FLAT L))) ⇒
(prob p (rbd struct p
((series of parallel of series of
(λa.

parallel (rbd list a))) L)) =

(list prod of (λa.
(λa.
(λa.

1 - list prod (one minus list a)) of

list prod a) of
1 - list prod (one minus list (list prob p a)))) L)

Most of the assumptions of the above theorem are very similar to those used
in Theorem 3.5 and the remaining ones are used to ensure that the reliability event lists are not empty and their corresponding reliability events
are mutually independent with respect to the given probability space. The
proof of above theorem uses the results of Theorems 3.1 and 3.4 and various
lemmas, like the ones presented in Table 3.2, stating that given the mutually independent reliability events list, a reliability event associated with
the sub-component of the inner series-parallel RBD configuration is independent of the reliability event associated with the nested series-parallel RBD
configuration.

3.2.6

K-out-N Configuration

An n-component system is said to be in the k-out-of-n configuration if we
need at least k components out of the total n components to be functional
for the overall functionality of the system [70]. The RBD for a k-out-n
configuration is depicted in Figure 1.2.
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Formal Specification
The behaviour of k-out-n can be modeled by utilizing the concept of binomial trials, which are used to find the chances of at least k success in n
trials. Now, if R is the reliability of the k -components that are functioning
correctly among n-components then the reliability of the overall system can
be expressed mathematically as follows [70]:

Rk|n (t) = P r(

n
[

{exactly i components are functioning properly})

i=k

=

n
 
X
n

(

k

(3.2)
i

n−i

R (1 − R)

)

i=k

The HOL formalization of k-out-n RBD is as follows:
Definition 3.2. Formal K-out-N Model
` ∀ p X k n.
k out n struct p X k n =
BIGUNION (IMAGE (λ x.

PREIMAGE X {Normal (&x)} ∩ p space p)
{x | k ≤ x ∧ x < SUC n})

The function k out n struct accepts a probability space p, a binomial random variable X and two variables, k and n, which represent the number of
successes and total number of trials, respectively. It then returns the union
of the corresponding events that are associated with the binomial random
variable X which takes values from the set {x | k ≤ x ∧ x < SUC n}. The
function IMAGE takes a function f and an arbitrary set and returns a set by
applying the function f to all the elements of set s. The function BIGUNION
returns the union of all the element of given set of sets. The operator & is
used to typecast num datatype to real.
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To verify Equation (1.6), we first define a function bino dist rand in
HOL, which ensures that the random variable X is exhibiting the binomial
distribution, as follows:
Definition 3.3. Binomial Distribution
` ∀ p X R n.
bino dist rand p X R n =
(∀x.

distribution p X Normal (&x) =

(&binomial n x)*(R pow x)* (1- R) pow (n-x))

Similarly, we define a function in events k|n to make sure that all the
corresponding events that are associated with the binomial random variable
X are drawn from the events space p.
Definition 3.4. ` ∀ p X R n.
in events k|n p X n =
(λx.PREIMAGE X Normal(&x) ∩ p space p) ∈ ((count (SUC n)) → events p)

Formal verification
By using Definitions 3.3 and 3.4, we have formally verified k-out-n RBD
mathematical expression, given in Equation 1.6, in HOL as follows:
Theorem 3.6. K-out-N RBD

Rk|n (t) = P r(

n
[

{Exactly i components are functioning properly})

i=k

=

n
 
X
n

(

k

Ri (1 − R)n−i )

i=k

` ∀ p n k X R. prob space p ∧
k ≤ n ∧ in events k|n p X n ∧ bino dist rand p X R n ⇒
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(prob p (k out n struct p X k n) =
sum (k, SUC n - k)
(λx.

(&binomial n x)*(R pow x)*(1- R) pow (n-x)))

The first and second assumptions ensure that p is a valid probability space
and the number of successes of trails k must be less than or equal the total
number of trials n. The function in events k|n takes a probability space
p, time-to-failure random variable X and natural number n and makes sure
that all the n corresponding events that are associated with the random
variable X are drawn from the events space p. The function bino dist rand,
in the last assumption, takes the probability space p, the time-to-failure
random variable X, the success probability R and the natural number n
and ensures that the random variable X is exhibiting a binomial distribution
with success probability R, which in our case is the reliability of each of the
n-identical components connected in a k-out-of-n structure. The conclusion
of the theorem represents Equation (1.6).
An interesting property of Equation (1.6) is that if we put k = 1 then
the structure reduces to a simple parallel structure with components having identical reliabilities. This property can be formally verified in HOL as
follows:
Theorem 3.7. K-out-N Reduced to Parallel RBD when k = 1
R1|n (t) = 1 − (1 − R)n
` ∀ p n X R. prob space p ∧ (1 ≤ n) ∧
in events k|n p X n ∧ bino dist rand p X R n ⇒
(prob p (k out n struct p X 1 n) = 1 - (1 - R) pow n)

Similarly, if the number of successfully functioning components is equal
to the total number of components in the k-out-of-n configuration, i.e., k =
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n, then the structure reduces to the series configuration of the system with
components having identical reliabilities R. The HOL formalization of this
property is as follows:
Theorem 3.8. K-out-N Reduced to Parallel RBD when k = n
Rn|n (t) = Rn
` ∀ p n X R.
prob space p ∧ (1 ≤ n) ∧
in events k|n p X n ∧ bino dist rand p X R n ⇒
(prob p (k out n struct p X n n) = R pow n)

The above-mentioned formalization of the RBD configurations provides
the basis for conducting the RBD-based formal reliability analysis of many
real-world systems. The distinguishing feature of this formalization is that
the variables are quantified for all values and also the theorems are verified
for n-component RBD configurations. This feature enables us to provide the
dependability analysis for large systems, like oil and gas pipelines by catering
any arbitrary number of pipeline segments, which is a feature that cannot be
provided by Model Checking and simulation tools.

3.3
3.3.1

Availability Analysis with RBDs
Formalization of Availability

The instantaneous or point availability Ainst (t) of a system or component can
be defined as the probability that the given system or component is properly
functioning at a given time instant t. If there are no repairs required after the
fault has occurred then the availability A(t) is simply equal to the reliability
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R(t) of the system. However, if the system or component requires repair, then
the availability can be considered as the function of two random variables,
i.e., Xi = Ti + Di , where Ti is the working time in the ith period and Di is the
repair time in the ith period. If the time when a system starts working in the
Pk−1
k th period is Sk = i=1
Xi then the considered system is said to be available
at time t when there exists a period such that Sk ≤ t < Sk + Tk . Now, the
corresponding availability event constituted by these random variables can
be formalized in HOL as follows:
Definition 3.5. Availability Event
` ∀ p X t.

avail event p L n t =

{x | SIGMA (λa.
t < SIGMA (λa.

FST (EL a L) x + SND (EL a L) x) (count n) ≤ t ∧
FST (EL a L) x + SND (EL a L) x) (count n) +

FST (EL n L) x} ∩ p space p

The above definition takes a probability space p, a list of random variable
pairs L, representing the working and repair time random variables, a number n and a time variable t and returns the corresponding availability event.
The function SIGMA takes an arbitrary function f and a set s and returns the
sum of all the values obtained by applying the function f on each element of
the given set. The HOL function count takes a number n and returns a set
containing all the natural numbers less than the given number n. Similarly,
the function EL takes an index variable and a list and retrieves the list element located at the given index number. The HOL functions FST and SND
are primarily used to access the first and second elements in a pair. Definition 3.5 models the corresponding event of the ith working interval only. To
cover all the working intervals, we take the union of these availability events,
corresponding to the pairs of random variable in list L, in HOL as follows:
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Definition 3.6. Union of Availability Events
` ∀ p L t.

union avail events p L t =

BIGUNION (IMAGE (λa.

avail event p L a t) (count (LENGTH L)))

An interesting property of the availability event is that its probability,
also known as instantaneous availability, is always greater or equal to the
corresponding reliability, i.e., RT1 (t) ≤ Ainst (t), where T1 is the first timeto-work random variable. This property can be formally verified, based on
Definitions 3.5 and 3.6, in HOL as follows:
Theorem 3.9. Availability Greater or Equal to Reliability
` ∀ p t L. prob space p ∧ (0 ≤ t) ∧ ¬NULL L ∧
(∀n.

avail event p L n t ∈ events p) ∧

(∀a b.

(a 6= b) ⇒

DISJOINT (avail event p L a t) (avail event p L b t)) ⇒
(Reliability p (FST (HD L)) t ≤ prob p (union avail events p L t))

The first two assumptions ensure that p is a valid probability space and time
index t must be positive. The next two assumptions make sure that the
given list of random variables must not be empty and the availability events
are in the events space p. The last assumption ensures that the availability
events are disjoint. The conclusion models the property that the instantaneous availability is always greater or equal to reliability. The function
Reliability takes a probability space p, a random variable that is associated with the system or component and a time variable t and returns the
reliability of the system or component (Definition 2.2).
Consider that the failure and repair random variables are exhibiting exponential distributions with failure and repair rates λ and µ, respectively,
then the instantaneous availability at the component level can be expressed
mathematically as follows [84]:
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µ
λ −(λ+µ)t
+
e
µ+λ µ+λ

(3.3)

where the failure and repair rates are the mean-time-to-failure (MTTF) and
mean-time-to-repair (MTTR), i.e. λ =

1
MT T F

and µ =

1
,
MT T R

which are basic

metrics for reliability and maintainability, respectively.
Now, we can formalize the instantaneous availability, given in Equation 3.3, as follows:
Definition 3.7. Instantaneous Availability
` ∀ p L m.

inst avail exp p L m =

∀t.

prob p (union avail events p L (&t)) =
SND m
FST m
+
* exp (-(SND m + FST m) * &t)
(SND m + FST m)
(SND m + FST m)

where the variables FST m and SND m represent failure and repair rates, respectively.
The steady-state availability of any component, which reflects the longterm availability after the system becomes stable, can be evaluated by taking
the limit as t approaches infinity in Equation (3.3).

Asteady = lim Ainst (t) =
t→∞

µ
µ+λ

(3.4)

The above equation can be formally verified in HOL as follows:
Theorem 3.10. Steady-State Availability
` ∀ p L m.
(∀t.

(∀a b.

prob space p ∧ (0 < FST m ∧ 0 < SND m) ∧
a 6= b ⇒

DISJOINT (avail event p L a t) (avail event p L b t)) ∧
avail event p L n t ∈ events p)) ∧ inst avail exp p L m ⇒
SND m
(lim (λt. prob p (union avail events p L (&t))) =
(SND m + FST m))

(∀n.
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The assumptions of the above theorem are quite similar to those used in
Theorem 3.9. The proof of Theorem 3.10 is primarily based on the fact
that the negative exponential function tends to zero as its exponent tends to
infinity.

3.3.2

Formalization of Availability Block Diagrams

Availability Block Diagram (ABD) are graphical structures that represent
the system components and their interconnections in the form of blocks and
connector lines, respectively. The system is termed as available, if at least
one path of properly available components from the input to output exists.
ABDs are the extension of traditionally used reliability modeling technique,
i.e., Reliability Block Diagram (RBD) [84], for availability analysis purposes.
By using the availability events formalization of Section 3.3.1, we can
formalize ABDs in HOL by utilizing the RBD formalization, which is already
presented in Section 3.1.
Series Availability Block Diagram
The availability of a system with components connected in series is considered
to be available at time instant t only if all of its components are available at
time t, as depicted in Figure 3.1(a). If Ainsti (t) is a mutually independent
event that represents the instantaneous availability of the ith component of
a serially connected system with N components at time instant t, then the
steady-state availability of the complete system can be expressed as [29]:

Aseries−steady = lim P r(
t→∞

N
\

i=1

Ainsti (t)) =

N
Y
i=1

(

µi
)
µi + λi

(3.5)
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(b)

(d)

Figure 3.1: ABDs (a) Series (b) Parallel (c) Series-Parallel (d) Parallel-Series
Using Definition 3.1, the series ABD expression, given in Equation (3.5),
can be formally verified in HOL as follows:
Theorem 3.11. Series ABD Configuration
` ∀ p L M. (A1):

prob space p ∧ (A2):

(0 ≤ t) ∧

MEM z M ⇒ 0 < FST z ∧ 0 < SND z) ∧

(A3):

(∀z.

(A4):

(LENGTH L = LENGTH M) ∧

(A5):

(∀t’.

(A6):

in events p (union avail event list p L (&t’)) ∧

(A7):

mutual indep p (union avail event list p L (&t’))) ∧

(A8):

inst avail exp list p L M ⇒

(lim (λt.

¬NULL (union avail event list p L (&t’)) ∧

prob p (rbd struct p

(series (rbd list (union avail event list p L (&t))))) =
list prod (steady state avail list M))

where the function union avail event list can be obtained by mapping
the function union avail event on every element of the given random variable list. The function list prod returns the product of given real number
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list. The first two assumptions (A1-A2) ensure that p is a valid probability
space and the time t must be positive. The assumptions (A3-A4) guarantee
that the failure and repair rates are positive and the length of failure-repair
random variable and the corresponding rate lists are equal. The next two
assumptions (A5-A6) make sure that the length of availability event list,
representing the availability of individual components, must not be empty
and each availability event in a avail event list is in events space p. The
last two assumptions (A7-A8) provide the mutual independence among all
the availability events and the instantaneous availability of each component.
The conclusion of the theorem represents Equation (3.5) as the function
steady state avail list takes a list of pairs, representing the failure and
repair rates, and returns a list of steady-state availabilities, corresponding to
each component of the given system.
Parallel Availability Block Diagram
Similarly, the availability of a system with parallel connected components,
depicted in Figure 3.1(b), mainly depends on the component with the maximum availability. In other words, the system will continue functioning as long
as at least one of its components remains functional. Mathematically [29]:

Aparallel−steady = lim P r(
t→∞

N
[

Ainsti (t)) = 1 −

i=1

N
Y
i=1

(1 −

µi
)
µi + λi

(3.6)

We can now formally verify the above equation for parallel ABD, by using
Definition 3.1, in HOL as follows:
Theorem 3.12. ` ∀ p L M.
(lim (λt.

prob p (rbd struct p
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(parallel (rbd list (union avail event list p L (&t))))) =
1 - list prod (one minus list (steady state avail list M))
The above theorem is verified under the same assumptions as Theorem 3.11. The conclusion of the theorem represents Equation (3.6) where, the
function one minus list accepts a list of real numbers [x1 , x2 , · · · , xn ] and
returns the list of real numbers such that each element of this list is 1 minus
the corresponding element of the given list, i.e., [1 − x1 , 1 − x2 · · · , 1 − xn ].
The proof of Theorem 3.12 is based on Theorem 3 along with the fact that
given a list of n mutually independent events, the complement of these n
events are also mutually independent.
Series-Parallel and Parallel-Series Availability Block Diagrams
If in each serial stage the components are connected in parallel, as shown
in Figure 3.1(c), then the configuration is termed as a series-parallel structure. If Ainstij (t) is the event corresponding to the instantaneous availability
of the j th component connected in an ith subsystem at time instant t, then
the steady-state availability of the complete system can be expressed as follows [29]:

lim P r(

t→∞

N [
M
\

i=1 j=1

Ainstij (t)) =

N
M
Y
Y
(1 −
(1 −
i=1

j=1

µij
))
µij + λij

(3.7)

By extending the ABD formalization approach, presented in Theorems 3.11
and 3.12, we formally verify the generic availability expression for seriesparallel ABD configuration, given in Equation (3.7), in HOL as follows:
Theorem 3.13. Series-Parallel ABD Configuration
` ∀ p L M. prob space p ∧ (LENGTH L = LENGTH M) ∧
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(∀z.

MEM z (FLAT M) ⇒ 0 < FST z ∧ 0 < SND z) ∧

(∀n.

n < LENGTH L ⇒ (LENGTH (EL n L) = LENGTH (EL n M))) ∧
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(∀t’.
not null (list union avail event list p L (&t’)) ∧
in events p (FLAT (list union avail event list p L (&t’))) ∧
mutual indep p (FLAT (list union avail event list p L (&t’)))) ∧
two dim inst avail exp p L M ⇒
(lim (λt.

prob p (rbd struct p

((series of (λa.

parallel

(rbd list (list union avail event list p a (&t))))) L)) =
list prod (one minus list (MAP (λa.

compl steady state avail a) M)))

where the function list union avail event list is obtained by mapping
the function union avail event list on each element of the given random
variable list.
The function compl steady state avail returns a list of one minus steadystate availabilities. Similarly, the functions list prod and one minus list
are used to model the product and complement of steady-state availabilities,
respectively. The assumptions are similar to the ones used in Theorems 3.11
and 3.12 with the extension that the given lists are two-dimensional lists.
The conclusion models the right-hand-side of Equation (3.7). The proof of
the above theorem uses Theorems 3.11 and 3.12 and also requires a lemma
that given the list of mutually independent reliability events, an event corresponding to the series-parallel structure and a reliability event are also
independent in probability.
If the components in these reserved subsystems are connected serially then
the structure is called a parallel-series structure, as depicted in Figure 1.2(d).
If Aij (t) is the event corresponding to the availability of the j th component
connected in a ith subsystem at time t, then the steady-state availability
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M \
N
[

lim P r(

t→∞

Aij (t)) = 1 −

i=1 j=1

M
N
Y
Y
(1 −
i=1

j=1

µij
)
µij + λij
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(3.8)

The above equation can be formalized in HOL as follows:
Theorem 3.14. Parallel-Series ABD Configuration
` ∀ p L M. prob space p ∧ (LENGTH L = LENGTH M) ∧
(∀z.

MEM z (FLAT M) ⇒ 0 < FST z ∧ 0 < SND z) ∧

(∀n.

n < LENGTH L ⇒ (LENGTH (EL n L) = LENGTH (EL n M))) ∧

(∀t’.
not null (list union avail event list p L (&t’)) ∧
in events p (FLAT (list union avail event list p L (&t’))) ∧
mutual indep p (FLAT (list union avail event list p L (&t’)))) ∧
two dim inst avail exp p L M ⇒
(lim (λt.

prob p (rbd struct p

((parallel of (λa.

series

(rbd list (list union avail event list p a (&t))))) L)) =
1 - list prod (one minus list (MAP (λa.

steady state avail prod a) M)))

The assumptions of the above theorem are similar to the ones used in Theorem 3.13 and the conclusion models Equation 3.8.
The proof script of the above-mentioned RBD and ABD formalizations
can be found in [4].

3.4

Applications

In order to illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed RBD formalization
approach, we now present the formal reliability analysis of some real-world
systems in this section. Firstly, we describe a formalization of reliability
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events, which are primarily constructed from the notion of random variables.
Then, we present the formalization of exponential random variables in order
to model the failure behaviours of the system components. These formalizations are then utilized to conduct the formal dependability analysis of
smart grids, wireless sensor network data transport protocols and satellite
solar arrays.
Reliability Events
We have verified the reliability expressions for RBDs, as presented in Section 1.2.1, on reliability event lists, where a single event represents the scenario when the given system or component does not fail before a certain
time:
Definition 3.8. Reliability Event
` ∀ p X t.
rel event p X t = PREIMAGE X {y | Normal t < y} ∩ p space p

The function PREIMAGE takes two arguments, a function f and a set s, and
returns a set, which is the domain of the function f operating on a given
range set s. The function rel event accepts a probability space p, a random
variable X, representing the failure time of a system or a component, and
a real number t, which represents the time index at which the reliability
is desired. It returns an event representing the reliable functioning of the
system or component at time t.
Similarly, a list of reliability events is derived by mapping the function
rel event on each element of the given random variable list as follows:
Definition 3.9. Reliability Event List
` ∀ p L t.
rel event list p L t = MAP (λa.

rel event p a t) L
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Exponential Failure Distribution
In this thesis, we consider that each random variable that is associated with
the system components is exhibiting exponential failure distribution. The
HOL formalization of the exponentially distributed random variable is as follows:
Definition 3.10. Exponential Distribution Function
` ∀ p X c.
∀ t.

exp dist p X c =

(CDF p X t = if 0 ≤ t then 1 - exp (-c * t) else 0)

The function exp dist guarantees that the CDF of the random variable X is
that of an exponential random variable with a failure rate c in a probability
space p. We classify a list of exponentially distributed random variables as
follows:
Definition 3.11. List of Exponential Distribution Functions
` ∀ p L. exp dist list p [] L = T ∧
∀ p h t L. exp dist list p (h::t) L =
exp dist p (HD L) h ∧ exp dist list p t (TL L)

The function list exp accepts a list of failure rates, a list of random variables
L and a probability space p. It guarantees that all elements of the list L are
exponentially distributed with the corresponding failure rates, given in the
other list, within the probability space p. For this purpose, it utilizes the HOL
list functions HD and TL, which return the head and tail of a list, respectively.

3.4.1

Reliability Analysis of Smart Grid Substation

A typical smart grid substation consists of Intelligent Electronic Devices
(IEDs), Merging Units (MUs), transformers, multiple voltage bus levels and
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various line/voltage bays, as depicted in Figure 3.2(a). The bays are used
to connect the input power line to busbar assembly and typically consist of
circuit breakers and disconnecters. The IEDs are microprocessor-based controllers for power system equipments, such as circuit breakers, transformers
and capacitor banks. They are the most integral part of substation automation and serve various functions including electrical protection, advanced local control intelligence and monitor processes and then communicate directly
to a control system. MUs are also a type of IEDs, which synchronously collect digital signals from electronic current/voltage transformers (CTs/VTs),
and transmit these signals to protective devices and measure-control devices.
The IEC 6180 standard [3] provides a mechanism to achieve interoperability
among multi-vendor substation automation devices, such as IEDs and MUs,
for communication networks within the smart grid substations. It also provides the ability to synchronize internal clocks, also known as Time Synchronization (TS), in IEDs, MUs, protection/control units, Ethernet switches,
and thus helps to achieve accurate control and precise global analysis of
communication network response in a substation against failures.
For communication purposes, common Ethernet communication architectures, such as cascaded, star-ring and redundant star ring, are utilized in the
IEC 6180 standard. We utilized the formally verified RBD configurations,
described in Section 3.2, to present the reliability model of these substation
communication architectures.
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Figure 3.2: (a) A Typical Smart Substation Ethernet Architecture (b) Cascaded Substation RBD (c) Redundant Star-ring Substation RBD

Formal RBD Models for Smart Grid Substation Communication
Architectures
The cascaded architecture can be considered as a serial connection of n Ethernet Switches (ESWs) that are connected between protection and control
substation IEDs, as shown in Figure 3.2(b), which can be modeled by using
the series RBD configuration [52]. The protection IEDs serve many functions
for substation, including protection from rate of change of voltage frequency,
fuse failure and breaker failure. Similarly, control IEDs provide various functionality and specialized interfaces to implement IEC 6180 communication
standards for monitoring the substation process. The reliability of this substation cascaded architecture can be expressed mathematically as follows:
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Rseries casc (t) = e−(λP IED +

Pn
i

λESW (i) +λCIED )t
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(3.9)

The HOL formalization of the cascaded substation architecture RBD configuration, as shown in Figure 3.2(b), is as follows:
Definition 3.12. Cascaded RBD Model
` ∀ p t PIED CIED ESW list.
casc series RBD p PIED ESW list CIED t =
rbd struct p (series
(rbd list (rel event list p ([PIED] ++ ESW list ++ [CIED]) t)))

where P IED, CIED are the corresponding protection and control Intelligent Electronic Device (IED) random variables and ESW list represents the
Ethernet switch random variable list containing n Ethernet switches. The
symbol ++ is a HOL operator primarily used to append the lists.
Similarly, there are redundant ESWs between protection and control IEDs
in the substation redundant star-ring architectures, as shown in Figure 3.2(c),
which in turn increases the reliability of the substation communication system compared to the cascaded architecture. However, for the redundant
star-ring architecture, there is an arbitrary number of redundant Ethernet
Switch (ESW) stages between the protection and control IEDs, as shown in
Figure 3.2(c). This redundant star-ring architecture can be modeled by using the series-parallel RBD configuration and its reliability can be expressed
mathematically as follows:
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Rredund star−ring (t) ={1 − (1 − e
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n
Y
)} ∗ { (1 − (1 − eλESW i1 t )
i=1

(3.10)

(1 − eλESW i2 t ))} ∗ {1 − (1 − eλCIED t )}
We formally model the redundant star-ring architecture RBD in HOL as
follows:
Definition 3.13. Redundant-Star-Ring RBD Model
` ∀ p t PIED CIED list ESW list.
redund star-ring RBD p PIED list ESW list CIED t =
rbd struct p
((series of (λa.

parallel (rbd list (rel event list p a t))))

([[PIED]] ++ list ESW list ++ [[CIED]]))

where list ESW list is a two-dimensional list of random variables that are
associated with each ESW connected in the series-parallel structure. The
above definitions can be used to model the reliability of any smart substation exhibiting star-ring communication architecture by specializing this
two-dimensional list list ESW list to a sub-list containing random variables
associated with the ESWs in the parallel stage, given in Figure 3.2(c).
Formal Reliability Assessment of Smart Grid Substation Communication Architectures
Using Definition 3.12, we formally verify the reliability expression, given in
Equation (3.9), of the generic substation cascaded architecture RBD model
(Figure 3.2(b)) in HOL as follows:
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Theorem 3.15. Formal Verification of Generic Cascaded Architecure
Rseries casc (t) = e−(λP IED +

Pn
i

λESW (i) +λCIED )(t)

` ∀ PIED CIED ESW list C PIED C CIED C ESW list p t.
[A1]:

time positive t ∧ [A2]:

prob space p ∧

[A3]:

¬NULL (rel event list p ESW list t) ∧

[A4]:

LENGTH C ESW list = LENGTH ESW list ∧

[A5]:

in events p (rel event list p ([PIED]++ESW list++[CIED]) t) ∧

[A6]:

mutual indep p
(rel event list p ([PIED]++ESW list++[CIED]) t) ∧

[A7]:

exp dist list p ([C PIED]++C ESW list++[C CIED])
([PIED]++ESW list++[CIED]) ⇒

(prob p (casc series RBD p PIED ESW list CIED t) =
list prod (exp func list ([C PIED]++C ESW list++[C CIED]) t))

The first two assumptions ensure that the time index t must be positive and p
is a valid probability space based on the probability theory in HOL [68]. The
third and fourth assumptions make sure that the failure rate list C ESW list
must not be empty and the length of the list C ESW list of failure rates
and random variable list ESW list, that are associated with the Ethernet
switches, must be equal. The next two assumptions guarantee that the list
of events, representing the reliability of substation components, such as IEDs
and ESWs, connected in the cascaded architecture, must be in events space p
and these reliability events are mutually independent. The last assumption provides the relationship between the exponential random variables, i.e.,
PIED, CIED and list ESW list, associated with the substation components
connected in cascaded architecture, and their respective failure rates, i.e.,
C PIED, C CIED and C ESW list. The function exp func list takes a list
of failure rates and returns a list of exponentials with assigned failure rates.
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The conclusion of Theorem 3.15 models the series RBD configuration of an
arbitrary substation cascaded architecture. The proof of Theorem 3.15 is
primarily based on Theorem 3.1, exponential function properties and probability theory axioms.
Similarly, the reliability of the n-redundant stages of the star-ring architecture can be formalized in HOL is as follows:
Theorem 3.16. Formal Verification of Generic Redundant Star-Ring Architecture
Rredund star−ring (t) ={1 − (1 − eλP IED t )} ∗ {

n
Y
(1 − (1 − eλESW i1 t )
i=1

(1 − eλESW i2 t ))} ∗ {1 − (1 − eλCIED t )}
` ∀ PIED CIED list ESW list C PIED C CIED C list ESW list p t.
[A1]:

time positive t ∧ [A2]:

prob space p ∧

[A3]:

not null (List rel event list p list ESW list t) ∧

[A4]:

(LENGTH C list ESW list = LENGTH list ESW list) ∧

[A5]:

(∀n.

LENGTH (EL n list ESW list) =
LENGTH (EL n C list ESW list)) ∧

[A6]:

mutual indep p
(FLAT (List rel event list p
([[PIED]]++list ESW list++[[CIED]]) t)) ∧

[A7]:

in events p
(FLAT (List rel event list p
[[PIED]]++list ESW list++[[CIED]]) t) ∧

[A8]:

two dim exp dist list p [[C PIED]]++C list ESW list++[[C CIED]]
[[PIED]]++list ESW list++[[CIED]] ⇒

(prob p (redund star-ring RBD p PIED list ESW list CIED t) =
(list prod of
(λa.

1 - list prod (one minus list (exp func list a t))))
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([[C PIED]] ++ C list ESW list ++ [[C CIED]]))

The function two dim exp dist list accepts two lists, i.e., a two-dimensional
list of failure rates and random variables, corresponding to the components at
each stage of a series-parallel RBD. It calls the function exp dist list, described in Definition 3.11, recursively to ensure that all elements of the given
list are exponentially distributed with the corresponding failure rates, given
in the other list, within the probability space p. The first two assumptions
(A1,A2) ensure that the time index must be positive and the variable p is a
valid probability space. The next assumption (A3) ensures that each element
of failure rate list list ESW list must not be empty. The next two assumptions (A4,A5) make sure that the length of two-dimensional failure rate list
C list ESW list and random variable list list ESW list as well as their corresponding elements that are associated with the Ethernet switches, must be
equal. The assumption (A6) guarantees that the events associated with the
substation components, such as IEDs and ESWs that are connected in redundant star-ring architecture should be mutually independent in probability.
The next assumption (A7) ensures that reliability events of the corresponding substation components are valid events in the probability space p. The
last assumption (A8) ensures that the exponential distributions of the substation components, connected in the redundant star-ring architecture, are
associated with their respective failure rates. The conclusion of the above
theorem models the reliability of the arbitrary redundant stage substation
star-ring architecture, as shown in Figure 3.2(c). The functions list prod,
one minus list and exp func list accept a two-dimensional list of failure
rates and return a list with products of one minus exponentials of every
sub-list.
The proof of Theorem 3.16 is based on series-parallel RBD formally veri-
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Figure 3.3: T1-1 Substation Communication Architectures (a) Cascaded (b)
Star-ring
fied expression, presented in Section 3.2, exponential function properties and
some probability theory axioms.
Formal Reliability Analysis of a T1-1 Smart Grid Substation Architecture
We consider a 220/130KV T1-1 typical substation with a single bus consisting
of five line bays, i.e., three for line bays, one for the transformer and one for
the bus [52]. Each bay has redundant protection IEDs with two MUs for the
bus and transformer bays, as both the bays require AC signals from 2 to 3
sets of current/voltage transformers (CTs/VTs). Moreover, the feeder bay
requires only one MU. We now conduct the RBD-based formal reliability
analysis of IEC 6180 classified T1-1 substation [52] exhibiting the abovementioned features and having the cascaded, star-ring and redundant starring architectures (Figure 3.3).
The reliability expression of the inter-Bay communication architecture
exhibiting cascaded architecture, shown in Figure 3.3(a), can be formally
verified by specializing the ESW random variable list (ESW list), in Theorem 3.15:
Theorem 3.17. T1-1 Substation Cascaded Architecture
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` ∀PIED X ESW1 X ESW2 X ESW3 X ESW4 X ESW5 X ESW6 CIED C PIED C ESW1 C ESW2
C ESW3 C ESW4 C ESW5 C ESW6 C CIED p t.
[A1]:

time positive t ∧ [A2]:

(prob space p) ∧

[A3]:

mutual indep p (rel event list p [PIED]++[X ESW1;X ESW2;
X ESW3;X ESW4;X ESW5;X ESW6]++[CIED] t) ∧

[A4]:

in events p (rel event list p ([PIED]++[X ESW1;X ESW2;
X ESW3;X ESW4;X ESW5;X ESW6]++[CIED]) t) ∧

[A5]:

exp dist list p ([C PIED;C ESW1;C ESW2;C ESW3;C ESW4;C ESW5;C ESW6;C CIED])
[X PIED;X ESW1;X ESW2;X ESW3;X ESW4;X ESW5;X ESW6;X CIED] ⇒

prob p (casc series RBD p PIED [X ESW1;X ESW2;X ESW3;X ESW4;
X ESW5;X ESW6] CIED]) t))) =
list prod (exp func list ([C PIED;C ESW1;C ESW2;C ESW3;C ESW4;
C ESW5;C ESW6;C CIED]) * t)

Similarly, the reliability expression of the inter-Bay communication architecture exhibiting the star-ring model, shown in Figure 3.3(b), can be formally verified by specializing the ESW random variable list (list ESW list)
in the redundant star-ring (Theorem 5) as follows:
Theorem 3.18. T1-1 Substation Star-Ring Architecture
` ∀ PIED X ESW1 X ESW2 X ESW3 X ESW4 CIED C PIED C ESW1 C ESW2
C ESW3 C ESW4 C CIED p t.
[A1]:

time positive t ∧ [A2]:

(prob space p) ∧

[A3]:

mutual indep p (FLAT (two dim rel event list p
[[PIED];[X ESW1];[X ESW2;X ESW3];[X ESW4];[CIED]]) t) ∧

[A4]:

in events p (FLAT (two dim rel event list p
[[PIED];[X ESW1];[X ESW2;X ESW3];[X ESW4];[CIED]]) t) ∧

[A5]:

exp dist list p ([C PIED;C ESW1;C ESW2;C ESW3;C ESW4;C CIED])
([PIED;X ESW1;X ESW2;X ESW3;X ESW4;CIED]) ⇒

(prob p (redund star-ring RBD p
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PIED ([[X ESW1];[X ESW2; X ESW3]; [X ESW4]]) CIED t) =
(list prod of
(λa.

1 - list prod (one minus list (exp func list a t))))

([[C PIED]; [C ESW1]; [C ESW2; C ESW3]; [C ESW4]; [C CIED]]))

where PIED, X ESW1, X ESW2, X ESW3, X ESW4 and CIED are the random variables associated with the substation components and C CIED, C ESW1,
C ESW2,C ESW3,C ESW4 and C PIED are their corresponding failure rates.
The distinguishing features of the formally verified Theorems 3.17 and
3.18, compared to the reliability analysis of the smart grid substation communication architectures in [52], include, their generic nature, i.e., all variables
are universally quantified and thus can be specialized to obtain the reliability of any smart grid substation for any given failure rates. The correctness
of the results are guaranteed due to the involvement of a sound theorem
prover in their verification, which ensures that all required assumptions for
the validity of the result are accompanying the theorems. In addition, these
formally verified reliability theorems provide useful insights that can help
the reliability design engineers to compare and correct their estimated reliability results, which are either obtained through manual manipulation or
computer simulation. For instance, the reliability of these smart substation
increases with the increase in the number of redundant Ethernet switches
but it also raises the cost and complexity especially for large substations.
In this context, our formalization facilitates the reliability design engineers
to accurately determine the least number of Ethernet switches, which are
required to achieve a desired level of reliability in a smart grid substation.
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Reliability Assessment of WSN Data Transport
Protocols

To ensure reliable transport of data within a WSN, several end-to-end (e2e)
data transport protocols, including (Event to Sink Reliable Transport (ESRT)
and Reliable Multi-Segment Transport (RMST), have been developed in the
past few years. These data transport protocols provide resilience to different
kinds of networking failures, such as communication failures and message
losses. In this section, we present the RBD-based formal reliability analysis
of WSN general end-to-end message delivery mechanism and the commonly
used WSN data transport protocols, i.e., ESRT and RMST.
The ESRT belongs to the end-to-sink class of protocols, depicted in Figure 3.4(a), and achieves the optimal operating point by adjusting the reporting rate of sensor nodes depending upon the current network load. In this
approach, the sink node is interested in the collective information coming
from a number of nodes instead of the individual sensor report. Therefore,
the data transport in ESRT consists of n-parallel routing blocks and this behavior can be modeled by using the parallel RBD configuration as shown in
Figure 3.4(b) [78]. Similarly, RMST is an end-to-end protocol, which utilizes
the Selective Negative Acknowledgment (NACK) retransmission mechanism
to increase the reliability of data transport. There are two main data transport operations in RMST: (i) Routing is used to identify potential routes
for data transport (ii) Message Loss Detection (MLD) is used to retransmit
transport data and is thus an essential part of reliable data transmission. By
incorporating these operations, the reliability of the RMST data transport
mechanism, from the sensor nodes to the sink, can be modeled by using the
series-parallel RBD configuration as shown in Figure 3.4(c) [78].
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Figure 3.4: RBDs for the (a) General e2e Data Transport Mechanism (b)
ESRT Data Transport Protocol (c) RMST Data Transport Protocol
In order to formalize the WSN data transport protocols, presented in
Figure 3.4, we first need to formally model the reliability events that are
associated with operations of the WSN data transport protocols, such as
routing and MLD.
Now, we can verify the reliability expression of the e2e WSN data transport mechanism, shown in Figure 3.4(a), by using the formalised series RBD
configuration in HOL as follows:
Theorem 3.19. E2E WSN Data Transport
` ∀ X fil X aggr X rout C fil C aggr C rout p t.
0 ≤ t ∧ prob space p ∧
in events p (rel event list p [X fil;X aggr;X rout] t)
mutual indep p (rel event list p [X fil;X aggr;X rout] t) ∧
exp dist list p [C fil;C aggr;C rout] [X fil;X aggr;X rout] ⇒
prob p (rbd struct p
(series (rbd list (rel event list p [X fil;X aggr;X rout] t)))) =
list prod (exp func list [C fil;C aggr;C rout] * t)
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where the function list sum returns the sum of all the elements of the given
failure rate list. The first assumption ensures that the variable t models
time as it can acquire positive integer values only. The next assumption ensures that p is a valid probability space based on the probability theory in
HOL [68]. The next two assumptions ensure that the events corresponding
to the failures modeled, by the random variables X oper fil; X oper aggr;
X oper rout are valid events from the probability space p and they are mutually independent. Finally, the last assumption characterizes the random
variables X oper fil; X oper aggr; X oper rout, as exponential random
variables with failure rates C oper fil; C oper aggr; C oper rout, respectively. The conclusion of Theorem 4 represents the reliability of the general
e2e WSN data transport mechanism between sensors nodes to sinks in terms
of their failure rates.
Similarly, the formally verified reliability expression for the ESRT WSN
data transport protocol, by considering n-parallel routing nodes modeled as
a parallel RBD configuration as shown in Figure 3.4 (b), is as follows:
Theorem 3.20. Reliability of ESRT WSN Data Transport Protocol
` ∀ X rout list C rout list p t.
[A1]:

(0 ≤ t) ∧ [A2]:

(prob space p) ∧

[A3]:

mutual indep p rel event list p X rout list t ∧

[A4]:

in events p (rel event list p X routing list t) ∧

[A5]:

¬NULL (rel event list p X routing list t) ∧

[A6]:

exp dist list p C routing list X routing list ⇒

prob p (rbd struct p
(parallel (rbd list (rel event list p X routing list t)))) =
1 - list prod (one minus exp t C routing list)

where the function one minus exp takes time index variable t and failure rate
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list and returns a list of one minus exponential function, i.e., each element
of the list is of the form 1 − exp−c1∗t , where c1 is the arbitrary failure rate
variable. The assumptions of the above theorem are similar to the ones used
in Theorem 3.19 and the proof of Theorem 3.20 is based on Theorems 3.1
and 3.3 and some basic arithmetic lemmas and probability theory axioms.
Finally, a generic reliability expression for RMST data transport protocol,
consisting of r -retransmissions and MLD operations, can be verified in HOL
as follows:
Theorem 3.21. Reliability Expression for RMST with r-retransmissions and
MLD Operations
` ∀ X rout X MLD C rout C MLD p t.
[A1]:

(0 ≤ t) ∧ [A2]:

prob space p ∧

[A3]:

not null (two dim rel event list p
(RMST rv list X rout X MLD) t) ∧

[A4]:

mutual indep p
(FLAT (two dim rel event list p
([X rout]::RMST rv list X rout X MLD) t)) ∧

[A5]:

in events p
(rel event list p ([X rout]::(RMST rv list X rout X MLD)) t)

[A6]:

LENGTH (RMST rv list X rout X MLD) =
LENGTH (RMST fail rate C rout C MLD) ∧
(∀n’.
(n’ < LENGTH (RMST fail rate list X rout X MLD n)) ∧
(n’ < LENGTH (RMST fail rate list C rout C MLD n) ) ⇒
(LENGTH (EL n’ (RMST fail rate list X rout X MLD n)) =
LENGTH (EL n’ (RMST fail rate list C rout C MLD n)))) ∧

[A7]:

two dim exp dist list p
([C rout]::RMST fail rate C rout C MLD)
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([X rout]::RMST rv list X rout X MLD) ⇒
prob p (rbd struct p
((parallel of (λa.

series (rbd list (rel event list p a t))))

([X rout]::RMST rv list X rout X MLD) t)) =
1 - (list prod o (one minus list) of
(λa.

list prod (exp func list a t)))

(RMST fail rate list C rout C MLD n))

where the functions RMST rv list and RMST fail rate list take random
variables and failure rates associated with the routing and MLD operations
and return a two dimensional list of random variables and failure rates, respectively, where each element of these two dimensional lists, which is itself
a list, contains the random variables X routing and X MLD and failure rate
variables C routing and C MLD. The proof of Theorem 3.21 involves Theorem 3.5 and some basic probability theory axioms with some properties
of the exponential function exp. The reasoning process of Theorems 3.19,
3.20 and 3.21 took about more than 1000 lines of HOL script and was very
straightforward compared to the reasoning for the verification of Theorems
3.1, 3.3 and 3.5, which involved probability-theoretic guidance.
The distinguishing features of the formally verified Theorems 3.19, 3.20
and 3.21, compared to the reliability analysis of the WSN data transport
protocols of Figure 3.4 in [78], includes their generic nature, i.e., all variables
are universally quantified and thus can be specialized to obtain the reliability
for any number of routing and MLD operations and for any given failures.
Moreover, these theorems are guaranteed to be complete and true due to the
involvement of a sound theorem prover in their verification, which ensures
that all required assumptions for the validity of the result are accompanying
the theorem. In addition, these formally verified reliability theorems provide
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useful insight to the network design engineers to compare and correct their
estimated reliability results, which are traditionally either obtained through
manual manipulation or computer simulation. For instance, it is very handy
to know that the reliability of these e2e data transport protocols increases
with the increase in the number of data retransmissions. So, by keeping this
in mind, our formalization facilitates the network design engineers to accurately determine the total number of retransmissions, which are required to
achieve a desired level of reliability. To the best of our knowledge, the abovementioned benefits are not shared by any other computer based reliability
analysis approach for WSN data transport protocols.

3.4.3

Availability Analysis of Satellite Solar Arrays

As an illustrative application to demonstrate the effectiveness of our availability theory related formalization, we consider a solar array that has been
used in the DFH-3 Satellite, which was launched by the People’s Republic
of China on May 12, 1997 [93, 94]. Solar arrays are one of the most vital components of the satellites because the mission success heavily depends
upon the continuous reliable source of power. The satellite’s solar array is a
mechanical system, which mainly consists of various mechanisms, including:
deployable, synchronization, locking and orientation.
The solar array can be modeled by using series-parallel ABD configurations, shown in Figure 3.5, and based on the availability of its individual
components, such as electric detonator (ED), the cutting knife (CK), the
starting spring (SS), hing bearing (HB) and hings of locking mechanism
(HL), the overall availability of the solar array can be evaluated [93]. The
HOL formalization of the solar array ABD (Figure 3.5) is as follows:
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Figure 3.5: Solar Array ABD
Definition 3.14. Solar Array ABD
` ∀p X ED X CK X SS X HB X HL t.
Solar ABD p X ED X CK X SS X HB X HL t =
rbd struct p
((series of (λa.

parallel

(rbd list (union avail event list p a t))))
([[X ED;X ED];[X CK];[X SS;X SS];[X HB];[X HB];[X HL;X HL]]))

Based on Definition 3.14, we verified the following theorem for the availability of the satellite solar array:
Theorem 3.22. Availability of a Satellite Solar Array
` ∀p X ED X CK X SS X HB X HL ED CK SS HB HL.
prob space p ∧
(∀z.

MEM z (FLAT [[ED;ED];[CK];[SS;SS];[HB];[HB];[HL;HL]]) ⇒
0 < FST z ∧ 0 < SND z) ∧

(∀t’.
in events p (FLAT (list union avail event list
[[X ED;X ED];[X CK];[X SS;X SS];[X HB];[X HB];[X HL;X HL]] (&t’)))∧
mutual indep p
(FLAT (list union avail event list
[[X ED;X ED];[X CK];[X SS;X SS];[X HB];[X HB];[X HL;X HL]] (&t’)))) ∧
two dim inst avail exp p
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[[X ED;X ED];[X CK];[X SS;X SS];[X HB];[X HB];[X HL;X HL]]
[[ED;ED];[CK];[SS;SS];[HB];[HB];[HL;HL]]⇒
(lim (λt.

prob p (rbd struct p

((series of (λa.

parallel (rbd list a)))

(list union avail event list
[[X ED;X ED];[X CK];[X SS;X SS];[X HB];[X HB];[X HL;X HL]] (&t))))) =
list prod (one minus list (MAP (λa.

compl steady state avail a)

[[ED;ED];[CK];[SS;SS];[HB];[HB];[HL;HL]])))

The assumptions of the above-theorem is similar to the ones used in Theorem 3.13. The proof of the above theorem is primarily based on Theorem 3.13
and is very straightforward.

3.5

Summary and Discussion

The accuracy of the dependability analysis of engineering systems has become
a dire need these days due to their extensive use in safety-critical applications, such as fire protection systems [22], where an incorrect dependability
estimate may lead to disastrous situations or loss of lives. In this chapter,
we presented a higher-order-logic formalization of commonly used RBD configurations, namely, series, parallel, parallel-series, series-parallel and nested
series-parallel, and k-out-n RBD, to facilitate the RBD-based formal dependability analysis of safety-critical systems within the HOL theorem prover.
The first part of this chapter presented the formalization of commonly
used RBD configurations and the formal verification of their corresponding mathematical expressions. A deep embedding approach is adopted for
the formalization of RBD configurations, which starts by defining a new
polymorphic datatype rbd consisting of three type-constructors, i.e., series,
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parallel and atomic. These type-constructors have the ability to encode arbitrary level of complex RBDs and then a semantic function rbd struct is
defined to decode the given RBD configuration. A distinguishing feature of
our proposed RBD formalization approach is its generic nature to carry out
dependability analysis of systems with arbitrary number of components. The
effectiveness of the proposed RBD formalization is illustrated by conducting
formal dependability analysis of several real-world systems, including smart
grids and WSN transport protocols. In this chapter, the failure random
variables are assumed to be exponentially distributed but the formalization
can be easily extended to cater other commonly used random variables, such
as Weibull.
The second part of this chapter is the extension of proposed RBD formalization approach for formal availability analysis. Firstly, the availability
events are formalized in HOL by incorporating the notion of sequence of
multiple failure and repair random variables. Secondly, Availability Block
Diagrams are formalized by utilizing the existing formalization of RBDs,
such as series, parallel, parallel-series and series-parallel, to function over the
list of availability events. The HOL formalization of ABDs are then used to
conduct formal availability analysis of a satellite solar arrays.
Our proposed approach of using HOL theorem proving for RBD-based
dependability analysis is primarily based on deductive reasoning. Also, the
dependability properties are verified by using sound reasoning process and
it is supported by the fact that every new theorem is derived from already
verified theorems. Therefore, the analysis is much more rigorous and accurate
compared to traditional techniques, such as simulation, and model checking
based techniques that are inherently limited to analyze large systems.

Chapter 4
Formalization of Fault Trees
An accurate Minimal Cut-set (MCS) calculation and exact failure probability assessment in the fault tree analysis (FTA) is very important specially
while dealing with safety-critical systems used in domains like transportation, aerospace or medicine. In order to achieve an accurate and precise
FTA, we propose to conduct the formal FTA within the sound environment
of higher-order-logic theorem proving [40]. Higher-order-logic provides a precise deductive mechanism that can be used to model any mathematically
expressive behavior, including recursive definitions, random variables, FT
events, which are the foremost building blocks for modeling FTs. Once the
FTs are modeled in higher-order logic, we can deduce an accurate MCS by
using formal reasoning based on the set-theoretic foundations. Moreover, FT
properties, such as the probability of failure, can be formally verified using
interactive theorem provers based on the PIE principle.
In this chapter, we propose a deep embedding approach to formalize the
commonly used FT gates, such as AND, OR and NOT. This proposed formalization approach is compositional in nature and can be easily extended to
formalize other FT gates, such as NAND, NOR, XOR, Inhibit, Comparator
92
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and majority-Voting. It also enables us to transform the given system FT
model to its equivalent RBD model, without any loss of valuable information.

4.1

Formal Specification

The proposed formalization is primarily based on defining a new polymorphic
datatype gate that encodes the notion of AND, OR and NOT FT gates. Then
a semantic function is defined on that gate datatype yielding an event for the
corresponding FT gate. This semantic function allows us to verify the generic
failure probability expressions of the FT gates by utilizing the underlying
probability theory within the sound core of the HOL theorem prover. Such a
deep embedding considerably simplifies the FT gate modeling approach and
also enables us to develop a framework that can deal with arbitrary levels
of FTs, which can be used to cater for a wide variety of real-world failure
analysis problems.
We start the formalization process by type abbreviating the notion of
event, which is essentially a set of observations with type ’a->bool as follows:
type abbrev ("event" , ‘‘:’a ->bool’’)

We then define a recursive datatype gate in the HOL system as follows:
Hol datatype ‘gate = AND of gate list | OR of gate list |
NOT of gate | atomic of ’a event‘

The type constructors AND and OR recursively function on gate-typed lists and
the type constructor NOT operates on gate-type variable. The type constructor atomic is basically a typecasting operator between event and gate-typed
variables. These type constructors allow us to encode the notion of all the
basic FT gates.
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We define a semantic function F T ree : α event # α event event # (α event →
real) → α gate → α event over the above-defined gate datatype that can
yield the corresponding event from the given FT gate as follows:
Definition 4.1. Fault Tree Modeling Function
` (∀ p.

FTree p (AND []) = p space p) ∧

(∀ xs x p.
(∀ p.

FTree p (AND (x::xs)) = FTree p x ∩ FTree p (AND xs)) ∧

FTree p (OR []) = {}) ∧

(∀ xs x p.

FTree p (OR (x::xs)) = FTree p x ∪ FTree p (OR xs)) ∧

(∀ p a.

FTree p (NOT a) = p space p DIFF FTree p a) ∧

(∀ p a.

FTree p (atomic a) = a)

The above function decodes the semantic embedding of a FT by yielding a
corresponding failure event, which can then be used to determine the failure
probability of a given FT. The function FTree takes a type gate or a gatetyped list and it is defined in a way similar to that of the function rbd struct,
which is described in Section 3.1. For NOT type constructor, the function
FTree returns the complement of the failure event obtained from the function
FTree.

4.2
4.2.1

Formal Verification
Fault Tree Gates

If the occurrence of the failure event at the output is caused by the occurrence
of all the input failure events then this kind of behavior can be modeled by
using the AND FT gate. The failure probability expression of the AND FT
gate can be expressed mathematically as follows:
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(4.1)

i=2

Using Definition 4.1, we can verify the above equation in HOL as follows:
Theorem 4.1. AND Fault Tree Gate
` ∀ p L. prob space p ∧
in events p L ∧ 2 ≤ LENGTH L ∧
mutual indep p L ⇒
(prob p (FTree p (AND (gate list L))) = list prod (list prob p L))

The assumptions of the above theorem are similar to the ones used in Theorem 3.1. The only difference is the third assumption, which states that the
list of events L, representing the failure probability of individual components,
must have at least two events, as described in the IEC standard for FTA [32].
The conclusion of the above theorem represents Equation (4.1). The function gate list generates a list of type gate by mapping the function atomic to
each element of the given event list L to make it consistent with the assumptions
of Theorem 4.1. Its formalization is similar to that of rbd list, described in
Section 3.1.
In the OR FT gate, the occurrence of the output failure event depends upon
the occurrence of any one of its input failure event. Mathematically, the failure
probability of an OR FT gate can be expressed as:

FOR gate (t) = P r(

N
[

Ai (t)) = 1 −

i=2

N
Y
(1 − Fi (t))

(4.2)

i=2

By following the approach, used in Theorem 4.1, we can formally verify the
failure probability expression OR FT gate, given in Equation (4.2), in HOL:
Theorem 4.2. OR Fault Tree Gate
` ∀ p L. prob space p ∧ 2 ≤ LENGTH L ∧
in events p L ∧ mutual indep p L ⇒
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(prob p (FTree p (OR (gate list L))) =
1 - list prod (one minus list (list prob p L)))
The above theorem is verified under the same assumptions as Theorem 4.1. The
conclusion of the theorem represents Equation (4.2).
The NOT FT gate can be used in conjunction with the AND and OR FT
gates to formalize other FT gates. The formalization of these gates is given in
Table 4.1. The NAND FT gate, represented by the function NAND FT gate in
Table 4.1, models the behavior of the occurrence of an output failure event when at
least one of the failure events at its input does not occur. This type of gate is used
in FTs when the non-occurrence of the failure event in conjunction with the other
failure events causes the top failure event to occur. This behavior can be expressed
as the intersection of complementary and normal events, where the complementary
events model the non-occurring failure events and the normal events model the
occurring failure events.
The output failure event occurs in the 2-input XOR FT gate if only one, and
not both, of its input failure events occur. The inhibit FT gate produces an
output failure event only if the conditional event occurs at the same time when
the input failure event occurs. The HOL function inhibit FT gate, given in
Table 4.1, models the behavior of a 2-input inhibit FT gate by composing the type
constructors AND, OR and NOT. In the comparator FT gate, the output failure
event occurs if all the failure events at its input occur or if all of the them do not
occur. In the majority voting gate, the output failure event occurs if at least m out
of n input failure events occurs. This behaviour can be modeled by utilizing the
concept of binomial trials, which are used to find the chances of at least m success
in n trials. The function major voting FT gate is same as that of k-out-n RBD,
which is described in Section 3.2.6. The difference in their names allows us to
identify their usage, i.e., if we are conducting RBD-based dependability analysis,
we use k-out-n RBD, and the major voting FT gate for FT-based dependability
analysis.
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Table 4.1: HOL Formalization of Fault Tree Gates
FT Gates
1

HOL Formalization
` ∀ p L1 L2. NAND FT gate p L1 L2 =

NAND

k
n

FTree p (AND (gate list (compl list p L1 ++ L2)))
` ∀ p L. NOR FT gate p L =

1

NOR

n

1

FTree p (NOT (OR (gate list L)))
` ∀ p A B. XOR FT gate p A B =

XOR

FTree p (OR [AND [NOT A; B]; AND [A; NOT B]])

2

1

` ∀ p A B C. inhibit FT gate p A B C =
Inhibit

FTree p (AND [OR [A; B]; NOT C]])

2

` ∀ p A B. comp FT gate p A B =

1

2

Comp

m

FTree p (OR [AND [A; B]; NOR FT gate p [A; B]])
` ∀ p X m n. major voting FT gate p X m n =
BIGUNION (IMAGE (λx.

PREIMAGE X {Normal (&x)}

∩ p space p) {x | k ≤ x ∧ x < SUC n})

The verification of the corresponding failure probability expressions, of the
above-mentioned FT gates, is presented in Table 4.2. These expressions are verified
under the same assumptions as the ones used for Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. However,
some additional provisos are required for the verification of majority voting gate
as follows: (i) prob space ensures that p is a valid probability space; (ii) m ≤ n
makes sure that the number of successes of trails m must be less than or equal the
total number of trials n; (iii) (λx.

PREIMAGE X Normal(&x) ∩ p space p) ∈

((count (SUC n)) → events p) ensures that all the corresponding events that
are associated with the binomial random variable X are drawn from the events
space p; and (iv) (∀x.

distribution p X {Normal (&x)} = (&binomial n x)*

(F pow x)*(1 - F) pow (n-x)) guarantees that the random variable X is exhibiting the binomial distribution.
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Table 4.2: Probability of Failures of Fault Tree Gates
Mathematical Expressions
k
N
\
\
FN AN D (t) = P r( Ai (t) ∩
Ai (t))
i=2

j=k

k
N
Y
Y
=
(1 − Fi (t)) ∗ (Fj (t))
i=2

j=k

FN OR (t) = 1 − FOR (t) =

N
Y

(1 − Fi (t))

i=2

FXOR (t) = P r(A(t)B(t) ∪ A(t)B(t))
= (1 − FA (t))FB (t)+
FA (t)(1 − FB (t))

Theorem’s Conclusion
` ∀ p L1 L2.
list prod
((list prob p (compl list p L1))) *
list prod (list prob p L2))
` ∀ p L. (prob p (NOR FT gate p L) =
list prod (one minus list (list prob p L)))

` ∀ p A B.
prob space p ∧ A ∈ events p ∧
B ∈ events p ⇒
(prob p
(XOR FT gate p (atomic A) (atomic B) =
(1- prob p A)*prob p B +
prob p A*(1 - prob p B)
` ∀p A B C.

Finhibit (t) = P r((A(t) ∪ B(t)) ∩ C(t))
= (1 − (1 − FA (t))∗
(1 − FB (t))) ∗ (1 − FC (t))

(prob p

Fcomp (t) = P r((A(t) ∩ B(t)) ∪ (A(t) ∪ B(t)))
= (1 − (1 − FA (t)FB (t))∗
(1 − (1 − FA (t)) ∗ (1 − FB (t)))

(prob p

Fm|n (t) = P r(

n
[

{exactly i components are

i=k

functioning properly})
n  
X
n
=
(
F i (1 − F )n−1 )
m
i=m

4.2.2

(prob p

(NAND FT gate p L1 L2) =

(inhibit FT gate p
(atomic A) (atomic B) (atomic C) =
(1 - (1 - prob p A) * (1 - prob p B))*
(1 - prob p C)
` ∀ p A B C.
(comp FT gate p (atomic A) (atomic B) =
(1 - (1 - prob p A * prob p B)*
(1 - (1 - prob p A)*(1- prob p B))
` ∀p n k X F
(prob p (major voting FT gate p X m n) =

sum (m, SUC n - m)
(λx. (&binomial n x)*
(F pow x)* (1- F) pow (n-x)))

Probabilistic Inclusion-Exclusion Principle

In FT analysis, firstly all the basic failure events are identified that can cause
the occurrence of the system top failure event. These failure events are then
combined to model the overall fault behavior of the given system by using the fault
gates. These combinations of basic failure events, called cut sets, are then reduced
to minimal cut sets (MCS) by using some set-theory rules, such as idempotent,
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associative and commutative. Then, the Probabilistic Inclusion Exclusion (PIE)
principle is used to evaluate the overall failure probability of the given system
based on the MCS events. According to the PIE principle, if Ai represents the
ith basic failure event or a combination of failure events then the overall failure
probability of the given system can be expressed as follows:

P(

n
[

Ai ) =

i=1

X

(−1)|t|+1 P(

t6={},t⊆{1,2,...,n}

\

Aj )

(4.3)

j∈t

The above equation has been formally verified in HOL as follows [5]:
Theorem 4.3. Probabilistic Inclusion-Exclusion Principle
` ∀ p L. prob space p ∧ in events p L ⇒
(prob p (union list L) =
sum set {t | t ⊆ set L ∧ t 6= {} }
(λt.

-1 pow (CARD t + 1) * prob p (BIGINTER t)))

The assumptions of the above theorem are the same as the ones used in
Theorem 4.1. The function sum set takes an arbitrary set s with element of
type α and a real-valued function f . It recursively sums the return value
of the function f , which is applied on each element of the given set s.
In the above theorem, the set s is represented by the term {x|C(x)} that
contains all the values of x, which satisfy condition C. Whereas, the λ abstraction function (λt. -1 pow (CARD t + 1) * prob p (BIGINTER t))
T
models (−1)|t|+1 P( j∈t Aj ), such that the functions CARD and BIGINTER return the number of elements and the intersection of all the elements of the
given set, respectively. Thus, the conclusion of the theorem represents Equation (4.6).
The proof of Theorem 4.3 is mainly inspired from John’s formalization of
Inclusion-Exclusion (IE) Principle in HOL-Light [92]. We first ported the IE
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principle, which is verified for an arbitrary function, say f , from HOL-Light to
HOL4 and then specified f to probability function prob. We are then required
to prove some properties of the probability function, which are readily verified
using probability theory axioms, in order to verify Theorem 4.3. The proof
script [4] for Theorem 4.3 is composed of about 1000 lines of HOL code and
involved 50 man-hours of proof effort. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first formal verification of the probabilistic inclusion exclusion principle,
which, besides being used in FTA, is a widely used mathematical result in
analyzing various bio-informatics [83] and telecommunication [34] systems.

4.3

Unavailability Fault Trees

Unavailability FT is a graphical technique consisting of internal nodes, which
are represented by gates like OR, AND and XOR, and the external nodes,
that model the unavailability events, which are associated with the occurrence of faults in components of the given system. The generic nature of
these gates allows us to construct an efficient and accurate unavailability
fault tree (FT) model for any given system. This FT can in turn be used
to investigate the potential causes of a fault occurrence, which makes the
system unavailable, and the calculation of minimal number of unavailability
events, known as minimal cut-set (MCS), that contribute towards the occurrence of a top event, i.e., a critical event, which can cause the whole system
unavailable upon its occurrence.
We can formalize the unavailability event of a system by taking the complement of the availability event with respect to the probability space p.
Definition 4.2. Unavailability Event
`∀ p X t.
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union unavail events p L t = p space p DIFF union avail events p L t

The instantaneous unavailability of the system can be expressed as follows:
Ainst (t) =

λ
λ −(λ+µ)t
−
e
µ+λ µ+λ

(4.4)

The HOL formalization of the above equation is as follows:
Definition 4.3. List of Unavailability Events
` ∀ p L m.

inst unavail exp p L m =

∀t.

prob p (union unavail events p L (&t)) =
FST m
FST m
* exp (-(SND m + FST m) * &t)
(SND m + FST m)
(SND m + FST m)

4.3.1

Unavailability FT Gates

If the occurrence of the unavailability event at the output is caused by the
occurrence of all the input unavailability events then this kind of behavior can
be modeled by using the AND unavailability FT gate, as shown in Table 4.3.

P r(

N
\

Ainsti (t)) =

i=2

N
Y
i=2

λi
λi + µi

(4.5)

The above equation can be formalized in HOL as follows:
Theorem 4.4. Steady-state Unavailability of AND Gate
` ∀ p L M. prob space p ∧
(∀z.
(∀t’.
(∀z.

MEM z M ⇒ 0 < FST z ∧ 0 < SND z) ∧ (LENGTH L = LENGTH M) ∧
¬NULL (union unavail event list p L (&t’)) ∧
MEM z (union unavail event list p L (&t’)) ⇒ z ∈ events p) ∧

mutual indep p (union unavail event list p L (&t’))) ∧
inst unavail exp list p L M ⇒
(lim (λt.
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Table 4.3: HOL Formalization of Fault Tree Gates
Unavail.
FT Gates

HOL Formalization
` ∀ p L t. AND unavail FT gate p L t =
FTree p
(AND (gate list (union unavail event list p L t)))
` ∀ p L t. OR unavail FT gate p L t =
FTree p
(OR (gate list (union unavail event list p L t)))
` ∀p L1 L2 t. NAND unavail FT gate p L1 L2 t =
FTree p (AND (gate list

1
k
n

NAND

(compl list p (union unavail event list p L1 t)) ++
union unavail event list p L2 t))
` ∀ p L t. NOR unavail FT gate p L t =
p space p DIFF FTree p
(OR (gate list (union unavail event list p L t)))
` ∀ p A B t. XOR FT unavail gate p A B =
(XOR FT gate p (atomic (union unavail events p A t))
(atomic (union unavail events p B t)))

prob p (AND unavail FT gate p L (&t)) =
list prod (steady state unavail list M))

The assumptions of the above theorem are similar to the ones used in Theorem 3.11 and the conclusion of Theorem 4.4 represents Equation (4.5).
In the OR unavailability FT gate, the occurrence of the output unavailability event depends upon the occurrence of any one of its input unavailability event. The function OR unavail FT gate, given in Table 4.3, models this
behavior as it returns the union of the input unavailability list L by using
the recursive function union list. The NOR unavailability FT gate, modeled by using the function NOR unavail FT gate, given in Table 4.3, can be
viewed as the complement of the OR unavailability FT gate and its output
unavailability event occurs if none of the input unavailability event occurs.
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Similarly, the NAND unavailability FT gate, represented by the function
NAND unavail FT gate in Table 4.3, models the behavior of the occurrence of
an output unavailability event when at least one of the unavailability events
at its input does not occur. This type of gate is used in unavailability FTs
when the non-occurrence of the unavailability event in conjunction with the
other unavailability events causes the top unavailability event to occur. This
behavior can be expressed as the intersection of complementary and normal events, where the complementary events model the non-occurring unavailability events and the normal events model the occurring unavailability
events. The output unavailability event occurs in the 2-input XOR unavailability FT gate if only one, and not both, of its input unavailability events
occur. The HOL representation of the behaviour of the XOR unavail FT gate
is also presented in Table 4.3. The function NOT unavail FT gate accepts an
unavailability event A and probability space p and returns the complement to
the probability space p of the given input unavailability event A. The verification of the corresponding unavailability expressions, of the above-mentioned
unavailability FT gates, is presented in Table 4.4. These expressions are verified under the same assumptions as the ones used for Theorem 3.11 and the
proofs are mainly based on some fundamental mutual independence properties of the given unavailability events along with some axioms of probability
theory.
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Table 4.4: Unavailability Fault Tree Gates
Unavailability FT Gates

lim AOR (t) = lim P r(

t→∞

t→∞

N
[

Conclusions of the formally verified
Theorems
Ainsti (t))

i=1

N
Y
=1−
(1 −
i=2
t→∞

N
Y

λi
)
=
(1 −
λ
+
µ
i
i
i=2
lim AN AN D (t) =

t→∞

lim P r(

t→∞

k
\

i=2

k
Y
(1 −
i=2

Ai (t) ∩

N
\

1 - list prod (one minus list
(steady state unavail list M)))
(lim (λt. prob p
(NOR unavail FT gate p L &t)) =
list prod (one minus list
(steady state unavail list M
(lim (λt. prob p
(NAND unavail FT gate p L1 L2 t) =

Ai (t)) =

j=k

list prod (steady state avail M1) *
list prod

N
Y

µi
λi
)∗
µi + λi j=k µi + λi
lim AXOR (t) =

t→∞

lim P r(Ā(t)B(t) ∪ A(t)B̄(t)) =

t→∞

λ1
λ2
λ1
(1 −
)∗
+
∗
λ1 + µ1
λ2 + µ2 λ1 + µ1
λ2
)
(1 −
λ2 + µ2

4.3.2

prob p

(OR unavail FT gate p L &t) =

λi
)
λi + µi

lim AN OR (t) = 1 − lim AOR (t)

t→∞

lim (λt.

(steady state unavail list M2
(lim (λt.

prob p

(XOR unavail FT gate p A B &t)) =
(1 - (steady state unavail M1))∗
(steady state unavail M2) +
(steady state unavail M1)∗
(1 - (steady state unavail M2))

Probabilistic Inclusion-Exclusion Principle for Unavailability

The PIE principle to determine unavailability of a FT can be formalized by
utilizing the formally verified PIE principle, described in Section 4.2.2.
If Ai represent the ith basic unavailability event or a combination of unavailability events then the overall unavailability of the given system can be
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expressed in terms of the probabilistic inclusion-exclusion principle as follows:

P(

n
[

X

Ai ) =

i=1

(−1)|J|−1 P(

J6={},J⊆{1,2,...,n}

\

Aj )

(4.6)

j∈J

The above equation has been formalized in HOL as follows:
Theorem 4.5. PIE Principle for Unavailability Analysis
` ∀ p L t.
(∀ x.

prob space p ∧

MEM x (union avail event list p L t) ⇒ x ∈ events p) ⇒

(prob p (union list (union avail event list p L t)) =
sum set {y | y ⊆ set (union avail event list p L t) ∧ y 6= {}}
(λt.

-1 pow (CARD y - 1) * prob p (BIGINTER y)))

The proof of the above theorem is based on Theorem 4.3 and the proof
script can be found in [4].

4.3.3

Transformation of FT to RBD

For practical purposes, the PIE principle is not an appropriate method for
analyzing the complex FTs mainly due to the involvement of a large number
of PIE terms. The computation complexity of the PIE principle is exactly
O(2n), and no matter what the events are, the complexity order cannot be
decreased [26]. Several methods has been proposed over the years to reduce
the complexity issues of FT analysis. A tractable solution is to transform
the given system FT to its equivalent Reliability Block Diagram (RBD) [18],
described in Section 3. This transformation considerably reduces the analysis complexity due to the fact that an RBD offers closed form expressions
compared to a FT, which requires unfolding of all the PIE terms.
Interestingly, there is a natural correspondence between FT gates and
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the commonly used RBD configurations, which can be seen in Figure 4.1. A
sound transformation of FT gates to their corresponding RBDs can be done
by formally verifying their equivalence relationships in HOL4. For instance,
an AND FT gate can be translated to series RBD, depicted in Figure 4.1(a),
by verifying the following lemma in HOL:
Lemma 1:

` ∀ p L.

FTree p (AND (gate list L)) = rbd struct p (series (rbd list L))

Due to the fact that we have adopted the same approach for the formalization of RBDs and FTs, the correspondence between them can be clearly
observed in Lemma 1. Similarly, we can also formally verify the equivalence
of OR FT gate to its corresponding parallel RBD, shown in Figure 4.1(b).
Table 4.5 presents the formally verified relationship of the OR FT gate to
parallel RBD and other FT gates, such as NAND, NOR, XOR, inhibit and
comparator, to their corresponding RBDs. Beside these FT gates, we can
also transform generic FT structures to their equivalent RBDs. For instance,
the generic AND-OR FT can be transformed to series-parallel RBD and similarly OR-AND FT to parallel-series RBD, as depicted in Figures 4.1(c) and
(d). These FT transformations greatly aid in analyzing the FTs of real-world
systems, as described in Section 4.4.

4.4

Applications

In this section, we describe the effectiveness of our proposed FT formalization
for failure and unavailability analysis by presenting some simple real-world
systems, including smart grids and satellite solar array. It also illustrates the
straight forward utilization of the verified results that are presented in the
previous sections.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Series RBD to AND FT Gate (b) Parallel RBD to OR FT
Gate (c) Series-Parallel RBD to AND-OR FT (d) Parallel-Series RBD to
OR-AND FT
Failure Events
In order to determine the failure probability of real-world systems, we first
present the formal modeling of the failure events that represent a scenario
when a failure before a certain time t.
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Table 4.5: Transformation of FT Gates to RBDs
FT Gate to RBD
OR FT Gate to Parallel RBD

NAND FT Gate Transform

NOR Gate Transform

Inhibit Gate Transform

Comparator Gate Transform

AND-OR to series-parallel
OR-AND to parallel-series

HOL Formalization
∀p L. FTree p (OR (gate list L)) =
rbd struct p (parallel (rbd list L))
∀L1 L2 n p.
(FTree p (AND (gate list (compl list p L1 ++ L2)))) =
(rbd struct p (series (rbd list (compl list p L1 ++ L2))))
∀p L. p space p DIFF FTree p (OR (gate list L)) =
p space p DIFF rbd struct p (parallel (rbd list L))
∀p A B C. prob space p ∧ C ∈ events p ⇒
(FTree p (AND [OR [atomic A; atomic B]; NOT (atomic C)]) =
(rbd struct p (parallel [atomic A; atomic B]) ∩
(p space p DIFF rbd struct p (atomic C))))
∀p A B. prob space p ∧ A ∈ events p ∧ B ∈ events p ⇒
(FTree p (OR [AND [atomic A; atomic B];
NOT (OR [atomic A; atomic B])]) =
rbd struct p (series [atomic A; atomic B]) ∪
(p space p DIFF rbd struct p (parallel [atomic A; atomic B])))
∀p L. (FTree p ((AND of (λa. OR (gate list a))) L) =
rbd struct p ((series of (λa. parallel (rbd list a))) L))
∀p L. (FTree p ((OR of (λa. AND (gate list a))) L) =
rbd struct p ((parallel of (λa. series (rbd list a))) L))

Definition 4.4. Failure Event
` ∀ p X t.
fail event p X t = PREIMAGE X {y | y ≤ Normal t} ∩ p space p

The function fail event accepts a probability space p, a random variable X,
representing the failure time of a system or a component, and a real number
t, which represents the time index at which the failure probability is desired.
It returns an event representing the failure of the system or component at
time t.
Similarly, a list of reliability events is derived by mapping the function
fail event on each element of the given random variable list as follows:
Definition 4.5. Failure Event List
` ∀ p L t.
fail event list p L t = MAP (λa.

fail event p a t) L
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The function fail event list accepts a probability space p, a list of random variables, representing the failure time of individual components, and
a real number t, which represents the time index at which the failure of the
component occurs. It returns a list of events, representing the failure of all
the individual components at time t.

4.4.1

Substation Area Backup Protection Communication Network

Smart area backup protection (SABP) communication network [25] is a substation protection system based on a high performance communication network, which can transmit the substation area information, such as the currents and voltages of local electric elements and each circuit breaker’s switching status.
To conduct the FT-based formal failure analysis of the SABP communication network, we consider a 220kV substation [25] consisting of four
kinds of bays: (i) Line bays, composed of four 220kV transmission lines
(L1 220 − L4 220), five 110kV transmission lines (L1 110 − L5 110), and
fourteen 10kV feeder lines (L1 10 − L14 10). (ii) Bus-bar bays, including
220kV, 110kV and 10kV buses, named as Bus 220, Bus 110 and Bus 10.
(iii) Transformer bays, consisting of T1 and T2, and each transformer bay
includes three merging units (MUs) and three smart terminals (STs) coming
from its high voltage, medium voltage and low voltage sides, and (iv) Buscouple bay and section switch bay, named as BC 110, SS 220 and SS 10.
The bays are mainly used to connect the input power line to bus-bar assembly and typically consist of circuit breaker and disconnecters. MUs are also a
type of Intelligent Electronic Devices, which synchronously collect digital signals from electronic current/voltage transformers (CTs/VTs), and transmit
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these signals to protective devices and measure-control devices.
We consider that random variables, which are associated with the failure
events of the SABP communication network and exhibit the exponential
distribution. The HOL formalization of exponentially distributed random
variable can be found in Definitions 3.10 and 3.11.
The failure probability of the SABP FT [25], as shown in Figure 4.2(b),
can be expressed mathematically as follows:

FSABP

4
2
Y
Y
=
(1− (1 − expλSWi t )
1

i=1
4
Y

(1 − expλL 220 (j)t )
(4.7)

j=1
2
Y

(1 − expλTk 220 t )

k=1

(1 − expλBU S 220 t )(1 − expλSS2 20 t )
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Figure 4.2: SABP Fault Tree
The formal definitions of FT gates, given in Table 4.1, along with the
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above definitions can be utilized to formally represent the FT of the SABP
communication network, as shown in Figure 4.2, in terms of its failure events.
We have defined some intermediary functions to effectively model the SABP
communication network FT in HOL as follows:
Definition 4.6. G1 Fault Tree Model
` ∀ p t SW1 L1 220 L2 220 L3 220 L4 220.
G1 AND FT gate p t SW1 L1 220 L2 220 L3 220 L4 220 =
AND (gate list (fail event list p [SW1;L1 220;L2 220;L3 220;L4 220] t))

Similarly, we have formally defined functions G2 AND FT gate, G3 AND FT
gate and G4 AND FT gate representing the AND gates G2, G3, and G4 of
Figure 4.2(b), respectively, in HOL. Based on these definitions, the SABP
communication network FT can be formalized in HOL as follows:
Definition 4.7. SABP FT Model
` ∀ p t SW1 L1 220 L2 220 L3 220 L4 220 SW2 T1 220 T2 220 BUS 220 SS 220.
SABP FT p SW1 L1 220 L2 220 L3 220 L4 220 SW2 T1 220 T2 220
BUS 220 SS 220 =
FTree p (AND [OR
([G1 AND FT gate p t SW1 L1 220 L2 220 L3 220 L4 220;
G2 AND FT gate p t SW1 L1 220 L2 220 L3 220 L4 220];
OR [G3 AND FT gate p t SW2 T1 220 T2 220 BUS 220 SS 220;
G4 AND FT gate p t SW2 T1 220 T2 220 BUS 220 SS 220]]))

As already discussed in Section 4.3.3 that the PIE principle suffers from
complexity issues and may not be an appropriate choice to reason about
even sizable systems, like smart grids. So, in order to determine the failure
probability of the SABP system, we transform the SABP FT to its equivalent
series-parallel RBD by verifying the following lemma in HOL:
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Lemma 4.1. ` ∀ p t SW1 SW2 L1 220 L2 220 L3 220 L4 220 T1 220 T2 220
BUS 220 SS 220.
prob space p ⇒
(SABP FT p t SW1 SW2 L1 220 L2 220 L3 220 L4 220 T1 220 T2 220
BUS 220 SS 220 =
rbd struct p
((parallel of (λa.

series (rbd list a)))

(list fail event list p
[[SW1;L1 220;L2 220;L3 220;L4 220;SW2;T1 220;T2 220;
BUS 220;SS 220];
[SW1;L1 220;L2 220;L3 220;L4 220;SW2;T1 220;
T2 220; BUS 220; SS 220];
[SW1;L1 220;L2 220;L3 220;L4 220;SW2;T1 220;
T2 220;BUS 220;SS 220];
[SW1;L1 220;L2 220;L3 220;L4 220;SW2;T1 220;
T2 220;BUS 220;SS 220]] t)))

By utilizing the above lemma, Equation (4.7) can be formally verified in
HOL4 as follows:
Theorem 4.6. Failure Probability of SABP
` ∀ p t X SW1 X L1 220 X L2 220 X L3 220 X L4 220 X SW2 X T1 220 X T2 220
X BUS 220 X SS 220 C SW1 C L1 220 C L2 220 C L3 220 C L4 220 C SW2 C T1 220
C T2 220 C BUS 220 C SS 220.
time positive t ∧ prob space p ∧
in events p [X SW1;X L1 220;X L2 220;X L3 220;X L4 220;
X SW2;X T1 220;X T2 220;X BUS 220;X SS 220] ∧
mutual indep p
(FLAT
(list fail event list p
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[[X SW1;X L1 220;X L2 220;X L3 220;X L4 220;X SW2;X T1 220;X T2 220;
X BUS 220;X SS 220];
[X SW1;X L1 220;X L2 220;X L3 220;X L4 220;X SW2;X T1 220;
X T2 220;X BUS 220;X SS 220];
[X SW1;X L1 220;X L2 220;X L3 220;X L4 220;X SW2;X T1 220;
X T2 220;X BUS 220;X SS 220];
[X SW1;X L1 220;X L2 220;X L3 220;X L4 220;X SW2;X T1 220;
X T2 220;X BUS 220;X SS 220]] t) ∧
exp dist list p
[C SW1;C SW2;C L1 220;C L2 220;C L3 220;C L4 220;C T1 220;
C T2 220;C BUS 220;C SS 220]
[X SW1;X SW2;X L1 220;X L2 220;X L3 220;X L4 220;X T1 220;
X T2 220; X BUS 220;X SS 220] ⇒
prob p (SABP FT p t SW1 L1 220 L2 220 L3 220 L4 220 SW2 T1 220 T2 220
BUS 220 SS 220) =
1 - list prod (one minus exp prod t
[[C SW1;C L1 220;C L2 220;C L3 220;C L4 220;C SW2;C T1 220;C T2 220;
C BUS 220;C SS 220];
[C SW1;C L1 220;C L2 220;C L3 220;C L4 220;C SW2;C T1 220;
C T2 220;C BUS 220;C SS 220];
[C SW1;C L1 220;C L2 220;C L3 220;C L4 220;C SW2;C T1 220;
C T2 220;C BUS 220;C SS 220];
[C SW1;C L1 220;C L2 220;C L3 220;C L4 220;C SW2;C T1 220;
C T2 220;C BUS 220;C SS 220]]))

The first two assumptions ensure that the time index t must be positive and p
is a valid probability space based on the probability theory in HOL [68]. The
next two assumptions guarantee that the list of events, representing the reli-
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ability of substation components, such as line and bays, connected in SABP
communication network, must be in events space p and these failure events
are mutually independent. The last assumption provides the relationship between the exponential random variables, i.e, X SW1 , X L1 220 , X L2 220 ,
X L3 220 , X L4 220 , X SW2 , X T1 220 , X T2 220 , X BUS 220 , X SS 220 ,
associated with the substation components and the Ethernet switches, and
their respective failure rates, i.e, C SW1 , C L1 220 , C L2 220 , C L3 220 ,
C L4 220 , C SW2 , C T1 220 , C T2 220 , C BUS 220 , C SS 220 . The conclusion of Theorem 4.6 models the failure probability expression, given in
Equation (4.7). The function one minus exp accepts a list of failure rates and
returns a one minus list of exponentials and the function one minus exp prod
accepts a two dimensional list of failure rates and returns a list with one
minus product of one minus exponentials of every sub-list. For example,
one minus exp prod [[c1; c2; c3]; [c4; c5]; [c6; c7; c8]] t = [1 − ((1 − e−(c1)t ) ∗
(1 − e−(c2)t ) ∗ (1 − e−(c3)t )); (1 − (1 − e−(c4)x ) ∗ (1 − e−(c5)x )); (1 − (1 − e−(c6)x ) ∗
(1 − e−(c7)x ) ∗ (1 − e−(c8)x ))]. The proof of Theorem 4.6 utilizes Lemma 4.1,
Theorem 3.5 and some axioms of probability. The distinguishing feature
of the formally verified Theorem 12 includes its generic nature, i.e., all the
variables are universally quantified and thus can be specialized to obtain the
failure probability for any given failure rates. The correctness of the results
are guaranteed due to the involvement of a sound theorem prover in its verification, which ensures that all the required assumptions for the validity of
the result are accompanying the theorem. The major benefit of the abovementioned formal failure analysis of SABP enabled 220kV substation is that
it provides a formally verified failure probability result on which the substation design engineers could rely upon while designing the SABP supported
communication networks for any smart substations.
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Failure Assessment of Satellite Solar Arrays

The solar arrays used in satellite missions are usually in a folded position
during the launch phase [94]. Once the satellite is deployed in the corresponding orbit then the solar arrays are unfolded and the goal is to keep
them oriented towards the sun all the time to maximize the power generation for the satellite [94]. The faults in the solar array are mainly caused by
the mechanical components that drive these mechanisms associated with the
driving, deployment, synchronization, locking and orientation. For example,
the solar array is usually driven by using a torsion spring [94]. Whereas, the
closed cable loop (CCL) and the stepping or servo motors are used during the
synchronization and orientation phases [94]. A FT can thus be constructed
by considering the faults in these mechanical components, which are the fundamental causes of satellite’ solar array mechanisms failure. The FT for the
solar array of the DFH-3 Satellite that was launched by the People’s Republic of China on May 12, 1997 [51] is depicted in Figure 4.3 and we formally
analyze this FT.
The failure events, A, B, C, D in Figure 4.3, represent the failures in
the unlock mechanism, deployment process, locking process and orientation
process, respectively. Whereas, the failure event E represents the failures
in the corresponding mechanical parts of the system. These failure events
are combined either by using the OR or AND FT gates by considering the
behavior of the faults.
The formal definitions of FT gates, given in Section 4.1, can be utilized
to formally represent the FT of satellite’s solar array in terms of its cutset failure events. The HOL formalization of satellite’s solar array FT is as
follows:
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Definition 4.8. ` ∀ p x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 x13 x14
t.
Solar FT p x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 x13 x14 t =
FTree p (OR [OR (gate list (fail event list p [x1; x2] t));
OR [OR (gate list (fail event list p [x3; x4] t));
AND (gate list (fail event list p [x5; x6] t));
OR (gate list (fail event list p [x3; x7; x8] t))];
OR (gate list (fail event list p [x3; x9] t));
OR (gate list (fail event list p [x10; x11] t));
OR [atomic (fail event p x12 t);
atomic (fail event p x13 t);
OR (gate list (fail event list p [x3; x14]t))]])

Where the random variables x1 − x14 model the time-to-failure of the solar
array processes and components as depicted in Figure 4.3.
However, the cut-set failure events in the above definition is not minimal
[94], i.e., there are some redundant failure events. For example, x3 is part
of more than one OR FT gates. These kind of redundant failure events can
be removed by verifying an accurate equivalent but reduced representation,
i.e., the MCS, by using set theory laws, like idempotent, commutative and
associative, as follows:
Lemma 4.2. Verification of MCS events
` ∀ p x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 x13 x14 t.
prob space p ⇒
(Solar FT p x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 x13 x14 t =
FTree p (OR [OR (gate list ((fail event list p [x1;x2;x3;x4] t));
AND (gate list (fail event list p [x5;x6] t));
OR (gate list (fail event list p [x7;x8;x9;x10;x11;x12;x13;x14]t))]))
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Figure 4.3: FT of the Solar Array of the DFH-3 Satellite [94]
Now, the failure probability of satellite’s solar array can be verified as the
following theorem:
Theorem 4.7. Failure Probability of Satellite Solar Array
` ∀ p x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 x13 x14 t c1 c2 c3 c4 c5
c6 c7 c8 c9 c10 c11 c12 c13 c14.
0 ≤ t ∧ prob space p ∧
in events p (fail event list p
([x1;x2;x3;x4;x5;x6;x6;x7;x8;x9;x10;x11;x12;x13;x14]) t) ∧
mutual indep p ((fail event list p
([x1;x2;x3;x4;x5;x6;x6;x7;x8;x9;x10;x11;x12;x13;x14]) t)) ∧
exp dist list p
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([x1;x2;x3;x4;x5;x6;x6;x7;x8;x9;x10;x11;x12;x13;x14])
([c1;c2;c3;c4;c5;c6;c7;c8;c9;c10;c11;c12;c13;c14]) ⇒
(prob p (Solar FT p
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 x13 x14 t ) =
(1 - (exp -(t * (list sum [c1;c2;c3;c4])))) +
list prod(one minus exp t [c5;c6;c7]) +
(1 - (exp -(t * (list sum
[c7; c8; c9; c10; c11; c12; c13; c14])))) (1 - list prod (one minus exp prod t
[[c1;c5;c6];[c2;c5;c6];[c3;c5;c6];[c4;c5;c6]])) (1 - (exp -(t * (list sum [c1;c2;c3;c4])))) *
(1 - (exp -(t * (list sum
[c7; c8; c9; c10; c11; c12; c13; c14])))) (1 - list prod (one minus exp prod t
[[c5;c6;c7];[c5;c6;c8];[c5;c6;c9];[c5;c6;c10];
[c5;c6;c11];[c5;c6;c12];[c5;c6;c13];[c5;c6;c14]])) +
(1 - list prod (one minus exp prod t
[[c1;c5;c6];[c2;c5;c6];[c3;c5;c6];[c4;c5;c6]])) *
(1 - (exp -(t *
(list sum [c7; c8; c9; c10; c11; c12; c13; c14])))))

where the function list sum sums all the elements of the given failure rate list.The
first assumption ensures the variable t that models time can acquire positive
values only. The second assumption ensure that p is a valid probability space
based on the probability theory in HOL [67]. The next two assumptions ensure that the events corresponding to the failures modeled by the random
variables x1 to x14 are valid events from the probability space p and they
are mutually exclusive. Finally, the last assumption characterizes the ran-
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dom variables x1 to x14 as exponential random variables with failure rates
c1 to c14, respectively. The conclusion of the Theorem 4.7 represents the
failure probability of the given solar array in terms of the failure rates of its
components as follows:

(1 − e

−(c1+c2+c3+c4)t

)+

6
Y

(1 − e−(ci t) )+

i=5

(1 − e−(c7+c8+c9+c10+c11+c12+c13+c14)t ) − (1 −

4
Y
i=1

(1 −

6
Y

[(1 − e−ci t )(1 − e−cj t )]))−

j=5

(1 − e−(c1+c2+c3+c4)t ) ∗ (1 − e−(c7+c8+c9+c10+c11+c12+c13+c14)t )−
(1 −

14
Y

(1 −

i=7

(1 −

4
Y
i=1

6
Y

[(1 − e−ci t )(1 − e−cj t )]))+

j=5

(1 −

6
Y

[(1 − e−ci t )(1 − e−cj t )])) ∗ (1 − e−(c7+c8+c9+c10+c11+c12+c13+c14)t )

j=5

(4.8)

where the function exp represents a exponential function, the function list sum
is used to sum all the element of the given list of failure rates, the function
one minus exp accepts a list of failure rates and returns a one minus list
of exponentials and the function one minus exp prod accepts a two dimensional list of failure rates and returns a list with one minus product of one
minus exponentials of every sub-list.
The proof of the above theorem utilizes the failure probabilities of AND
and OR FT gates, given in Table 4.2, along with Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.3 and some fundamental facts and axioms of probability theory. Due
to the universally quantified variables in Theorem 4.3, the proof of Theorem 4.7 is quite straight-forward (about 800 lines of HOL code) as compared
to that of Theorem 4.3. The distinguishing features of the formally verified
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Theorem 4.7 includes its generic nature, i.e., all the variables are universally
quantified and thus can be specialized to obtain the failure probability for
any given failure rates, and its guaranteed correctness due to the involvement of a sound theorem prover in its verification, which ensures that all
the required assumptions for the validity of the result are accompanying the
theorem.
A fuzzy reasoning Petri Net (FRPN), which is a combination of fuzzy
logic [95] and Petri Nets, based failure analysis for the above-mentioned solar array is presented in [94]. In this work, the FT of Figure 4.3 is first
represented as a Petri Net such that the gates are represented by transitions and the failure events are modeled as places. The possibility of fault
occurrence is then evaluated by using fuzzy degree of truth on the basis of
Petri Nets transitions. However, the truth degree values evaluated using
these FRPN models cannot be regarded as precise and sound as the formally
verified expression using the HOL theorem prover due to the involvement
of numerical techniques and pseudo randomness. On the other hand, our
analysis result, i.e., Theorem 4.7, is based on a probability theoretic formal
reasoning, verified in a sound theorem prover and is valid for all possible
values of the failure rates.

4.4.3

Unavailability Analysis of Satellite Solar Arrays

An unavailability FT can be constructed by considering the faults in the solar
array mechanical components, which are the fundamental causes of satellite
solar array mechanisms failure. The unavailability FT for the solar array of
the DFH-3 Satellite that was launched by the People’s Republic of China on
May 12, 1997 [94] is depicted in Figure 4.3 and we formally analyze this FT in
this thesis. The proposed FT formalization (functions OR unavail FT gate
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and AND unavail FT gate, given in Table 4.3) is used to model the MCS of
the unavailability of the solar array as follows:
Definition 4.9. Solar Array Unavailability Fault Tree
` ∀ p x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 x13 x14 t.
Solar unavail FT p x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 x13 x14 t =
FTree p (OR
[OR (gate list (union avail event list p [x1; x2; x3; x4] t));
AND (gate list (union avail event list p [x5; x6] t));
OR (gate list (union avail event list p [x7; · · · ; x14] t))])

We transformed the solar UFT to its equivalent ABD, described in Section 3.4.3, making the UFT analysis considerably feasible. The formally
verified transformation lemma is as follow:
Lemma 4.3. ` ∀p x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 x13 x14 t.
prob space p ⇒
(Solar unavail FT p x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 x13 x14 t =
rbd struct p
(series (rbd list (union unavail event list p [x5;x6] t))) UNION
rbd struct p
(parallel (rbd list (union unavail event list p
[x1;x2;x3;x4;x7;x8;x9;x10;x11;x12;x13;x14] t))))

Using the above lemma, the overall unavailability of a solar array can
now be verified as follows:
Theorem 4.8. Unavailability of a Satellite Solar Array
` ∀ p x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 x13 x14 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5
c6 c7 c8 c9 c10 c11 c12 c13 c14 t.
prob space p ∧
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MEM z
[c1;c2;c3;c4;c5;c6;c7;c8;c9;c10;c11;c12;c13; c14] ⇒
0 < FST z ∧ 0 < SND z) ∧

(∀t’.
in events p (union unavail event list p
[x1;x2;x3;x4;x5;x6;x7;x8;x9;x10;x11;x12;x13;x14] (&t’)) ∧
mutual indep p
(union unavail event list p
[x1;x2;x3;x4;x5;x6;x7;x8;x9;x10;x11;x12;x13;x14] (&t’))) ∧
inst unavail exp list p
[x1;x2;x3;x4;x5;x6;x7;x8;x9;x10;x11;x12;x13;x14]
[c1;c2;c3;c4;c5;c6;c7;c8;c9;c10;c11;c12;c13;c14] ⇒
(lim
(λt.

prob p

(Solar unavail FT p x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 x13 x14 &t))
=
list prod (steady state unavail list [c5;c6]) +
(1 - list prod (one minus list
(steady state unavail list
[c1;c2;c3;c4;c7;c8;c9;c10;c11;c12;c13;c14]))) list prod (steady state unavail list [c5;c6]) *
(1 - list prod (one minus list
(steady state unavail list
[c1;c2;c3;c4;c7;c8;c9;c10;c11;c12;c13;c14]))))

The assumptions of the above theorem are similar to the ones used in Theorem 3.11. The proof of the above theorem utilizes Theorems 3.11, 3.12 and
FT to RBD transformation lemmas, decribed in Section 4.3.3.
The distinguishing features of the formally verified Theorem 4.8, com-
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pared to the other existing availability analysis alternatives, include their
generic nature, i.e., all the variables are universally quantified and thus can
be specialized to obtain the availability for any given failure and repair rates,
and their guaranteed correctness due to the involvement of a sound theorem
prover in their verifications. Moreover, the usage of a theorem prover in their
verification ensures that all the required assumptions for the validity of the
results are explicitly included in the theorems, which is quite important for
designing accurate systems.

4.5

Summary and Discussion

In this chapter, we described the formalization of commonly used FT gates,
such as AND, OR, NOT, NAND, NOR and XOR, and the PIE principle [5].
We have particularly formalized the FT gates using a deep embedding approach to facilitate the analysis of larger FTs. Besides the commonly used FT
gates, this chapter also provides the formalization of inhibit, 2-bit comparator
and Majority voting FT gates. The proposed FT gate formalization approach
is compositional in nature, i.e., all the gates can be formalized from different
combinations of AND, OR and NOT FT gates. The proposed FT-based dependability analysis approach, presented in this chapter, is generic enough to
analyze dependability of the systems with arbitrary number of components.
The first part of the chapter described the formalization of commonly
used FT gates. The formalization process starts by defining a new polymorphic datatype gate consisting of type-constructors namely, AND, OR, NOT
and atomic. A semantic function is defined that decodes the given FT, which
is encoded by these type-constructors. This is followed by the formal verification of the PIE principle that is essentially required to determine exact
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probability of failure from the given FT model. To further facilitate the formal FT analysis, some essential lemmas have been verified that allow us to
transform a given FT to its equivalent RBD. For illustration purposes, the
proposed FT formalization is used to conduct the formal failure analysis of
smart grids and satellite solar array.
The second part of the chapter presented the formalization of unavailability concept by extending the formalization of FT gates. Firstly, commonly
used unavailability FT gates are formalized, such as AND, OR, NOT, NAND,
NOR and XOR, and then the PIE principle to determine unavailability is
formally verified in HOL. The effectiveness of the proposed unavailability formalization is illustrated by formally analyzing the unavailability of satellite
solar array and reverse osmosis plant.
Building upon the results, presented in this chapter, other FT gates,
such as priority AND and voting OR gate, can also be formally modeled and
thus the scope of FT-based formal dependability analysis [88] can be further
enhanced. Some interesting real-world applications that can benefit from
our work include transportation systems [47], healthcare systems [49] and
avionics [61]. Moreover, to further facilitate the formal FT-based dependability analysis, we can incorporate the automatic simplification capabilities
of CAS, such as Mathematica, for MCS calculation. This obtained MCS can
then be validated within the sound environment of the HOL theorem prover
to maintain the soundness of the analysis.

Chapter 5
Case Studies
The systems analyzed for formal dependability analysis, in Sections 3.4 and
4.4, demonstrated quite and straight-forward utilizations of our proposed
RBD and FT analysis framework. In this chapter, we present the formal dependability analysis of more complex real-world systems, including a virtual
data centers, an oil and gas pipeline and the NextGen air traffic management systems, which are significantly large and highly safety-critical in their
respective domains. The RBD and FT formalizations, presented in Chapters
3 and 4, are extended and several additional dependability properties about
these systems are formally verified in order to completely analyze these realworld systems.

5.1

Reliability Assessment of Virtual Data Centers using Formalized RBDs

Virtual Data Centers (VDCs) are mainly utilized as an infrastructure of
cloud computing and are heavily populated by virtualized resource pools
of storage and computing. A typical VMware [87] data center consists of
125
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Figure 5.1: a) Virtualization Configuration in a Cloud Server b) Equivalent
Series-Parallel RBD Model
basic physical computing blocks such as x86 servers, storage networks and
arrays, IP networks, a management server and desktop clients. A number
of x86 servers can be grouped together, with shared storage and network
subsystems, to form a Cluster.
One of the widely used methods to achieve virtualization of these physical
servers is based on utilizing a layer of software, known as a Virtual Machine
Monitor (VMM) or hypervisor [17], which links the physical hardware with
the operating system and allows hardware resource multiplexing between
multiple Virtual Machines (VMs), as shown in Figure 5.1(a). Each Virtual
Machine (VM) has its own operating system, generally known as guest OS,
and virtual hardware resources, such as a virtual CPU, virtual network card,
virtual RAM, and virtual disks. A VMM, can be directly hosted on a physical
computer system, such as Xen [17], or within a host operating system, such
as VMware [87].
The dependability of the VDCs is primarily based on the reliability of
the virtualization configuration in a cloud server, which in turn affects the
reliability of the cloud computing infrastructure. A study for cloud comput-
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ing vulnerabilities shows that there were about 172 unique cloud computing
outage incidents between 2008 and 2012 [56]. The major causes of these incidents include (i) insecure interfaces and APIs, (ii) data loss and leakages and
(iii) hardware failures [56]. The main victims of these vulnerabilities include
Google, Amazon, Microsoft and Apple, and the vulnerabilities resulted in
heavy financial losses [56]. Due to the increasing usage of cloud computing
in meeting computing needs of all kinds of application domains, including
online shopping, financial services, medicine and transportation, their reliability has become of utmost importance and thus a significant time and effort
is spent on their reliability analysis prior to their deployment.
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Figure 5.2: VDC Cloud RBD Model

A series-parallel RBD of a typical Virtual Data Center (VDC), shown
in Figure 5.2, is composed of n network modules, and n clusters, whereas
each cluster is in turn composed of m cloud servers. The virtualization
configuration in these cloud servers, presented in Figure 5.1(a), can also be
modeled by a series-parallel RBD, as shown in Figure 5.1(b). So, a complete
VDC can be modeled by using nested series-parallel RBD configuration, as
shown in Figure 1.2(e), where the outer series-parallel RBD models the cloud
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servers, clusters and the network modules and the inner series-parallel RBD
models the virtualization configuration in a cloud server. The reliability
expression of this nested series-parallel RBD, as depicted in Figure 5.2, can
be expressed mathematically as [90]:

RVDC =

n
Y
i=1

[(1 −

m
Y
(1 − RServerij ))RCi ]

(5.1)

j=1

where, RServerij and RCi represent the reliabilities of cloud servers and network modules.
The reliability of a cloud server can be expressed mathematically as:

RServer

n
Y
= RHW RVMM [1 − (1 − RVMi )]

(5.2)

i=1

where, RServer , RHW , RV M M and RV Mi represent the reliability of the overall
configuration in a cloud server having n VMs, physical hardware, a hypervisor
and the ith virtual machine, respectively.
The inequality for the lower bound that determines the number of VMs,
which are essentially required to bring the reliability of the virtualized physical cloud server above that of an unvirtualized server [75], can be expressed
mathematically as:
log(1 − RRServer
)
VM
n>
log(1 − R V M M )

(5.3)

We will now first present the formal reliability analysis of the virtualization configuration in a cloud server and then use this formally verified
relation to conduct the formal reliability analysis of a VDC.
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Formal Specification

Consider a virtualization configuration that consists of a physical hardware
HW, a hypervisor VMM , and n VMs, such that (n > 1). Each VM is concurrently performing identical tasks and working independently. For example,
a VM can be considered as a virtual server, which responds to client requests for static web content. The random variables X V M , X V M M and
X HW associated with the virtualization configuration components is assumed to be exponentially distributed with the failure rate C V M , C V M M
and C HW [90]. The reliability of the virutalization configuration modeled
by series-parallel RBD configuration with exponential distribution can be
expressed mathematically as:

−(λV M M +λHW )t

RServer = (exp

n
Y
)[1 − (1 − exp−λV Mi t )]

(5.4)

i=1

Using the RBD formalization approach, described in Section 3.1, we can
construct a RBD for virtualization configuration in HOL as follows:
Definition 5.1. Formal RBD Model of Virtual Cloud Server
` ∀ p X VMM X HW X VM t.
rbd virt cloud server p X VMM X HW X VM t =
rbd struct p
((series of (λa.

parallel (rbd list (rel event list p a t))))

[[X VMM];[X HW];X VM]))

where X VMM , X HW and X VM are the random variables associated with
the virtualization configuration components. We have utilized the seriesparallel RBD formalization, presented in Theorem 3.5, to model the virtualization configuration RBD by simply using its associated reliability event.
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The reliability of the VDC with virtualization server exhibiting exponential distribution can be expressed mathematically as follows:

RV DCnm =

n
m
Y
Y
[1 −
(1 − RServerij ) ∗ exp−λCi t ]
i=1

(5.5)

j=1

where λCi is the failure rate of the ith network module connected between
the clusters, as shown in Figure 5.2.
Now, using the formalization of the nested series-parallel RBD configuration, presented in Section 3.1, we formalized the RBD configuration of VDC
in HOL as follows:
Definition 5.2. Formal VDC Reliability Model
` ∀ p X C X VMM X HW X VM m n t.
rbd VDC cloud p X C X VMM X HW X VM m n t =
rbd struct p (series (rbd list (rel event list p X C t))) ∩
rbd struct p ((series of parallel of series of
(λa.

parallel (rbd list (rel event list p a t))))

(cloud server rv list [[X VMM];[X HW];X VM] m n)))

where X C is the random variable associated with the VDC network module.
The function cloud server rv list takes a two dimensional list of random
variables L and two numbers m and n and returns four-dimensional list of
n random variables by utilizing a function gen list which accepts a list L
and returns a list which contains m copies of the same list L. The function
cloud server rv list can be defined in HOL as follows:
` ∀ L m n.

cloud server rv list L m n = gen list (gen list L m) n

where the function gen list takes an arbitrary list and a number, say n,
and generates the n copies of the given list.
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Formal Verification

Now, using the above definitions, we formally verified the reliability of vitualization configuration, given in Equation 5.4, in HOL as follows:
Theorem 5.1. Reliability of Virtual Cloud Server
` ∀ X VM X VMM X HW C VM C VMM C HW p t.
[A1]:

¬NULL X VM ∧ [A2:]

0 ≤ t ∧ [A3]:

prob space p ∧

[A4]:

in events p (rel event list p ([[X VMM];[X HW];X VM]) t) ∧

[A5]:

mutual indep p (rel event list p ([[X VMM];[X HW];X VM]) t) ∧

[A6]:

LENGTH C VM = LENGTH X VM ∧

[A7]:

exp dist list p [[X VMM];[X HW];X VM] [[C VMM];[C HW];C VM] ⇒

(prob p (rbd virt cloud server p X VMM X HW X VM t =
exp (-(C VMM + C HW) * t) *
(1 - list prod (one minus list (exp func list C VM t)))

where X VMM, X HW are the random variables corresponding to the failure distributions of a VMM and physical hardware HW, respectively. The list X VM
corresponds to the list of random variables that in turn represent the failure
distribution of virtual machines (VMs). Similarly, C VMM and C HW are the failure rates for the hypervisor VMM and physical hardware HW, respectively,
and the list C VM represents the list of failure rates for the virtual machines
VMs. The assumptions are similar to the ones used in Theorem 3.18. The
conclusion of the above theorem models Equation (5.4) such that the lefthand side of the conclusion is the series connection of the VMM, the physical
hardware HW and the parallel connection of VMs, shown in Figure 5.1(b),
and the right-hand side provides the simplified expression for the reliability
evaluation of the virtualization configuration in a physical cloud server.
The proof of Theorem 5.1 involves Theorem 3.5, some probability theory
axioms and several properties of the exponential function.
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Bounds for the Number of VMs
It is important to find out the number of VMs required to bring the reliability
of the virtualized physical cloud server above that of an unvirtualized server
[75]. The HOL formalization of Equation (5.3) is as follows:
Theorem 5.2. Lower Bound on Required Number of VMs
` ∀ X VM X VMM X HW p n t.
[A1]:

prob space p ∧ [A2]:

0 ≤ t ∧

[A3]:

¬NULL (gen rv list X VM n) ∧

[A4]:

rel event p X VMM t ∈ events p ∧
rel event p X VM t ∈ events p ∧
rel event p X HW t ∈ events p ∧

[A5]:

in events p (rel event list p (gen rv list X VM n) t) ∧

[A6]:

rel virt cloud server p
[[X VMM];[X HW];gen rv list X VM n] t <
Reliability p X VMM t ∧

[A7]:

(Reliability p X HW t < 1) ∧ (0 < Reliability p X VMM t) ∧
(0 < Reliability p X VM t ∧ Reliability p X VM t < 1) ∧

[A8]:

mutual indep p

(rel event list p (X VMM::X HW::gen rv list X VM n) t) ⇒
rel cloud server p [[X VMM];[X HW];gen rv list X VM n] t)
)
log10 (1 Reliability p X VMM t
&n >
log10 (1 - Reliability p X VM t)

where X VM, X VMM and X HW are the random variables associated with virtual machine V Mi , virtual machine Monitor VMM and a physical hardware HW, as depicted in Figure 5.1(b). The function gen rv list accepts
a number n and a random variable and generates a list of identical random variables of length n by using the given random variable. The function
rel cloud server returns the overall reliability of the virtualization con-
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figuration, which is exhibiting a series-parallel structure, by utilizing Theorem 3.5. The assumptions of Theorem 5.2 are similar to the ones used in
Theorem 5.1, with the addition of some essential bounds on the reliability
of the virtualization configuration components. The conclusion of the above
theorem models Equation (5.3). The proof of the above theorem involves
Theorem 3.5 and some formally-verified properties from real and probability
theory in HOL.
Now, by using Definition 5.2 and the formalization presented in the Section 3.1, we can formally analyze the reliability of the complete VDC, given
in Equation 5.5, in HOL as follows:
Theorem 5.3. Reliability of Virtual Data Center
` ∀ X VM X VMM X HW X C C VM C VMM C HW C m n p t.
[A1]:

0 ≤ t ∧ prob space p ∧

[A2]:

¬NULL (cloud server rv list [X VM] m n) ∧ ¬NULL X VM ∧
¬NULL (cloud server fail rate list [C VM] m n) ∧ ¬NULL C VM ∧

[A3]:

not null
(FLAT (FLAT (cloud server rv list [X VM] m n))) ∧
¬NULL (rel event list p X C t) ∧

[A4]:

(LENGTH C = LENGTH X C) ∧ (LENGTH X VM = LENGTH C VM) ∧

[A5]:

in events p (FLAT (FLAT (FLAT (four dim rel event list p
(cloud server rv list [X VM] m n) t)))) ∧

[A6]:

rel event p X VMM t ∈ events p ∧
rel event p X VM t ∈ events p ∧
rel event p X HW t ∈ events p ∧
in events p (rel event list p X C t) ∧

[A7]:

exp dist list p X C C ∧
four dim exp dist list p
(cloud server rv list [[X VMM];[X HW];X VM] m n)
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(cloud server fail rate list [[C VMM];[C HW];C VM] m n) ∧
[A8]:

mutual indep p (rel event list p X C t ++
FLAT (FLAT (FLAT (four dim rel event list p
(cloud server rv list [[X VMM];[X HW];X VM] m n) t)))) ⇒

(prob p (rbd VDC cloud p X C X VMM X HW X VM m n t) =
list prod (exp func list C t) *
(list prod of (λa.
(λa.
(λa.

1 - list prod (one minus list a)) of

list prod a) of
1 - list prod (one minus list (exp func list a t))))

(cloud server fail rate list [[C VMM];[C HW];C VM] m n))

The assumptions are quite similar to the ones that are used in Theorem 5.1.
The function four dim exp dist list accepts the probability space p, a four
dimensional lists of random variables and failure rates and imitates the same
behaviour as that of the function exp dist list, which is already described
in the explanation of Theorem 5.1. The function four dim rel event list
takes a probability space p, a four dimensional list of random variables,
and a real number t, which represents the time index at which the reliability is desired. It returns a corresponding four dimensional list of reliability events by applying the function rel event list, described in Definition 3.9, on each element of the random variables list. The function
cloud server fail rate list accepts a two dimensional list of failure rates
L and two numbers m and n and returns an n-length four dimensional list of
failure rates where each sub-lists of cloud server fail rate list contains
the m length list of failure rates corresponding to the random variables associated with the virtualization configuration in a cloud server. The conclusion
of the above theorem models the Equation (5.1). The proof of the above
Theorem utilizes the results of Theorems 3.5, 3.2.5 and 5.1, and properties
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of probability theory and the exponential function.
Theorem 5.3 is verified for n-clusters that are connected through network
modules and each of these clusters contains m cloud servers. The universal
quantification on all variables of Theorem 5.3 allows us to specialize the
analysis of this theorem for any number of clusters or cloud servers. For
example, the reliability of a VDC for the case of 3 clusters, 2 network modules,
2 cloud servers and 3 virtual machines in each cloud server can be verified as
follows:
RV DC32 = e−λC1 +C2 t ∗ (1 − (1 − e−λV M M +HW t ∗

(5.6)

(1 − (1 − e−λV M 1 t ) ∗ ((1 − e−λV M 2 t ) ∗ (1 − e−λV M 3 t ))))2 )3 )
Theorem 5.4. ` ∀ X VM1 X VM2 X VM3 X VMM X HW X C1 X C2 C VM1 C VM2 C VM3
C VMM C HW C1 C2 p t.
[A1]:

0 ≤ t ∧ prob space p ∧

[A2]:

in events p (rel event list p
[X C1;X C2;X VMM;X HW;X VM1;X VM2;X VM3] t) ∧

[A3]:

exp dist list p [X C1;X C2;X VMM;X HW;X VM1;X VM2;X VM3]
[C1;C2;C VMM;C HW;C VM1;C VM2;C VM3] ∧

[A4]:

mutual indep p (rel event list p [X C1;X C2] t ++
FLAT(FLAT(FLAT (four dim rel event list p
(cloud server rv list
[[X VMM];[X HW];[X VM1;X VM2;X VM3]] 2 3) t)))) ⇒

(prob p (rbd struct p
(series (rbd list (rel event list p [X C1;X C2] t))) ∩
rbd struct p ((series of parallel of series of
(λa.

parallel (rbd list (rel event list p a t))))

cloud server rv list [[X VMM];[X HW];[X VM1;X VM2;X VM3]] 2 3)) =
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exp (-((C1 + C2) * t)) *
(1 - (1 - exp (-((C VMM + C HW) * t)) *
(1 - (1 - exp (-(C VM1 * t))) * ((1 - exp (-(C VM2 * t))) *
(1 - exp (-(C VM3 * t)))))) pow 2) pow 3)

The assumptions in the above theorem are significantly simplified and the
conclusion represents Equation 5.6. The proof of Theorem 5.4 is primarily
based on Theorem 5.3 and only required some real-theoretic reasoning.

5.2

Formal RBD-based Reliability Analysis
of Oil and Gas Pipelines

In this section, we illustrate the practical effectiveness of the proposed RBD
formalization for analyzing the reliability of real-world oil and gas pipeline
systems. For this purpose, consider the pipeline system depicted in Figure 5.3. It has three pipeline subsystems S1, S2 and S3 which connect the oil
terminals A, B and C in the serial order starting from oil terminal at Port
of Gdynia [80]. The unloading of oil trucks is performed at port of Gdynia,
which is connected by a pipeline subsystem S1 to oil terminal A. The pipeline
subsystem S2 provides a path of oil transportation between oil terminals A
and B. Similarly, the pipeline subsystem S3 connects oil terminals B and C.
At oil terminal C, the wagons transport the oil to the Port of Gdynia railway station and then to the interior regions of the country. There are two
identical pipelines in subsystem S1 and both of them are partitioned into 178
pipe segments of length 12 m. The identical pipelines in subsystem S2 are
partitioned into 717 pipe segments of length 12 m. Similarly, the subsystem
S3 is composed of three identical pipelines, which are partitioned into 360
pipe segments of either 10 m or 7.5 m in length [80].
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Figure 5.3: RBD of Oil Terminal in Dȩbogróze
In order to conduct the reliability analysis of the above-mentioned oil
pipeline subsystems, one of the effective methods is to consider the operational state of these pipeline subsystems while transporting the oil from one
oil terminal to the other. This method enables us to select an appropriate RBD structure and thus leads to trustworthy reliability analysis results.
There are four main operational states of these pipeline subsystems [80]:
 The operation state z1 is used to transport oil from the oil terminal B

to C using 2-out-3 pipelines in subsystem S3.
 The operation state z2 is used to transport oil from the terminal part

C to part B using 1-out-3 pipelines in subsystem S3.
 The operation state z3 is used to transport oil from the terminal part

B through part A to part at Port of Gdynia using 1-out-2 pipelines in
subsystem S2 and 1-out-2 pipelines in subsystem S1.
 The operation state z4 represents the state when the system is idle,

i.e., no oil is transported. At this state, the system can be modeled as
three series-parallel RBD structures.
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Formal Specification

At the system operational state z1, the system is composed of the subsystem S3, which is a series 2-out-3 system containing three series partitioned
pipelines as shown in Figure 5.4. The reliability of the pipeline system operating in z1 can be expressed mathematically as follows:
N

N

N

Rpipeline z1 = 3 exp−2Σi=1 λi t ∗(1 − exp−Σi=1 λi t ) + 3 exp−3(Σi=1 λi )t

(5.7)
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Figure 5.4: Port Oil Transportation System at Operation State z1
We model the RBD configuration, as shown in Figure 5.4, in HOL as
follows:
Definition 5.3. ` ∀ p X R n.
rel pipeline z1 p X 2 3 = prob p (k out n struct p X 2 3)

At the system operational state z2, the system is composed of a seriesparallel subsystem S3, which contains three pipelines with the structure as
shown in Figure 5.5. The reliability of the pipeline system operating in state
z2 can be expressed mathematically as follows:

Rpipeline z2

N
3
Y
Y
=
(1 − (1 − expλij t ))
i=1

j=1

(5.8)
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Figure 5.5: Port Oil Transportation System at Operation State z2
We model the reliability of RBD configuration representing the pipeline
system operating at state z2, as shown in Figure 5.5, in HOL as follows:
Definition 5.4. Reliability Model of the Pipeline System at State z2
` ∀ p L t.
rel pipeline z2 p L t =
prob p (rbd struct p
((series of (λa.

parallel (rbd list (rel event list p a t)))) L))

where L is a two dimensional list, which contains the list of random variables
associated with the three pipelines.The function rel event list models the
proper functioning of all individual pipeline segments at time t. To exactly
model the three pipeline system operating in state z2 modeled by seriesparallel RBD configuration, it is necessary that each member list of this two
dimensional list L must have length no more than three. For this purpose,
we have formally defined a function len mem list le, which takes a natural
number n and a two dimensional list L and makes sure that the length of
each member of given list L must not be greater than n, in HOL as follows:
Definition 5.5. ` ∀ n L.
len mem list le n L = (∀x.

MEM x L ⇒ (LENGTH x ≤ n)
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Figure 5.6: Port Oil Transportation System at Operation State z3
At the system operational state z3, the series configuration is composed
of two series-parallel subsystems S1 and S2, each containing two pipelines
with the structure shown in Figure 5.6. The reliability of the pipeline system
at operating state z3 can be expressed mathematically as follows:

Rpipeline z3

N
2
M
2
Y
Y
Y
Y
λij t
=
(1 − (1 − exp )) ∗
(1 −
(1 − expλkl t ))
i=1

j=1

k=1

(5.9)

l=1

where the arbitrary variables N and M represents the number of segments in
the pipelines S1 and S2, respectively. The first part in the right-hand-side of
the above equation corresponds to the reliability of the pipeline system S1 and
the second part to the pipeline system S2, shown in Figure 5.6, respectively.
The HOL formalization of reliability of pipeline system at operation state z3
is as follows:
Definition 5.6. Reliability Model of Pipeline System at State z3
` ∀ p L1 L2 t.
rel pipeline z3 p L1 L2 t =
prob p (rbd struct p
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Figure 5.7: Port Oil Transportation System at Operation State z4
((series of (λa.

parallel (rbd list (rel event list p a t)))) L1) ∩

rbd struct p
((series of (λa.

parallel (rbd list (rel event list p a t)))) L2))

where the two dimensional lists L1 and L2 contains the time-to-failure random variables that are associated with the pipelines S1 and S2, modeled by
series-parallel RBD configuration at operation state z3, respectively.
At the system operational state z4, the system is formed by a series
RBD and composed of three pipeline subsystems S1, S2, S3 and thus covers
the complete pipeline system as shown in Figure 5.7. The reliability of the
pipeline system at operation state z4, as shown in Figure 5.7, can be expressed
mathematically as follows:

Rpipeline z4

N
2
M
2
Y
Y
Y
Y
λij t
= (1 − (1 − exp )) ∗
(1 − (1 − expλkl t ))∗
i=1

j=1

R
3
Y
Y
(1 − (1 − expλpq t ))
p=1

k=1

l=1

(5.10)

q=1

where the first part of the R.H.S of the above equation corresponds to the
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reliability of the pipeline system S1 and the second part to the pipeline system
S2, shown in Figure 5.7, respectively.
The HOL formalization of reliability of pipeline system at operation state
z3 is as follows:
Definition 5.7. Reliability Model of Pipeline System at State z4
` ∀ p L1 L2 L3 t.
rel pipeline z4 p L1 L2 L3 t =
prob p (rbd struct p
((series of (λa.

parallel (rbd list (rel event list p a t)))) L1) ∩

rbd struct p
((series of (λa.

parallel (rbd list (rel event list p a t)))) L2) ∩

rbd struct p
((series of (λa.

5.2.2

parallel (rbd list (rel event list p a t)))) L3))

Formal Verification

Using Definition 5.3, we have formally verified Equation (5.7) of pipeline
system operating at state z1 in HOL as follows:
Theorem 5.5. Reliability of the Pipeline System at State z1
` ∀ p p’ X C L t.
(A1):

prob space p ∧ prob space p’

(A2):

in events k|n p X 3 ∧

(A3):

bino dist rand p X (pipeline p’ (rel event list p’ L t)) 3 ∧

(A4):

0 ≤ t ∧

(A5):

¬NULL (rel event list p’ L t) ∧

(A6):

mutual indep p’ (rel event list p’ L t) ∧

(A7):

exp dist list p’ C L ∧

(A8):

(LENGTH C = LENGTH L)⇒
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(rel pipeline z1 p X 2 3 =
3 * exp (2 * -list sum C * t) * (1 - exp (-list sum C * t)) +
3 * exp (-3*list sum C * t))

The assumptions A1, A2 and A3 are similar to the ones used in Theorem 3.6 except that the variable n is specified with the natural number 3
and the reliability R, in the assumption A3, is replaced by the reliability of
the series partitioned identical pipelines, which was described in [9]. The
function rel event list accepts a probability space p0 , a list of random
variables L, representing the failure time of individual components, and a
real number t, which represents the time index at which the reliability is
desired. It returns a list of events, representing the proper functioning of all
the individual components at time t. It is to be noted that the probability
space p for binomial random variable X is different than the probability space
p0 for time-to-failure random variables, which are assigned to each pipeline
segment. The next two assumptions (A4 and A5) ensure that the time index
must be positive and the length of the corresponding events constituted by
the random variables in the list L should not be empty, respectively. The
is followed by the assumption (A6) that all events are mutual independent
and the last two assumptions (A7 and A8) assign the failure rates to the
exponentially distributed random variables, which are associated with the
pipeline segments, and also make sure that the list of failure rates and random variables have the same length. The list exp function accepts a list
of failure rates C, a list of random variables L and a probability space p. It
guarantees that all elements of the list L are exponentially distributed with
corresponding failure rates given in the list C within the probability space p.
The conclusion of the theorem evaluates the reliability of this configuration
by utilizing Theorem 3.6.
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Similarly, by utilizing Definitions 5.4 and 5.5, we formally verified the
reliability expression, given in Equation (5.8), of pipeline system operating
at state z2 in HOL as follows:
Theorem 5.6. Reliability of the Pipeline System at State z2
` ∀ L C p t.
(A1):

(0 ≤ t) ∧ (A2):

(prob space p) ∧

(A3):

in events (FLAT (List rel event list p L t)) ∧

(A4):

(mutual indep p (FLAT(List rel event list p L t)) ∧

(A5):

not null (List rel event list p L t) ∧

(A6):

(∀n.

(A7):

two dim exp dist list p C L ∧

(A8):

len mem list le 3 L ⇒

n < LENGTH L ⇒ (LENGTH (EL n L) = LENGTH (EL n C)) ∧

(rel pipeline z2 p L t =
list prod (one minus list (list exp func list C t)))

where the two dimensional list C represents the corresponding failure rates
of exponentially distributed random variables in the list L. The assumption
(A1) of the above theorem makes sure that the time index is always positive. The next three assumptions (A2-A4) are similar to the ones used in
Theorem 3.5. The assumption (A5) ensures that the list of random variables associated with the reliabilities of pipeline segments is not empty.
The assumptions A6 and A7 guarantee that the length of the list of random variables and the corresponding list of failure rates for pipeline segments is the same and the exponential distributions of the pipeline segments, connected in the series-parallel structure, are associated with their
corresponding failure rates, respectively. The last assumption (A8) ensures
that the length of the member list of two dimensional exponentially distributed random variables list L must not be greater than three that allows
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us to model the behaviour, which is discussed in the description of Definition 5.5. The conclusion of Theorem 5.6 models the reliability of the
series-parallel pipeline system in the operational state z2. The function
list exp func list accepts a two dimensional list of failure rates and returns a list with products of one minus exponentials of every sub-list. For
example, list exp func list[[c1; c2; c3]; [c4; c5]; [c6; c7; c8]]x = (1−e−(c1)x )∗
(1−e−(c2)x )∗(1−e−(c3)x ); (1−e−(c4)x )∗(1−e−(c5)x ); (1−e−(c6)x )∗(1−e−(c7)x )∗
(1 − e−(c8)x )].
Now, based on Definition 14, we formally verified the reliability expression, given in Equation 5.9, of pipeline system operating at state z3 in HOL
as follows:
Theorem 5.7. Reliability of Pipeline System at State z3
` ∀ L1 L2 C1 C2 p t.
prob space p ∧

(A1):

0 ≤ t ∧ (A2):

(A3):

in events p (FLAT(List rel event list p (L1++L2) t)) ∧

(A4):

(mutual indep p (FLAT(List rel event list p (L1++L2) t)) ∧

(A5):

not null (List rel event list p (L1++L2) t) ∧

(A6):

(∀n.

n < LENGTH (L1++L2) ⇒

(LENGTH (EL n (L1++L2) = LENGTH (EL n (C1++C2))) ∧
(A7):

two dim exp dist list p (C1++C2) (L1++L2) ∧

(A8):

len mem list le 2 L1 ∧ len mem list le 2 L2 ⇒

(rel pipeline z3 p L1 L2 t =
list prod (one minus list (list exp func list C1 t)) *
list prod (one minus list (list exp func list C2 t)))

The assumptions are similar to the ones used in Theorem 5.7 and the conclusion models the reliability of the system, as given in Equation (5.9).
The reliability expression, given in Equation 5.10, of pipeline system op-
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erating at state z4 representing reliability of overall pipeline system can be
formally verified in HOL as follows:
Theorem 5.8. Reliability of Pipeline System at State z4
` ∀ L1 L2 L3 C1 C2 C3 p t.
(A1):

0 ≤ t ∧ (A2):

(A3):

in events p (FLAT (List rel event list p (L1++L2++L3) t)) ∧

(A4):

(mutual indep p (FLAT(List rel event list p (L1++L2++L3) t)) ∧

(A5):

not null (List rel event list p (L1++L2++L3) t) ∧ (A6):

prob space p ∧

(∀n.

< LENGTH (L1++L2++L3) ⇒
(LENGTH (EL n (L1++L2++L3) = LENGTH (EL n (C1++C2++C3))) ∧
(A7):

two dim exp dist list p (C1++C2++C3) (L1++L2++L3) ∧

(A8):

len mem list le 2 L1 ∧
len mem list le 2 L2 ∧ len mem list le 3 L3 ⇒

(rel pipeline z4 p L1 L2 L3 t =
list prod (one minus list (list exp func list C1 t)) *
list prod (one minus list (list exp func list C2 t)) *
list prod (one minus list (list exp func list C3 t)))

The assumptions of the above theorem are similar to the ones used in Theorem 5.7 and the conclusion of the theorem evaluates the reliability of the
pipeline system shown in Figure 5.10. The proofs of Theorems 5.5-5.8 are
primarily based on induction and verified by utilizing RBD configuration
theorems, that are presented in Section 3.1, along with some fundamental
axioms of probability theory.
The above-mentioned theorems provide a comprehensive RBD-based formal reliability analysis by considering different operational states of the given
pipeline system. The distinguishing features of the formally verified results,
presented in this section, include their generic nature, i.e., all the variables

n
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are universally quantified and thus can be specialized to obtain the reliability
of the given pipeline network for any given parameters. The correctness of
the results is guaranteed due to the involvement of a sound theorem prover in
their verification. This fact ensures that all the required assumptions for the
validity of the result are accompanying the theorems, which was not the case
with the corresponding paper-and-pencil based proofs for the same relations
for the given pipeline network [80].
The formally verified reliability expressions, which are presented in Theorems 5.5-5.8, provide useful insights to the system design engineers to compare and correct their estimated reliability results, if in case, they are different. For instance, it is very handy to know which pipeline segment reliability
is the weakest and how it can effect the reliability of overall pipeline system.
So, by keeping this in mind, our formalization facilitates the reliability design
engineers to accurately analyze the effect of weak pipeline segments reliability upon the overall pipeline system due to the involvement of mechanized
reasoning process within the sound core of HOL theorem prover. Moreover,
the individual failure rates of the pipeline segments can be easily provided
to the above theorems in the form of a list, i.e., C. Another worth mentioning novelty is that the function len mem list le can be utilized to model
any number of parallel pipeline systems, for instance, in pipeline system S1
and S2, the function takes value 2 to model two parallel pipelines and in
pipeline system S3, it takes the natural number 3 to model three pipelines.
The above-mentioned benefits are not shared by any other computer based
reliability analysis approach for oil and gas pipelines and thus clearly indicates the usefulness of the proposed approach. These added benefits are
attained at the cost of the explicit guidance required to formalize the results,
presented in this and the previous section. Most of the effort was put in the
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formalization of RBD configurations and the verification of their corresponding generic reliability expressions, which is presented in Section 3.1. This
formalization facilitated the formalization of the oil and gas pipeline system,
considerably as the analysis only took about 2500 lines of HOL code and far
little manual interaction compared to the theorems, presented in Section 3.2.

5.3

Failure Analysis of NextGen ATM Communication System using Formalized FTs

The NextGen ASN gateway is an intermediary software system between the
RTDS and ASN. It serves two main purposes, i.e., transmission of messages
and storage of exchanged data. The overall NextGen ASN gateway FT can
be viewed as a four level FT [57]. The first or top level of the ASN gateway
FT models an aviation accident caused by the lack of appropriate control,
equipment, internal and external malfunctions. The internal failure event
opens up to a second level of the ASN gateway FT, which subsumes failures
related to the flight function mishap and transmissions. The flight mishap
failure is caused by the failure of the Auto Pilot (AP) or Flight Director (FD)
along with the failure not mitigated in time (FF1). The Transmission failure
event captures the failure events due to data/message not correctly transmitted (A), failure to display (NotShown), and not performing transmission
in a timely manner (RT).
The third level of the ASN gateway FT is composed of several sub-FTs,
given in Table 5.1, representing the RT and failure event A. The RT failure
event occurs if the delay is too long for the transmission to meet its deadline
(Time) and a latency problem occurs related to either the application (AL),
serialization (SL), propagation delay (PD) or any other relevant sources.
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Similarly, the failure event A represents a failure to correctly transmit a
message and consists of two events. i.e., B1: failure to transfer a message
from ASN to RTDS and B2: failure to transfer a message from RTDS to
ASN of the communication link. The FT of the events B1 and B2 are given
at the fourth level of the ASN gateway FT [57]. The overall ASN gateway
FT consists of 47 basic failure events that are related to messages transmission failures, propagation delays, software and hardware equipment failures,
database update failures and human mistakes etc.

5.3.1

Formal Specification

The formal definitions of FT gates [5] along with Definition 4.1 can be utilized
to formally represent the FT of the ASN gateway in terms of its failure
events. We systematically present the formalization of the ASN gateway FT
by starting from the fourth level, i.e., the formalization of B1 sub-FT. It can
formally defined in HOL as follows:
Definition 5.8. ∀ p t D1 D4 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E21.
B1 FT p t D1 D4 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E21 =
(OR [OR [atomic (fail event p D1 t);
AND [OR (gate list (fail event list p [E1; E2] t));
atomic (fail event p E21 t)];
OR (gate list (fail event list p [E3; E4; E5] t))];
OR [atomic (fail event p D4 t);
AND [OR (gate list (fail event list p [E6; E7] t));
atomic (fail event p E21 t)];
OR (gate list (fail event list p [E8; E9; E10] t))]])

Where the random variables D1, D2, E1 − E10 and E21 model the time-tofailure of the communication process ASN to RTDS. The diagram of B1 FT
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is similar to B2 FT, which can be seen in Table 5.1. Additionally, the cut-set
failure events in the above definition is already minimal, i.e., there are no
combination of redundant failure events to be removed [94]. Therefore, the
cut-sets and MCS for B1 sub-FT, in this case, are equivalent.
Similarly, other sub-FTs, such as B2-FT, A-FT, RT-FT and Internal-FT,
which are at the fourth, third and second level of the ASN gateway FT can
be formalized in HOL as shown in Table 5.1. It is important to note that the
formal definition of the top level or first level FT, in Table 5.1, builds upon
the formal definitions of all the other sub-FTs and models the complete ASN
gateway FT.

5.3.2

Formal Verification

We now present the formal verification of all the sub-FTs, such as B1-FT,
B2-FT, A-FT, RT-FT and Internal-FT. The formally verified results of these
sub-FTs are then used to reason about the failure probability of overall ASN
gateway communication system. Using the closed form expression of parallelseries RBD configuration, given in Equation (1.3), the failure probability of
the B1-FT can be expressed mathematically as follows:

FB1 (t) =(1 − e−(c1 +c2 +c3 +c4 )t )
(1 − (1 − e−CE1 t )(1 − e−CE21 t ))(1 − (1 − e−CE2 t )
(5.11)
(1 − e−CE21 t ))
(1 − (1 − e−CE6 t )(1 − e−CE21 t ))(1 − (1 − e−CE7 t )(1 − e−CE21 t ))

Transformation of a system FT to its equivalent reliability block diagram
(RBD) has been proposed as a viable solution to reduce the complexity asso-
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Table 5.1: ASN Gateway FT Levels with their HOL Formalizations
ASN Sub-FTs
B2
G18

G17

G16

E17:Lack of
auth.
Mechanism

A

G19

B2
B3

RT

G21

Time

G20

AL SL PD others

G22
G23
G24

A
RT

EN1:
Environmental
Effects
EN2: Aircraft
Dangerous
Environment

EN3: Aircraft
Influenced by
Environment
EN4: Environ.
Events may
Damage Aircraft

EQ1:Equipmen
Defect not found

Internal

G25

FF1 Notshwn

PD: Propagation AP: Error in AP
Delay
Component

ED: Equipment
Defect

G13

E20: fail to
update
database
E18: Loss/
Damage of
data Storage

E21

E16: Lack of
Encryption
Mechanism

B1

C6: Hardware
b/w RTDS and
ASN Failure
C8: Issues are
not handled
properly
C7: RTI
Software
Failure

D10: ASN Fail to
Send Aircraft
Objects

E11: Lack of E12: Lack of
Encrypt
auth.
Mechanism Mechanism

G12

G11

E14: fail to
search
database

G10

E15: Fail to
update
Database

E21: Attacker
attack the
system

E13: Loss/
Damage of
data Storage

D7: ASN Fail
to Send Flight
Objects

G15

G14

E19: fail to
search database

Formal Definitions of Sub-FTs in HOL
(B2 FT p t D7 D10 E11 E12 E13 E14 E15
E16 E17 E18 E19 E20 E21) =
OR [OR [atomic (fail event p D7 t);
AND [OR (gate list
(fail event list p [E11; E12] t));
atomic (fail event p E21 t)];
OR (gate list
(fail event list p [E13; E14; E15] t))];
OR [atomic (fail event p D10 t);
AND [OR (gate list
(fail event list p [E16; E17] t));
atomic (fail event p E21 t)];
OR (gate list
(fail event list p [E18; E19; E20] t))]]
A FT p t D1 D4 D7 D10 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6
E7 E8 E9 E10 E11 E12 E13 E14 E15 E16
E17 E18 E19 E20 E21 C5 C6 C7 C8 =
OR [B1 FT p t D1 D4 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7
E8 E9 E10 E21;
B2 FT p t D7 D10 E11 E12 E13 E14 E15 E16 E17
E18 E19 E20 E21;
AND [OR (gate list
(fail event list p [C5; C6; C7] t));
atomic (fail event p C8 t)]]
RT FT p t AL SL PD Others time =
OR FT gate [B1 FT p t D1 D4 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6
E7 E8 E9 E10 E21;
AND [OR (gate list (fail event list p
[AL; SL; PD; Others] t));
atomic (fail event p time t)]
Internal FT p t FD AP FF1 D1 D4
D7 D10 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E11 E12
E13 E14 E15 E16 E17 E18 E19 E20 E21 C5 C6
C7 C8 notshw AL SL PD Others time =
OR [AND [OR (gate list
(fail event list p [FD; AP] t));
atomic (fail event p FF1 t)];
OR [A FT p t D1 D4 D7 D10 E1 E2 E3
E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10
E11 E12 E13 E14 E15 E16 E17 E18
E19 E20 E21 C5 C6 C7 C8; notshw;
RT FT p t AL SL PD Others time]]
ASN gateway FT p t FD AP FF1 D1 D4
D7 D10 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E11 E12
E13 E14 E15 E16 E17 E18 E19 E20 E21 C5 C6 C7
C8 notshw AL SL PD Others time ED
EQ1 EN1 EN2 EN3 EN4 human =
OR [AND [OR (gate list
(fail event list p [FD; AP] t));
atomic (fail event p FF1 t)];
AND [OR [AND (gate list
(fail event list p [ED; EQ1] t));
OR [AND(gate list
(fail event list p [EN1; EN2; EN3; EN4] t));
fail event p human t];
Internal FT gate p t FD AP FF1 D1 D4 D7
D10 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E11 E12
E13 E14 E15 E16 E17 E18 E19 E20 E21
C5 C6 C7 C8 notshw AL SL PD Others time]]
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ciated with finding the failure probability of large systems [58]. The proposed
deep embedding based formalization of FT gates, described in Section 4.1,
allows the establishment of this link and thus we have used the formalization of RBDs [4], presented in Section 3.1, to ease out the FT analysis of
NextGen system. Therefore, in order to verify Equation (5.11), we first verified a lemma that transforms the B1 sub-FT to its equivalent parallel-series
RBD model as follow:
Lemma 5.1. Transformation of B1 FT to its Equivalent RBD Model
` ∀ p t D1 D4 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E21.
FTree p (B1 FT p t D1 D4 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E21) =
(rbd struct p ((parallel of
(λa.

series (rbd list (fail event list a)))) [[D1];[D4];[E1;E21];

[E2;E21]; [E3];[E4];[E5];[E6;E21];[E7;E21];[E8];[E9];[E10]]))

Now, using the formal definition of B1-FT and Lemma 5.1, the failure
probability of B1 sub-FT can be verified in HOL as follows:
Theorem 5.9. Failure Probability of B1 Fault Tree
` ∀ p t D1 D4 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E21 C E1 C E2
C E6 C E7 C D1 C D4 C E3 C E4 C E5 C E8 C E9 C E10 C 21.
time positive t ∧ prob space p ∧
in events p (fail event list p [D1;D4;E1;· · · ;E10;E21] t) ∧
mutual indep p (fail event list p [D1;D4;E1;· · · ;E10;E21] t) ∧
exp dist list p [C D1;C D4;C E1;· · · ;C E10;C E21] [D1;D4;E1;· · · ;E10;E21]
⇒
(prob p (B1 FT p t D1 D4 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E21) =
1 - exp(-(t * list sum [C D1;C D4;C E3;C E4;C E5;C E8;C E9;C E10])) *
list prod(one minus exp prod t
[[C E1;C E21];[C E2;C E21];[C E6;C E21];[C E7;C E21]]))
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The function exp represents the exponential function. The function list sum
is used to sum all the elements of the given list of failure rates, the function
one minus exp accepts a list of failure rates and returns a one minus list of exponentials and the function one minus exp prod accepts a two dimensional
list of failure rates and returns a list with one minus product of one minus
exponentials of every sub-list. For example, one minus exp prod[[c1; c2; c3];
[c4; c5]; [c6; c7; c8]] x = [1 − ((1 − e−(c1)x ) ∗ (1 − e−(c2)x ) ∗ (1 − e−(c3)x ));
(1 − (1 − e−(c4)x ) ∗ (1 − e−(c5)x )); (1 − (1 − e−(c6)x ) ∗ (1 − e−(c7)x ) ∗ (1 − e−(c8)x ))].
The first assumption ensures that the variable t models time t as it can acquire positive integer values only. The next assumption ensures that p is a
valid probability space based on the probability theory in HOL [68]. The
next two assumptions ensure that the events corresponding to the failures
modeled by the random variables D1, D2, E1 to E10 and E21 are valid events
from the probability space p and they are mutually independent. Finally, the
last assumption characterizes the random variables D1, D2, E1 to E10 and
E21, as exponential random variables with failure rates C D1, C D2, C E1 to
C E10 and C E21, respectively. The conclusion of Theorem 5.9 represents the
failure probability of the communication process between ASN to RTDS in
terms of the failure rates of the components involved during the communication process. The proof of Theorem 5.9 is primarily based on Theorem 3.4
and some fundamental facts and axioms of probability.
Similarly, the failure probabilities of other sub-FTs, i.e., B1-FT, B2-FT,
A-FT, RT-FT and Internal-FT, are verified in HOL [4]. These theorems are
verified under the same assumptions as the one used in Theorem 5.9.
Now, using the formal definitions of ASN gateway sub-FTs, given in Table
5.1, and their verified failure probability results [4], we formally verified the
failure probability of the complete ASN gateway system as follows:
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Theorem 5.10. Failure Probability of NextGen Air Traffic Management System
` ∀ p t FD AP FF1 D1 D4 D7 D10 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E11 E12
E13 E14 E15 E16 E17 E18 E19 E20 E21 C5 C6 C7 C8 notshw AL SL PD Others
time ED EQ1 EN1 EN2 EN3 EN4 human C FD C AP C FF1 C D1 C D4 C D7 C D10
C E1 C E2 C E3 C E4 C E5 C E6 C E7 C E8 C E9 C E10 C E11 C E12 C E13 C E14
C E15 C E16 C E17 C E18 C E19 C E20 C E21 C C5 C C6 C C7 C C8 C notshw C AL
C SL C PD C Others C time C ED C EQ1 C EN1 C EN2 C EN3 C EN4 C human.
time positive t ∧ prob space p ∧
in events p (fail event list p [FD;AP;FF1;D1;D4;D7;D10;E1;· · · ;E21;C5;C6;
C7;C8;notshw;AL;SL;PD;Others;time;ED;EQ1;EN1;EN2;EN3;EN4;human] t) ∧
mutual indep p (fail event list p [FD;AP;FF1;D1;D4;D7;D10;E1;· · · ;E21;C5;
C6;C7;C8;notshw;AL;SL;PD;Others;time;ED;EQ1;EN1;EN2;EN3;EN4;human] t)∧
exp dist list p [C FD;C AP;C FF1;C D1;C D4;C D7;C D10;C E1;· · · ;C E21;C C5;C C6;
C C7;C C8;C notshw;C AL;C SL;C PD;C Others;C time; C ED;C EQ1;C EN1;
C EN2;C EN3;C EN4;C human]
[FD;AP;FF1;D1;D4;D7;D10;E1;· · · ;E21;C5;C6;C7;C8;notshw;AL;SL;
PD;Others;time;ED;EQ1;EN1;EN2;EN3;EN4;human] ⇒
(prob p (ASN gateway FT p t FD AP FF1 D1 D4 D7 D10 E1 · · · E21 C5 C6 C7
C8 notshw AL SL PD Others time ED EQ1 EN1 · · · EN4 human) =
1 - (list prod(one minus exp prod t [[C ED;C EQ1];
[C EN1;C EN2;C EN3;C EN4];[C E6;C E21]]))*
exp (-(t*C human)) * exp -(t*C notshw) *
1 - (list prod(one minus exp prod t [[C FD;C FF1];[C AP;C FF1]])*
1 - (1 - exp(-(t*list sum [C D1;C D4;C E3;C E4;C E5;C E8;C E9;C E10]))*
list prod(one minus exp prod t [[C E1;C E21];[C E2;C E21];
[C E6;C E21];[C E7;C E21]])))*
1 - exp(-(t*list sum[C D7;C D10; C E13;C E14;C E15;C E18;C E19;C E20]))*
list prod(one minus exp prod t
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[[C E11;C E21];[C E12;C E21];[C E16;C E21];[C E17;C E21]]))*
list prod(one minus exp prod t [[C C5;C C8];
[C C6;C C8];[C C7;C C8]]))))))*
list prod(one minus exp prod t [[C AL;C time];
[C SL;C time];[C PD;C time]; [C other;C time]]))))

The assumptions of the above theorem are similar to the ones used in Theorem 5.9 and its proof is based on Theorem 3.4 and some basic arithmetic
lemmas and probability theory axioms. The proof of Theorems 5.9 and 5.10
and the formalization of sub-FTs, presented in Table 5.1, with their corresponding probability of failure took more than 2500 lines of HOL codes [4]
and about 125 man-hours.
In order to facilitate the use of our formally verified results by industrial
design engineers for their failure analysis, we have also developed a set of SML
scripts to automate the simplification step of these theorems for any given
failure rate list corresponding to the NextGen ATM system components. For
instance, the output of the auto ASN gateway FT script [4] for the automatic
simplification of Theorem 5.10 is as follows:
` (prob p (ASN gateway FT p t FD AP FF1 D1 D4 D7 D10 E1 · · · E21 C5
C6 C7 C8 notshw AL SL PD Others time ED EQ1 EN1 · · · EN4 human) =
1 − (1 − (1 − e (−5 /2 ) ) ∗ (1 − e (−3 /2 ) )) ∗ ((1 − (1 − e (−1 /2 ) ) ∗ ((1 − e (−2 ) )∗
((1 − e (−3 /2 ) ) ∗ (1 − e (−4 ) )))) ∗ e (−9 /2 ) ) ∗ ((1 − (1 − e (−7 /2 ) ) ∗ (1 − e (−3 ) ))∗
(1 − (1 − e (−4 ) ) ∗ (1 − e (−3 ) )) ∗ (e (−4 ) ∗ ((1 − (1 − e (−1 /2 ) ) ∗ (1 − e (−3 ) ))∗
((1 − (1 − e (−1 /2 ) ) ∗ (1 − e (−3 ) )) ∗ ((1 − (1 − e (−1 /2 ) ) ∗ (1 − e (−3 ) ))∗
(1 − (1 − e (−1 /2 ) ) ∗ (1 − e (−3 ) ))))) ∗ (e (−321 /20 ) ∗ ((1 − (1 − e (−1 /2 ) ) ∗ (1 − e (−3 ) ))∗
((1 − (1 − e (−1 /2 ) ) ∗ (1 − e (−3 ) )) ∗ ((1 − (1 − e (−1 /2 ) ) ∗ (1 − e (−3 ) ))∗
(1 − (1 − e (−1 /2 ) ) ∗ (1 − e (−3 ) )))))) ∗ ((1 − (1 − e (−3 /2 ) ) ∗ (1 − e (−2 ) ))∗
((1 − (1 − e (−1 /2 ) ) ∗ (1 − e (−2 ) )) ∗ (1 − (1 − e (−1 /2 ) ) ∗ (1 − e (−2 ) ))))) ∗ e (−1 ) ∗
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((1 − (1 − e (−7 /2 ) ) ∗ (1 − e (−3 ) )) ∗ ((1 − (1 − e (−3 /2 ) ) ∗ (1 − e (−3 ) ))∗
((1 − (1 − e (−1 /2 ) ) ∗ (1 − e (−3 ) )) ∗ (1 − (1 − e (−5 /2 ) ) ∗ (1 − e (−3 ) ))))))

With a very little modification, these kind of automation scripts can facilitate
industrial design engineers to accurately determine the failure probability of
many other safety-critical systems.
The HOL proof script of the above-mentioned formalizations of the cases
studies can be found in [4].

5.4

Summary and Discussion

The main objective of this chapter was to illustrate the effectiveness and
utilization of our proposed formal dependability analysis framework. For
this purpose, we utilized our proposed RBD and FT formalizations that are
described in detail in Chapters 3 and 4 to conduct the dependability analysis
of generic models of a Virtual Data Center, complex oil and gas pipelines
and NextGen Air Traffic Management system, which have been considered
as highly-critical systems in their respective domains.
To illustrate the practical effectiveness of our RBD-based dependability
analysis framework, we utilized our foundational formalization to conduct
the formal reliability analysis of a generic Virtual Data Center (VDC) system in a cloud computing infrastructure [90]. A VDC can be viewed as series
connection of network modules and clusters, which in turn contains a bunch
of physical (or cloud) servers that are connected in parallel [87]. In order
to make an efficient use of hardware resources, hardware virtualization [87]
is utilized within each cloud server. This virtualization configuration ascertains the reliability of a cloud server and can be modeled as a series-parallel
RBD [75]. Therefore, the reliability of the complete VDC can be analyzed
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by utlizing the nested series-parallel RBD structure, where the outer RBD
models the connection of clusters and the inner RBD corresponds to the virtualization configuration in a cloud server [90] and thus the goal is to attain the
most reliable configuration. Due to the large number of sub-components and
the continuous nature of failure rates, and the associated random variables,
traditional techniques, like simulation or model checking, cannot ascertain
accurate results for this analysis. Whereas, the proposed RBD based analysis
approach allowed us to analyze a generic n-cluster model of the VDC.
Many probabilistic risk assessment techniques have been developed during the last two decades to assess the reliability of oil and gas pipelines.
However, the analysis based on these probability theoretic approaches have
been carried out using informal system analysis methods, like simulation or
paper-and-pencil, and thus do not ensure accurate results. The accuracy of
the pipeline risk assessment results is very critical for oil and gas pipelines
since even minor flaws in the analysis could trigger the loss of many human
lives or cause heavy damages to the environment. In order to achieve this
goal and overcome the inaccuracy limitation of the traditional probabilistic
analysis techniques, we utilized the formalization of RBDs to formally reason
about the reliability of oil and gas pipelines using higher-order-logic theorem
proving. We also formally verified the reliability expressions of the oil pipeline
system between the oil terminals at Port of Gdynia and Debogorze.
This chapter also presented the FT analysis of a ASN gateway by dividing
its FT into four levels. The formally verified failure probability expressions
of individual levels are then used to reason about the failure probability
of the overall ASN gateway communication system. Thanks to the sound
reasoning process, the results obtained from the formal failure analysis of the
NextGen ASN gateway can help the design engineers validating the failure
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results that are generally obtained through traditional analysis techniques.
These accurately determined failure results can bring many other benefits for
the NextGen design engineers, which include: (i) accurate assessment of the
reliability of NextGen ATM system based on the reliability of its components;
(ii) accurate identification of less reliable components in the NextGen ATM
system; and (iii) confidence in the results of trade-off studies for different
NextGen ATM designs to optimize reliability and cost.
Traditional simulation tools for dependability analysis often provide sufficient automation and only requires the system specification from the dependability design engineers. On the other hand, HOL theorem proving is
interactive in nature and require extensive user guidance during the verification process. In order to facilitate the use of our formally verified results by
industrial design engineers for their failure analysis, we have also developed
a set of SML scripts to automate the simplification step of these theorems for
any given failure rate list corresponding to the NextGen ATM system components. With a very little modification, these kind of automation scripts
can facilitate industrial design engineers to accurately determine the failure
probability of many other safety-critical systems.

Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1

Conclusions

In this thesis, we have discussed various dependability models constructed
using the building blocks offered by the formalizations of reliability block
diagrams and fault trees models. These dependability modeling techniques
provide a systematic way to utilize the dependability of individual components to determine the dependability of the overall system. A highlighting
feature of RBD and FT dependability modeling techniques, compared to
other techniques, such as Markov chains and Event trees, is their ability to
capture the failure characteristics of large and complex systems.
Dependability has been traditionally analyzed by using paper-and-pencil
methods and simulation tools. The former technique involves manual manipulation to derive the dependability relationships for given real-world system.
But this method is limited to small sized systems and prone to human error
when it comes to the analyses of large and complex systems. On the other
hand, simulation tools can handle large systems and provide many attractive
features, like graphical editors to input dependability models and the selec159
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tion of appropriate failure distributions, to the design engineers. Although,
the analyses through simulation tools are automatic but the accuracy of the
dependability results are compromised due to the involvement of pseudorandom variables and numerical methods.
To overcome the above-mentioned inaccuracy problems, state-based formal methods have been utilized for the dependability analysis of many realworld systems [72, 77]. However, state-based approaches, such as model
checking and Petri Nets, can neither be used to reason about continuous
elements and nor for verifying generic dependability expressions. Additionally, a state-based model of a specific scenario, with predefined transition
probabilities, can only be analyzed using model checking tools. The inherent
state-space explosion problem of these techniques also limits their applicability to analyze sizable systems due to its exponential growth in state-space.
On the other hand, higher-order-logic theorem proving, which is a widely
used formal method, has the ability to inductively verify the dependability
relationships for an arbitrary number of system components and failure rates
and thus can be used to carry out the dependability analysis of a wide variety
of real-world systems.
In this thesis, we have utilized the HOL theorem proving to develop
a formal RBD and FT based dependability analysis framework. We presented a higher-order-logic formalization of commonly used RBD configurations, namely, series, parallel, parallel-series, series-parallel and nested seriesparallel, and k-out-n RBD to facilitate the formal reliability analysis of safetycritical systems within the sound environment of a HOL theorem prover. The
usability of the proposed RBD formalization is effectively illustrated by presenting the formal reliability analysis of several real-world systems, including
smart grids and WSN data transport protocols. The foundational RBD for-
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malization is also extended in order to formalize ABD configurations, by
introducing the notion of availability events in HOL, for availability analysis purposes. Additionally, the concepts of instantaneous and steady-state
availability is formalized to develop a formal library of availability theory
foundations. This library can then be used to model and analyze both component and system level availability properties of a satellite solar array within
the sound core of a HOL theorem prover.
This thesis also presented the detailed formalization of commonly used
FT gates, such as AND, OR, NOT, NAND, NOR, XOR, inhibit, comparator,
and majority voting, and the PIE principle, which are the foremost requirements to conduct FT analysis. The practical effectiveness of the proposed
FT formalization approach is illustrated by formally verifying the failure
probability relationships of real-world systems, like smart grids and satellite
solar array. Similarly, our FT formalization is also extended to formalize unavailability FT in order to conduct the unavailability analysis of real-world
systems. The formalization of steady-state unavailability and the extension
of PIE with unavailability events are then used to conduct a formal unavailability analysis of a satellite solar array.
Some noteworthy safety-critical systems, such as virtual data centers, oil
and gas pipelines and NextGen air traffic management, are also formally analyzed by utilizing the RBD and FT based dependability analysis framework
that is developed in this thesis. These case studies, presented in Section 5,
allow the dependability engineers to further investigate the strength of the
proposed formal dependability framework.
The distinguishing feature of our dependability analysis framework is that
the correctness of the dependability results are guaranteed due to the involvement of a sound theorem prover in the verification, which ensures that all
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required assumptions for the validity of the results are accompanying the
theorem. Unlike traditional approaches, the formally verified dependability
results are sound and obtained through rigorous reasoning process during the
mechanization of their proofs.

6.2

Future Work

The formalization and verification results, presented in this thesis, open many
new avenues of research in using theorem proving for the precise dependability analysis of safety-critical systems as a complementary method to the
probabilistic model checking and simulation techniques. We now compare
the features provided by the commercial dependability analysis tools with
our proposed framework. This certainly helps us to identify the future directions and the practical industry requirements. Table 6.1 provides a comparison between the features supported by Blocksim, i.e., a software package
provided by ReliaSoft [76], and our formal dependability analysis framework.
Table 6.1: Comparison Between Blocksim and Formal Dependability Framework
S.
Blocksim
No.
1
RBD, FT and Markov Chain
Availability and Maintainability
2
Analysis
3
Exact Reliability Results/Plots
4
Optimum Reliability Allocation
5
Throughput Calculation
6
Life Cycle Cost Estimation

Formal Dependability Analysis
Framework
RBD and FT
Availability Analysis
Exact Reliability Results

It is clear from Table 6.1 that we also need to build support for Markov
Chain based reliability analysis, optimum reliability allocation and system
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performance parameters, such as throughput calculation and life cycle cost
estimation. Some of the future extensions are outlined below.
 The formalization, presented in this thesis, is only focused to static

RBD and FT models and cannot express the time varying system
states, dependent systems and non-series-parallel topologies. The first
two limitation, i.e., time varying system states, dependent systems, can
be removed by extending the present formalization to dynamic RBD
and dynamic FT. This can be done by combining our formalization of
RBD and FT with the recently proposed discrete-time Markov chain
formalization [64] in HOL. To build a complete dynamic reliability analysis, we are required to significantly enhance the Mhamdi’s [68] formalization of Lebesgue integral and Radon-Nikodyme derivative in HOL
that are essentially used to formalize continuous-time Markov Chains.
To analyze the dependability of non-parallel-series RBD topologies,
several methods have been developed, including decomposition method,
the event space method and the path-tracing method [21]. We plan to
formalize these methods in order to provide a reasoning support for
analyzing the dependability of non-series-parallel RBD in HOL.
 Multistate reliability theory [71], which combines RBDs with semi-

markov process, can be used to reason about the impact of change in
time on reliability of the system. For this purpose, we would require
the formalization of semi-markov chain and its associated concepts in
HOL. Then the generic RBD formalization, proposed in this thesis, can
be easily incorporated with the formalization of semi-markov process
to build the foundation for multistage reliability analysis.
 Building upon the FT formalization, presented in this thesis, the dy-
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namic FT gates, such as priority AND and voting OR gate, can also be
formally modeled and thus the scope of FT based formal dependability
analysis [89] can be further enhanced.
 Our RBD and FT-based formal dependability analysis framework can

be used to analyze the dependability of wide range of large and complex
systems, like Multistage Interconnection Networks (MINs) [20] that are
mainly used in the supercomputers and multi-process systems to realize
communication among thousands of processors. Such systems cannot
be analyzed with state-based techniques, such as Markov chains, due
to their complex nature. For example, to conduct the Markov chain
based dependability analysis of a 8 x 8 MIN consisting of 16 switching elements, we need to consider 216 possible states [20]. Although,
we can somewhat reduce the number of states by taking appropriate
assumptions but it can compromise the accuracy of the dependability results [20]. On the other hand, RBD and FT are intuitive and
transparent methods that can be used to describe the dependability of
MINs [19] within the sound environment of HOL theorem prover.
 To facilitate the utilization of our dependability analysis framework,

we plan to build a GUI that can be used to capture any RBD/FT
model, like the virtual data center RBD or satellite solar array FT, from
the user and return the formally-verified dependability expression, by
using the HOL theorem prover that is running seamlessly beneath this
GUI, of the given system. This would bring great benefits to non-HOL
users, like industrial dependability engineers, in many respects. For
instance, it can be used to certify the results estimated by the design
engineers or provide essential feedback at the design stage to correct
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this estimated results, which are traditionally either obtained through
manual manipulation or computer simulation.
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